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Well, we've done it again! Whether 
you term it as a hornet's nest or a can of 
worms, Ed Foote's article is drawing 
great response. (Not to mention Russ Nic 
hols' July "Challenge Chatter," and 
Harold Bausch's August "Dancing 
Tips"). So let's clear the editorial air, one 
more time! 
One response to Ed Foote's article im-
pugns us for printing it, the other gives 
some arguments against Ed's viewpoint. 
We will only answer the first, since 
whether we agree with Ed or not is im-
material. We have said over and over 
again in our sixteen years as editors that 
we strive to be "open," that we do not 
have to agree with everything that is 
printed in ASD, and that every reader has 
the right to be heard if he wishes to 
speak. Ed Foote has that same right to 
present his views cogently and logically 
to a nationwide audience. The readers in 
that audience may agree or disagree, 
and are equally free to rebut. 
ASD devotes many pages monthly to 
printing news reports and information 
concerning the national organizations, 
such as Callerlab, LEGACY, Roundalab, 
URDC, National Convention and NEC. 
However, we are not an in-house organ 
for any one of them and our writers may 
feel free to disagree with action or try to 
change it by convincing others of their 
viewpoints. 
When we ask columnists to share 
their views, we do not dictate their opin-
ions or their choice of material. Does 
any editor tell Art Buchwald or Paul 
Harvey what to say? Russ Nichols and 
Harold Bausch are free to state their opi-
nions; we may or may not agree! Our 
hope is that readers who disagree will 
say so! They have said so...after several 
months of sparse editorial correspon-
dence, more letters are probably in the 
"Feedback" file than are going to fit in 
this issue. We'll continue them until all 
viewpoints are heard. 
We see this function—an open "clear-
inghouse" for opposing viewpoints as 
one of the main responsibilities of 
magazine editors. 
Along this same course, when we 
printed the picture of Jimmy Carter 
dancing on the ASD cover, we were ac-
cused of political promotion for the 
Democrats. This month's issue contains 
the story of Ronald Reagan learning to 
yellow rock. Would you like to guess this 
time which party we vote for? You'd all 
be incorrect. But we reserve the right to 
print news and the Washington story is 
news this month, as was the story that 
Jimmy Carter was our first square danc-
ing president. 
One more time, in chorus, we say, "We 
may not agree with what you say, but 
we'll defend to the death your right to 
say it." Anyone else ready to write? 
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A bewitching October array of writers 
appears in this issue, treating a variety 
of topics we hope you will find inspiring 
and entertaining. Square dancers every- 
where have enjoyed dancing to Oh Lord, 
It's Hard To Be Humble. George Bell 
shares some new aspects of humility in the lead article. Also writing philosophically 
is Dan Martin, a LEGACY trustee and veteran leader in Georgia square dance 
associations. Caller Virginia Callaghan introduces the 1985 Callerlab theme with an 
article on the delights of live music for square dancing. While the story about Presi-
dent Reagan is not signed, we suspect it came from the pens of John and Sally 
Tullis, publicity chairmen for the Baltimore convention, and a couple who deserve 
credit for their hard work during the recent years of preparation and promotion. 
Jim White, another LEGACY trustee who also manufactures Promenader Shoes, 
uses his expertise in the S/D business world to warn of some pitfalls and give some 
tips to those considering establishing a S/D enterprise. Still another LEGACY 
trustee, Mary Jenkins, describes the fun and hospitality she and husband Bill en-
joyed on a visit to West Virginia. 
Welcome to old friends, puzzler Erma Reynolds and poet Jeanne O'Hara, and to a 
new one, cartoonist Rosemary Geseck. 
It's downright spooky how each issue just manages to fill up with features and ads, 
but we're glad it happens...hope you enjoy every page! 
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BY-LINE 
Thank you for featuring us in "Facing 
the L.O.D." in the July issue of American 
Squaredance. We appreciated your 
choice of information so that we didn't 
come across as doing more than we re-
ally had. Ours was a late start in round 
dancing but we spent increasing 
amounts of time catching up. 
Enjoyed reading about the China trip. 
That's on our list for someday. 
Dorothy and Everette Walker 
You do an excellent job with your 
magazine. I read it from cover to cover 
when it comes. 
Cathie, your story about China was so 
good, I felt like booking a tour (with your 
group, of course). 
Peggy Burnett 
Warsaw IN 
I really did enjoy your article on your 
trip to China. 
I read every word of it— and some 
twice. 
Harold Bausch 
Many thanks for printing my "He 
Said— WHAT?" poem. I love to write 
them and will send some along to you 
now and then— in case you'd care to 
use them. 
Am enclosing a Christmas poem—
published in Pen-Del Fed- Fax last year. 
Everyone liked it so perhaps you might 
use it in your Dec. issue. Also a Hallo-
ween one— which was in the Penn. 
Jersey publication last year. 
Jeanne O'Hara 
Gladwyne PA 
Thank you for your reminder about the 
subscription of American Squaredance. 
I would like to continue this subscription 
so I enclose a cheque for $18.00, which 
would be enough for two years (in-
cluding postage). 
Square dancing has become real 
popular in Sweden now. You can go 
dancing every month if you like at 
festivals and other meetings. On June 
29, 30 and July 1, I attended a festival in 
Falun, with Jerry Story as caller. What a 
voice that man has! It was a real 
highlight. 
Directly after that I went to a small 
village up in the mountains where we 
danced every day from Sunday night to 
Friday night. We had some of the best 
Swedish callers up there, and it was a 
very instructive week. We workshopped 
all the plus calls. One day we went up to 
the highest mountain in the neigh-
borhood and danced a little at the top, 
so now we are real top-dancers. 
This was a very good way of spending 
one week of the summer vacation. 
Lief Carlsson 
Arvika Sweden 
Here is my check for another year. I've 
been square dancing for years and know 
the American Squaredance helps in en-
joying the dance. I enjoy the articles 
from the different parts of the country to 
hear of other ideas. 
Thanks for publishing a worthwhile 
magazine. 
Susan H. Fretz 
Macon GA 
Continued on Page 95 
PO BOX 216, GRENN BATH OH 44210 
   
LATEST ROUNDS: 
GR17065 SOMEBODY LOVES ME, Quickstep by Bob & Mary Ann pother 
GR17064 VERY SMOOTH, Two-step by Harvey & Norine Wiese 
GA17063 CHARISMA, Waltz by Jay & Boots Herrmann 
GR17062 ALWAYS YOU, Waltz by Lou & Mary Luclous 
GR17061 DREAMY RHYTHM, Two-step by Leo & Pat Fialko 
LATEST SQUARES: 
TOP25369 HAVE A HAPPY TIME by Julia 
TOP25364 GOOD MORNING COUNTRY RAIN by Dave Walker 
TOP25363 WHY DO THEY ALWAYS SAY NO by BIll Peterson 
FTC32048 WONDERFUL TIME by Buddy Weaver 
FTC32047 JUST A DANCE AT TWILIGHT by Paul Hartman 




Well, my off-season interlude is over. 
We're back into the thick of fall program-
ming. Gone are the breathtaking views 
of my favorite lake retreat. Gone is the 
smell of Adirondack pines. Gone is the 
nakedness of white birch limbs etched 
like delicate scrimshaw lines against 
numberless jade hills. Gone are the daily 
swims, the sails, the trails, the tennis, 
the R&R. (Those initials for me stand for 
Reflection and Restoration.) Everyone 
needs an off-season in order to get 
refreshed for the on-season. I hope you 
had yours this summer. 
One of the positive advantages of a 
getaway month like July-August is the 
fun afforded by a chance to soak up 
some sun, son, and take an extrospec-
five look at the passing scene as well as 
an introspective look at oneself. In order 
to lend a little class to this mediocre 
Meanderings mixed-medley, I'd like to 
quote from Thoreau: 
"It is not worth the while to go around 
the world to count the cats of Zanzibar. 
Be a Columbus to whole new continents 
and worlds within you, opening new 
channels, not of trade, but of thought." 
A somewhat elevating experience en-
joyed in mid-summer was a visit to the 
Eugene O'Neill Theater Center in Water- 
Aeek,AN. 
	 •., 
ford, Connecticut (speaking of adding a 
little culture to our lives). The dramatic 
offering was all Chinese (with resident 
Chinese thespians) and a special treat, 
since we're now so well Oriented. (Ah, 
so!— Co-ed.) 
Three times I went Rotaroot-tooting in 
the north country. That's simply visiting 
local service clubs to get makeup credits 
for the club back home. Truth of it is I 
like to hub-nub and circulate with 
various Rotary wheels. Makes me feel 
I'm somebody when I know I'm non-
notably nobody. (You said it!— Co-ed.) 
Summer is a time to yaw'n'jaw or to 
yak'n'rap. Talked to a some-time square 
dancer up the road whom we'd known 
for years. Discovered he came back from 
Aspen this spring ranked six in the na-
tion for his speed on the slopes. And I 
didn't even know he was a ski-buff! Says 
he plans to give it up. Too grueling— all 
that practice. Funny. "A hobby is 
something some folks go goofy over in 
order to keep from going nuts." 
Another couple, met accidentally, told 
of how they had dropped out of square 
dancing due to someone at their very 
first club dance after graduation giving 
them the old "club flub snub." (That's 
the "you flub, I snub" attitude.) Pity. 
When will we really care about those 
hard-earned new grads? 
American Squaredance, October 1984 
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As decades pile on decades. we in the 
publishing business can rejoice that 
printing technology has really rolled into 
high gear. with offset replacing letter-
press. making the latter method almost 
as extinct as the dinosaurs. And the best 
part of this big flip is that costs have 
nose-dived considerably. unlike so many 
other industries today. No more waiting 
a week while your forms and blurbs and 
promos get printed. The "quick-print" 
shops in most every city anywhere will 
do 'em, while you wait. Or do it yourself 
on your own little business offset or on 
your desk-top rapid-repeater handy-
dandy copier. Voila! 
How well I remember the old-old days. 
say about three decades ago, on the se-
cond floor of the musty print shop 
somewhere in New England, where we 
set type by hand. letter by letter, or put 
the linotype slugs into galleys and 
pulled proofs. No more hot type now. No 
more strike-on printing. It's all 
photographic and electronic. Our printer 
runs the paper copy you're reading on 
thin metal plates that are etched 
photographically and rolled over a high-
speed drum to produce such clean. 
sharp reproductions old Ben Franklin 
would drool. 
All copy is set on our own console 
computer-composer that sits in the cor-
ner of our office like a groaning 
behemoth, as smug as a Supreme Court 
judge since it can easily memorize an 
encyclopedia and blink it back to you on 
its one big green eye with hardly a ho-
hum. 
Then over in the other corner is 
another marvelous new machine we ac-
quired recently— an IBM computer that 
makes keeping records. printing letters. 
memorizing lists. and spitting out labels 
and documents as simple as partner par-
ty parchesi in the parlor. It. too, blinks its 
green eye constantly, and asks more 
questions than a three year old. 
Add to all this our mailing machine. 
typewriters. copier, label jobber and 
bundler, plus smaller implements. and 
you have a maze of technical tools that 
would make my first printing boss. Mr. 
Utter, utterly green with envy if he were 
still around to utter an exclamation or 
metamorphose to a chameleon emerald, 
all in a wee instant, b'gory. 
Aren't computers a wonder of the 
80's? Think about it. Every second of our 
lives we're being monitored, diagnosed, 
indexed, entertained, routed, numbered, 
American Squaredance. October 1984 
 
Someone asked where the word taw 
comes from, referring to the distaff side 
of a partnership. Well, it's an old Indian 
term, referring to an Indian maiden. 
Sometimes in tribal script it was spelled 
TAU. That comes directly from the spot-
ted Pinto pony's mouth. I was told by my 
Uncle Uncas that when an Indian boy 
ran through the thickets and ripped his 
deerskin breeches to shreds, a maiden 
would come with needle and thread, say-
ing "You TAW yo' breeches again, boy, 
but I'll APACHE, or you'll be Running 
Bare!" 
Sitting at dinner at the Inn at Silver 
Bay, six strangers, including me, were 
sharing food and food for thought. 
The woman on my right, thirty-ish, 
from the New York City area, was seek-
ing from each of us (two other women, 
three men) what our interests and hob-
bies are. 
From the man on my left she 
discovered some facts about pewter col-
lecting. The composition of pewter. 
Degrees of lead content depending on 
its historical origin. The distinctive mark 
of the craftsman stamped on each 
piece. Benchmarks of quality. 
She talked with me about square 
dancing, publishing, philately, bridges. 
From the others she elicited more, 
everything from judging art to growing 
zucchini. 
As we rose to go when we all had 
finished, she thanked each of us in turn. 
Then she said that years ago she vowed 
to learn one new fact each day of her 
life. She was pleased to get an extra 
bonus of facts over today's quota. 
A good goal. One new fact per day. 
Do you know the difference between 
ignorance and apathy? (I don't know and 
I don't care. — Co-ed.) 
A guy in our town invented the paint 
roller. He's an engineer, not a painter. 
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analyzed. projected, graphed. studied. 
and type-cast. whether we know it or not. 
by those infernal silicone superscript-
scopes in a twinkling faster than you 
can — ah — take a byte out of an Apple! 
It's good to be alive in this electronic 
age. (Of course, computers are only as 
intelligent and efficient as the women 
who program them, right?— Coed.) 
There's always a simple solution to 
every problem— even the problems we 
encounter in the square dance world. 
It was a good year for Caller Colleges. 
By the time you read this I will have 
finished the Cincinnati area school with 
21 callers (see next month's issue), en-
joyed the mid-continent one with 15 
callers near KC (see ASD, Aug., p. 8) and 
can herein describe the northern Ver-
mont college with ten callers aboard. 
Still to come is the late fall school with 
Cal Golden and the Copes, at beautiful 
Copecrest (Dillard, GA) just a month 
away. 
St. Albans, Vermont— What a setting 
this was for the second annual Northern 
Vermont Caller College at Mike 
Trombly's TNT home/hall overlooking 
the hills and valleys bordering Lake 
Champlain. Ten fledgling crooners 
"chicken plucked" and hash-bashed 
with Mike and me over a gorgeous four-
day weekend to the tune of TNT up-
tempo tintinabulations. Great bunch—
Claude, Jeff (000ps— Geoff), Bob, Don, 
Dot, Murray, Mary, Jim, Frank and Jeep. 
Great satisfaction for caller-coaches to 
plunk a little pebble of know-how into 
uncharted waters, as it were, and slowly 
see the ripples rip where they may. Some 
become becalmed, others make quite a 
splash. (Only a few drips under pressure 
make a splash.— Co-ed.) 
York, Pennsylvania— Early in August 
it was time to "smell the white roses" of 
York again, so I unleaded the Celeb and 
pointed her nose south from Lake 
George for an eight-hour scoot. It was so 
humid at the ASDance that night things 
were a bit slow. A bit of a stalled small 
ball, the Brits might say. Dennis and Ger-
rie Hensel hosted me. Don Spangler 
cued. You Olympic hopefuls and muscle-
builders know that York is the dumbbell 
capital. (Is that why they wanted to keep 
you there, Stan?— Co-ed.) 
Minerva (Olmstedville) New York—
Over the mountain I went for a double-
shot of squarenading at the legendary 
Mockingbird Hill home of Mary and Bill 
Jenkins. (In addition to ASD staff help, 
their credits are a mile long and whale 
wide.) Select, seasonal, self-starting 
sashayers provided reel revelry both 
times. Make-your-own sundaes added 
full flavor to snack lines and full 
measure to waistlines. 
Point Claire (Montreal), Quebec— To 
simmer in summer is a bummer, but not 
when you can dance/call in the air- 
conditioned hall used by Circles & 	's 
of Pointe Claire, so there! Thus I did a 
PLUS with no fuss in the middle of Aug-
us'. (That could be verse.— Co-ed.) One 
marvels that most Canadian clubs are 
so tidy, proper and smooth. Charles and 
Jennifer Norman were my hosts again. 
Party after. Easy three-hour jaunt north 
from our August home. Almost local. 
Wer":17itaisrure rofercators rzyrrms sows 
Silver Bay, New York— We did several 
one-night-stands at this resort, part of a 
long-time tradition. Most were outdoors 
under the lights. Some of the faces 
beamed brighter than the lights. Makes 
me wonder if sometimes the golden 
gleam is gone when we feel we ought to 
cram 41 lessons into some fragile folks' 
faculties. It takes me wa-y-y-y back to 
the days when there were no classes 
needed to dance. Anybody remember? 
Everybody's trivia-happy these days. 
Who hasn't played Trivia) Pursuit and 
other such head-scratching games on 
the market? Well, I completely un-
covered a hysterical bare-faced fact 
about a fanciful figure. It goes like this: 
Said Lord Godiva to Lady Godiva 
when she returned home after her 
famous ride: "And just where have you 
been? Your horse got home two hours 
ago." 
Now, before I get unceremoniously 
ridden out of town on a rail for such 
raillery, I'll exit quickly, 
but with General 
M 	 
"I shall return!" 















ESP605 HARD DOG TO KEEP UNDER THE PORCH by Larry 
ESP604 I'M SATISFIED by Larry 
ESP508 OLD FASHIONED GIRL by Bob 
ESP507 STREET TALK by Bob 
ESP313 THAT'S THE WAY LOVE GOES by paul 
ESP312 LOVER IN DISGUISE by Paul 
ESP206 THE SOUTH'S GONNA RATTLE AGAIN. Elmer and Larry 
ESP124 SUWANNEE by Elmer (Harmony by Tony 0.1 
ESP123 JUST BECAUSE by Elmer 
RECENT RELEASES.  
ESP122 SENTIMENTAL OL' YOU by Elmer 
ESP121 NEW LOOKS FROM AN OLD LOVER by Elmer 
ESP120 PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME by Elmer 
ESP119 WAY DOWN DEEP by Elmer 
ESP205 STRONG WEAKNESS by Elmer & Paul 
ESP204 I WOULDN'T CHANGE YOU IF I COULD by Elmer & Paul 
ESP203 I THINK ABOUT YOUR LOVE by Elmer & Paul 
ESP311 MY LADY LOVES ME by Paul 
ESP310 GOOD 'N COUNTRY by Paul 
ESP309 GOOD OLD DAYS by Paul 
ESP308 I CAN'T SEE TEXAS FROM HERE by Paul 
ESP401 SIZZLIN' (Hoedown) MS Calls by Bob 
ESP400 LIGHTNIN' by Elmer (Hoedown with Plus 1 Calls by Elmer) 
ESP506 I STILL LOVE YOU IN THE SAME OLD WAY by Bob 
ESP505 SWINGIN' by Bob 
ESP504 I WISH I WAS IN NASHVILLE by Bob 
ESP503 CONEY ISLAND WASHBOARD GAL by Bob 
ESP603 SALTY DOG BLUES by Larry 
ESP602 MAMA DON'T ALLOW by Larry 
ESP601 GONNA HAVE A PARTY by Larry 
ESP001 BIRDIE SONG, Cued by Malcolm Davis 
ESP1001 LP or Cassette, Side A, Vocals by Elmer. 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM ESP: 
ESP/RBS1261 HONKY TONK SATURDAY NIGHT by Elmer 
ESP/RBS1262 ELVIRA by Elmer 
ESP/RBS1263 TIGHT FITTIN' JEANS by Elmer 
ESP/RBS1264 TAKIN' IT EASY by Elmer 
Elmer Sheffield Productions, Inc. 
3765 Lakeview Dr., 
Tallahassee FL 32304 
904-576-4088 or 575-1020 
Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp. 
PO Box 644, Pomona CA 91769 
Callers Record Corner, 163 Angelos 
Memphis TN 38116 
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We need to define the word humble. 
Humility is not self-depreciation, which 
is an attempt to deny a strength or a 
talent. It is not being a doormat who car-
ries around a sign which says, "You can 
step on me all you want." It is not con-
stantly talking about how humble you 
are. In fact, a person who is humble 
never talks about it. One cannot even be 
humble unless he or she has something 
to brag about. When we talk about a 
humble person, we are talking about a 
person who has a strong sense of self-
worth, a person who could brag about a 
talent or about a great measure of 
wisdom or skill. but who does not talk 
about that which is special. 
Conceit is what makes a little squirt 
think he or she is a foundation of 
knowledge or wisdom or beauty or 
strength. I have met a few people like 
that, people who feel they are God's best 
gift to the world. In fact, sometimes you 
have a feeling when you meet a con-
ceited person that if he or she had not 
been born, the world would have beaten 
on the gates of heaven begging for that 
person. 
Being humble makes us teachable. It 
makes up open to others. It protects us 
from the danger of becoming our own 
God and worshiping ourselves. 
Being humble makes us teachable. 
That might seem obvious. A conceited 
person builds walls around the brain and 
around the soul. Nothing is more dead-
ly than intellectual and spiritual ar-
rogance, and it is so easy to be arrogant. 
Perhaps it becomes easier as we get 
older, for we do not want to appear in-
secure or imperfect. We do not want to 
be self-conscious or embarrassed. I 
think of the things I want to learn to do, 
but I'm too embarrassed to sign up for 
the class which would teach me. It is 
hard to admit that I cannot do some 
things that people much younger than I 
can do very well. That is pride and that 
keeps me from learning. Every day I 
meet people who are living in pain who 
are afraid to seek information or help 
because they are too proud. It is difficult 
sometimes to admit you do not know 
how to solve a problem, or that you are 
totally ignorant and need to be taught as 
if you were a first grader. 
Occasionally you hear a person talk 
about how ignorant they have felt as 
they have learned new math, or taken a 
calligraphy course, or learned how to run 
a computer, or tried to manage a port-
folio of stocks. It is common to hear peo-
ple talk about how inadequate they feel 
at being a good parent or a good partner 
in marriage. Discomfort sometimes 
forces us to confess how pride and con-
ceit have kept up from learning new 
things which would actually enrich our 
lives. Without humility, we can easily 
and quickly slip into intellectual and 
spiritual arrogance. Humility makes us 
teachable. 
Now, a second benefit of being hum-
ble. Humility makes up open to others. 
Sometimes what we need is something 
more than the ability to learn new things 
in all areas of life. We need others. We 
need to ask friends to help when we can-
not find the way by ourselves. But you 
cannot do that unless you are humble. 
Proud people are self-centered. They 
often are very lonely because they will 
not let others come close to them and 
they never touch another's life in any 
depth. It is said that the great composer 
Franz Schubert lived in the same city as 
Beethoven, and though they met many 
times, Schubert never spoke to 
Beethoven because Beethoven came 
from a family of low repute. I wonder 
how many of us are like Franz Schubert, 
Continued on Page 93 
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CALLER LINE-UP 
These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call Them! 
Bill Benhott 
27080 Cook Rd.  





3795 Pamela Drive 
Gahanna OH 43230 	ery 
614855.9937 
Weekends & Holidays 
Perry Bergh 
4..0 518 Skyline Dr. 
Watertown SD 57201 
605-886.2311 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Don Malcom. "The Missouri Maverick 
RR2. Sheldon MO 64784 
417 667 9656. Available Year Round 
Festivals/Weekends/Caller Clinic 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 
Middlefield OH 44062 
216.632-1074 
Ma rsc h-Mellow.Smooth 
Mal Minshall 
1316 Quince 
Sidney NE 69162 
308-254-4809 
Let's Go! '85-'86! 
Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave. 
Hilton NY 14468 
Weekends & Festivals 
Mainstream thru A-2 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078(e  
944 Chatelain Rd.  
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics 
Calling Full Time 
Jack Murray (505-296-3372i 
11712 Golden Gate NE 
Albuquerque NM 87111 et.110 
Calling Full Time 
Recording on G&W Records 
eito 
Paul B. Fox (216-762.5597) 
501 Gridley Ave. 
41 1. 	Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calls of the 
"Silver Fox," Booking 85,86 
Joe Sorell 
406 N 3rd 
Douglas WY 82633 
Now Booking 85, 86, 87 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 	toms. 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man! 
Roger Stilipass 
2145 Pyrenees Dr. 	=my* 
Florissant MO 63033 
Now traveling full time 
Shag Ulen (614 837-3641) 
471 Sycamore Drive 
Pickerington OH 43147 
Hash or Song, 
You Can't Go Wrong 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now booking 85 
Steven Jacques 
PO Box 28 
Pasadena MD 21122 
682-4381 or 682-2988 
Lone * Recording Artist 
a 4h. 
Vern Weese (713-438-3429) 
1342 Gentle Bend 	alsaypr 
Missouri City TX 77489 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Become a VW Bug 
Wayne Wheeler 
PO Box 121 
Pierre SD 57501 
605-224.8405 
"As You Like It!" 
Ralph Kornegay (919.392-1789) 
4634 Trafalgar Rd. 
4 1  Wilmington NC 28405 
The "Dr. of Squares" 




McCracken KS 67556 
All New Spiral-Bound Calendars 




by Virginia Callaghan 
Sacramento, California 
"Music, Our Greatest Ally" is the 
Callerlab theme for the coming year. 
Live music plays a prominent role in this 
concept. For your big party, live music is 
a great event; it brings the club. the 
caller and the dancers together in 
fellowship not found in any other way. 
The caller has a new role. There is the 
excitement of doing something new; 
there is the prestige that comes with the 
ability to perform with a band behind 
you and the satisfaction of being in the 
group of callers who are keeping up—
not always catching up. 
For the club, live music is a drawing 
card; it is a fringe benefit for your caller 
and the club is a true patron of square 
dancing. 
The dancer finds live music a pleasant 
new experience. To dance while real 
people are making the music that enter-
tains you right before your very eyes is 
not soon forgotten. Then too, there may 
be intermission dance music and other 
entertainment by the band and caller. 
Now back to the caller: If the club has 
honored you by providing live music for 
the next big party and you are new to 
performing with a band, don't panic! 
There are certain steps you can take to 
assure a good performance. If you are 
new to live music, it is essential that the 
band be composed of professional 
grade musicians who play often for mod-
ern square dances. They not only know 
how to play the music you need but are 
vitally interested in the success of the 
program. Get their advice on procedures 
such as signals for starting and stopp-
ing, loudness and softness, tempo, 
amplification of voice and music and 
other details that will become apparent 
as you proceed. Select the music for the 
patter and singing calls from their reper-
toire and choose simple figures as in-
surance against confusion. Have the 
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band play as much like your familiar 
records as possible and practice with 
the band before the dance until you are 
confident you can perform well. Should 
you not practice before the dance you 
will practice on the stage, and this is not 
good. If after all this, you are not 
reasonably certain the program will be a 
good one, drop it until another time. As 
with most things, a second attempt will 
be easier. 
Another advantage of live music is 
that it can be taped on location with high 
quality by a professional sound studio. 
A program of a Sundowners of Sacra-
mento Square Dance Party that was 
made in this way is advertised in this 
issue.. The Ghost Riders Band of Con-
cord, California, who helped make this 
tape, are well regarded in the California 
area and are very cooperative with 
square dance groups. Many callers, new 
to live music, have cut their musical 
teeth on this band's drumsticks. 
In summary, live music, as the 1984-85 
square dance theme implies, can be a 
great asset to the caller, the club and the 
square dance party. The capability to 
call and perform with live music adds to 
the caller's professional competence 
and reproducing the program may let 
him be heard in distant areas. Live music 
excites interest in the advertised dance 
and the club becomes a true patron of 
square dancing. Dancers are impressed 
by live music. They know they were pre-
sent at a worthwhile event and remem-
ber it. Live music is a great ally. Con-





TRAINING FOR YOU... 






JERRY & BECKY 
at CopeCrest 
A SOUAR DANCE RESORT 
DILLARD, GEORGIA 
NOVEMBER 4-9, 1984 
We invite you to come take advantage of the instruction that will help you 
get where you want to be with your calling career. And, we guarantee you 
that the "intangibles"—the enthusiasm and determination and greater ap-
preciation of calling and dancing—will pay for your tuition many times 
over! Our dedicated Staff is here to help you, and the program at 
COPECREST encourages caller/instruction participation during sessions, 
at mealtimes, and even afterAFTER hours. If you've been planning to at-
tend a Caller's College, NOW IT THE TIME TO ACT! SIGN UP WITHOUT 
DELAY for November 4-10, 1984! 
COPECREST DANCE RESORT 
Box 129, Betty's Creek Road 
Dillard GA 30537 
404-746.2134 
COMING NEXT MONTH: THE 1985 CALENDAR OF SOUARE AND ROUND DANCE PROGRAMS 
AT COPECREST— WHAT A LINE—UP OF CALLERS AND CUERS! 
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Thursday, June 28, 1984— It's a warm, 
muggy afternoon in Baltimore. Eighteen 
square dancers, clad in the familiar blue-
on-blue costume, reluctantly leave 
behind the excitement of the opening 
day of the 33rd National Square Dance 
Convention. They board a bus bound for 
Washington, D.C. 
Who are these people? Where are they 
going? And why? Let's ride along and 
find out. The dancers are the Baltimore 
Executive Committee, the chairmen 
responsible for organizing the various 
facets of the convention. They are going 
to the White house to meet President 
Reagan. Why? Because he wants to con-
vey greetings and good wishes to the 
24,000-plus dancers attending the con-
vention. 
As the trip progresses we can feel the 
excitement build. But.... when the bus 
pulls up in front of the Executive Office 
Building, the good natured bantering 
and laughter cease. We are here, in our 
nation's capital, about to say hello to the 
President of the United States! 
Once inside the building we sit down 
to wait, wondering about nervously what 
lies ahead. The ladies retire to the 
restroom to primp a bit, but only after 
submitting to a thorough search of their 
pocketbooks and a trip through a metal 
detector. What price glamour! But we'll 
have our pictures taken with the Presi-
dent, and we don't want to look dowdy. 
This task taken care of, the ladies join 
the gentlemen, and we are off on a tour 
of the White House, escorted by Jean 
Jackson of the President's staff. 





Room, State Dining Room and Rose 
Garden, we are shown several areas not 
always open to the public. In one room 
we are even invited to sit down for a bit. 
One could soon get used to this VIP 
treatment! 
Then it is time. An aide ushers us into 
a reception room near the Oval Office. 
Trying not to appear flustered by the 
television cameras and the barrage of 
photographers, we line up to shake 
hands with President Reagan and have 
our pictures taken with him. He walks in, 
flashing his movie star smile, neatly at-
tired in a well-tailored beige suit. 
After patiently greeting us all and pos-
ing for seemingly endless pictures, he 
graciously accepts our gifts of the 
Baltimore cookbook, souvenir cap and 
belt buckle, and the convention Program 
Book. 





1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano TX 75075 
214.423.7389 
Gary Shomla, 
GRAND OPENING December 20, 1984 
DRAWING ON 	Regoster for Prizes & Catalog 
by sending, on a postcard. your 
Name, Address & Phone 
number 
Ties Petticoats  
Shirts 
Operators 	
ey PO Box 8246-C 	' -k 
Chattanooga TN 37411 















Some polite conversation follows, 
liberally sprinkled with humor. The Presi-
dent puts us all at ease. Then Jennie 
Zukauskas asks if she might give the 
President a yellow rock, on behalf of all 
the ladies present. When he inquires as 
to what a yellow rock is, she 
demonstrates rather than explaining! 
The cameras click madly. 
Then it is time for the traditional 
"Thank You, Mr. President." We file out 
pausing to talk with a reporter sent by 
one of the Baltimore television stations. 
We are quiet as we ride back to 
Baltimore, carrying with us a letter from 
the President to read to the convention 
at the evening ceremony that night. 
Thursday June 28, 1984— It's now ear-
ly evening in Baltimore. Eighteen 
dancers file into the Civic Center Arena 
to salute the flag, sing "God Bless 
America" and bring the assembled 
dancers "best wishes for a most en-
joyable and rewarding convention rally-
ing around the flag of freedom" from the 
President of the United States. A day to 
remember! 
NEW CHAPARRAL RELEASES 
C-513 OOH LA LA— Ken Bower 
C-109 STAY A LITTLE LONGER— Ken Bower/Hoedown 
C-110A GOLDEN EAGLE GRAND MARCH— Hoedown 
C-110B RAGGEDY ANDY— Hoedown 
C-607 IN IT FOR THE LOVE— John & Wanda Winter/Round 
C-315 IN IT FOR THE LOVE— Gary Shoemake 
C-512 CHEROKEE FIDDLE— Ken Bower 
C-209 YOU WERE ALWAYS ON MY MIND— Jerry Haag 
C-3512 FOX ON THE RUN— Ken, Jerry, Beryl & Gary 
C-210 SWEET COUNTRY MUSIC— Jerry Haag 
C-702 WELCOME TO (LAKE OF THE OZARKS)— Marshall Flippo 
C-703 IF YOU'RE GONNA PLAY IN TEXAS— Marshall Flippo 
C-802 EVERYDAY PEOPLE— Scott Smith 
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by Dan Martin 
Augusta, Georgia 
The question is posed: "Why train 
leaders?" Putting aside consideration of 
benefits to self and focusing only on the 
broader issues, I believe justification is 
two-fold. Such training will (1) benefit 
square dancers. Expanded, that group-
ing includes not only the individuals who 
participate in the exercises, but those 
who will experience the beneficial ef-
fects resulting from the participants' im-
proved applied leader talents and capa-
bilities. Training goals are set to not only 
support, improve and expand existing 
leader skills, but to develop new leaders 
as well. Well-planned programs will 
stimulate, educate, encourage. The 
focus is always to offer an environment 
for growth. The first purpose of any 
leader training is people-oriented. The 
second (2) reason is that it will benefit all 
square dance programs, local and uni-
versal. Training goals are set to advance 
and strengthen the total program. In 
part, this is done by exposing problems, 
then seeking acceptable solutions. The 
work of the sessions is normally tuned 
to permit and encourage unification of 
all interest groups in a common pur-
pose. Thus, the spirit of cooperation is 
gained. The sessions may be the first 
time such desirable interaction has been 
possible. Leader training programs also 
allow for better understanding of our 
heritage, so that we can hold fast to 
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what is good, while still working 
together to advance, strengthen and ex-
pand the future. And, throughout these 
training exercises, all will experience 
and practice, and become better pre-
pared to perpetuate, the square dan-
cers' universally accepted code of social 
behavior ethics, so that it can be proudly 
carried forward. The second purpose for 
leader training is program-oriented. 
Both goals are served when serious-
minded dancers come together, join 
minds and spirit with sincere purpose 
and intent, and work together for the 
common good. Well-planned and execu-
ted leader training exercises offer 
valuable opportunities for accrued 
benefits to both people and programs. It 
is well understood that all socio-
economic systems must have good lea-
ders to survive. Be it in a church, at the 
work place, or even in a family setting, 
effective leadership is paramount to 
success. Square dancing can be con-
sidered a similar operating system. It 
needs good leaders in all phases. Its 
leaders are almost totally non-paid 
volunteers. They usually don't even get 
expenses. They contribute time, talent 
and personal resources for love of the 
activity. Their only reward may be satis-
faction for having done a needed job. 
Understandably, square dance leaders 
usually serve for only brief periods. Con-
fronted with such demands on person, 
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AT LAST! Record Catalog Now Available! 
Square & Round Dance RECORDS IN PRINT-1984-85 
Compiled by Allan Wardle 







• Singing Call 
• Hoedown 





• Special Events 
• After Party 
and with the present frequent leader 
rotation, the problem of leader availabili-
ty is compounded. It's understandable 
why our resource bank of quality 
square dance leaders rapidly depletes. If 
we are to have a strong program, one 
that will not just survive but will thrive, 
our square dance leader bank must be 
continually replenished. That speaks 
strongly for in-house square dance 
leader training. 
Leaders are made, not born. Where is 
our basic raw material? We have a large 
family population, but a recent LEGACY 
survey revealed that our average dancer 
has less than six years' experience. I 
doubt that information comes as much 
of a surprise to most of us. The fact is 
that we are a very transitory family. Each 
year we welcome many new dancers into 
the activity. Each year we also experi-
ence many friends leaving. The study 
also showed that our average square 
dance leader did not aspire. He or she 
was chosen, and the vast majority had 
no in-house formal training. To create in 
such a short time, an adequate, know-
ledgeable, effective leader resource 
bank, one on which we can depend to 
serve the many needs of our diverse pro-
gram, we must do more than merely ac-
cept leader skills acquired from other 
life pursuits and apply them to square 
dancing. We must make leadership at-
tractive. We must develop our own conti-
nuing supply of trained leaders. And if 
we realistically appraise the situation, 
we have much with which to work and 
for which to be thankful. Our people 
have already shown some of the ingre-
dients needed to become good square 
dance leaders. 
In order to graduate, all have  
demonstrated ability to learn. In any 
group, many display early desire to 
serve. The qualities need only to be 
enhanced, developed, directed, molded. 
All individuals need to be encouraged. 
All bring varied leader skills they have 
used in other endeavors. These now 
need to be expanded, strengthened, ap-
plied to square dancing. This can be 
done by preparing them to meet the new 
and unique challenges of square dance 
leadership responsibilities. They need 
formal, directed, square dance leader 
training. 
If we are willing to give them this train-
ing, they will grow, the total square 
dance program will prosper, and all 
dancers will benefit by association. If we 
will train leaders, not only will we gain in 
return, knowledgeable, competent, self-
confident, willing, goal-oriented and ef-
fective leaders who will assure suc-
cessful, progressive programs, but 
longer-term dancer retention. Involve-
ment sustains long-term interest. In-
formed, active leaders are the dedicated 
faithful. They make the important con-
tributions. They carry forward the tradi-
tions and the heritage, the ideas and the 
ideals, the code of close interpersonal 
relationships that have become the 
hallmark and the sustaining attraction 
of all square dancers. These trained 
leaders will accept the burdens of 
developing new unified responses for 
our ever-changing conditions. Their con-
tributions will strengthen the program. 
As informed leaders, they will more ef-
fectively communicate, and make the 
case for square dancing. All these 
things are possible through coordinated 
sharing experiences— square dance 
leader training programs. 
Order Now. Receive your copy 
as soon as possible. 
$8 each. Utah residents 




1 	$2.00 4 3.50 
2 2.50 
	
5 or more 54.00 
Allen Wardle 
722 S. State 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
(801) 532.3213 
Dealers: 
Write for W prices. 







LIGHT (4* -11- 
Art and Rose Cruse celebrated their 
first sixty years of marriage on May 26, 
1984 with a square dance reception! 
Relatives, neighbors, and friends all 
joined the festivities at the Bucks and 
Does Hall in Columbus, Ohio. Art and 
Rose danced the night away. 
Art and Rose, 85 and 81 years young, 
began square dancing in 1969, as a 
diversion from bowling lessons. Over the 
years, they have been active members of 
the Family Ties, Grand Squares, 
Wheelers 969, and Whirlaway clubs of 
Columbus. Each club has benefited from 
the Cruses' leadership, experience and 
counsel. The entire square dance com-
munity of Central Ohio has benefited 
from their example. 
Art and Rose boast six children,  
twenty-four grandchildren, and thirty- 
one 	great-grandchildren. 	The 
youngsters, break dancers now, are sure 
to follow Art's and Rose's square dance 
footsteps. 
Sam and Eva Rader, Art and Rose's 
early mentors, traveled up from North 
Carolina to call at the square dance, 
making the reception an extra special af-
fair. Bob and Rita Gabbert compiled a 
book of memories. Many of the notes 
and letters included promises to attend 
Art's and Rose's seventy-fifth anniver-
sary square dance. 
Paul DeBald 
scke - big mac 
RECORDS 
- s 
SCOPE 650 TEACH THE WORLD TO SING 
by Mac McCullar 
RECENT RELEASES 
BM063 MacFIREBALL/Jeanne calls MS 
BM062 FIREBALL MAIL by John Eubanks 
BM061 LOVE LETTERS by Ron Mineau 
BM060 YOU DON'T CARE by Mac McCullar 
SCOPE 19 LEFT FOOTERS/HAPPY POLKA 
NOTICE to all Dealers. Callers, Dancers 
Corsair is no longer our distributor. Please order our 
records only. Scope, Big Mac and Sunny Hills, directly 
from us at the address and telephone number below. We 
will give same day shipping for all records in stock. 
Callers, if you are interested in recording on our labels. 
write to us for information and consideration. 
Box 1448, San Luis Obispo CA 93406 
Tel.: 805-543-2827 







Mall to: THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 





KELTONE SPEAKERS 	 Double $370, Caller Net 
RECORD SLEEVES $12.50 per 100 
RECORD NEEDLE 	 $5.00 each, plus P&H 
RECORD REVIEW SERVICE— Hear complete record 
before buying— Records 	 $2.85 each 
TAPE REVIEW SERVICE— Be able to order records 
$2.85 each 
Looking for hard-to-find Red Boot Records? Try us!! 
for 
THE DO SI DO SHOP 
DO SI DO ORIGINAL 
Linda Cockrun is one of the designers and 
seamstresses here at the shop. Here she is 
modeling one of her designs. It features a peasant 
style bodice with elasticized scoop neck, split 
raglan sleeves with self-ruffles, contrasting over-
skirt in front to reveal two rows of ruffles sewn to 
a circular skirt with a row of ruffles around the 
bottom. 
Sizes 6 thru 20, Price S49.95 
Postage: $2.00 
Colors: Lt. blue, pink, mint green red, black and 
navy with contrasting print. 
The organdy slip she is wearing is 60-yard sweep. 
Price: S47.00. Lengths: 17 thru 23 
Colors 	 Royal 	Purple 
White Wine Grey 
Red 	 LI. Pink 	Lime 
Black Hot Pink Apple Green 
Yellow 	 Lilac 	Peacock Blue 
For fast service, 
call toll free 800-238-2490 
Send for tree catalog 
please add $2.50 for postage and handling. TN Residents add 6.75% tax. 
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Encore 
by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magdlitie 
LIVE MUSIC 
For Your Big Party 
Broaden Your Calling Skills 
SQUARE DANCE PARTY 
SUNDOWNERS OF SACRAMENTO, CA.  
45 Minutes of Live Music, 
Singing and Patter Calls 
With a song by the Band 
CALLER: VIRGINIA CALLAGHAN 
BAND: GHOST RIDERS, CONCORD, CA 
$8.00 
Order from: 
Virginia Callaghan, 3800 Winding 
Creek Rd., Sacramento CA 95828 
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25 YEARS AGO— October 1959 
Try this Personality Test— 
Have you noticed how unfriendly peo-
ple are lately? If so, then take a I-o-n-g 
look in the mirror. Study yourself care-
fully. Whenever, you think of it, smile. 
Stand up straight and put a spring in 
your step. Meet your friends with a 
cheery "hello." Soon you will notice how 
friendly people really are. Smile! It's con-
tagious. 
Excerpts from Arvid Olson's editorial: 
Square dancing is a part of the United 
States. Since the early settlers came to 
this country in the 1600's to the present 
time people have gathered together to 
square dance. 
Square dancing is a true folk dance 
developed by the people. It is a part of 
the folklore of this country, and includes 
round dances, musical mixers, folk 
dances and contras. 
Square dancing is not Eastern or 
Western. It is American. 
Mac McKenzie is thinking of the new 
dance season this fall and dancers who 
have been absent from dancing for a 
year or so who will be dropping in for a 
"look see." 
Will they be in about the same posi-
tion as Rip Van Winkle? 
You get all lined up for a square and 
the caller lets out with a "down the mid-
dle with a dixie chain, ladies go left, and 
the men go right, around one, into the 
middle and square thru three quarters, 
rather a rude homecoming, wouldn't you 
say? 
But there's more—eight chain thru, a 
dixie daisy, lines pair in, and out, and 
grand prowl and a cross twirl. 
"I am not trying to hit the panic but-
ton," says Mac, "but I would tug the 
rope that hoists the caution flag. Many 
of these newer gadgets should be used 
like garlic seasoning; it can be repulsive 
if used in excess." 
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10 YEARS AGO— October 1974 
Every lady who square dances may 
feel like a princess in her billowing pet-
ticoats, but not many ever have the 
chance to dance before a queen. 
Dancers in Iran performed in a benefit 
performance at which Her Majesty 
Farah Pahlevi was present as the 
honored guest. 
Caller Jim Johnson, who calls for the 
only club in Iran at present, describes 
the dancing there: "On February first, 
there was one 	of dancers; at the pre- 
sent time, there are thirty-six very active 















FOUR BAR B 
RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES: 
4B-6068 MARIA by John Marshall 
4B-6067 TEXAS SATURDAY NIGHT— Bill 
48-6066 I'M SO IN LOVE WITH LOVING YOU— Don 
4B-6065 STAY YOUNG— Mike 
4B-6064 STROKERS' THEME— Bill V. 
4B-6063 YOU'RE NOBODY TIL SOMEBODY LOVES 
YOU—by Bill 0. 
RECENT RELEASES: 
4B-6062 LOVE MEDLEY— Bob C. 
4B-6061 GLENDALE TRAIN— Bill V. 
4B-6060 COTTON-EYED JOE/SALTY DOG RAG (Inst) 
4B-6059 A LITTLE OLDFASHIONED KARMA— Don 
4B-6058 JOSE CUERVO— John 
4B-6057 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN— Bill 
4B-6056 HOKEY POKEY— Don Armstrong 
48-6055 LOVE'S GONNA FALL HERE TONIGHT— 
John 
4B-6054 SHE GOT THE GOLD MINE— Bill V. 
4B-6053 LIZA JANE— Bob 
48-6052 MOUNTAIN MUSIC— John 
4B-6051 TEXAS FIDDLE SONG— Bill 
4B-6050 PROUD MARY— Mike 
4B-6013 GHOST RIDERS— Mike 
4B-6049 MOUNTAIN DEW— Bob 
4B-6047 TIGHT FITTIN' JEANS— Mike 
4B-6046 NEVER BEEN SO LOVED— John 
48-6045 WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT CAN DO— 
Bill V. 
4B-6044 HUMMIN' BIRD/TATERS— Hoedown 
48-6043 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS— Bill 
48-6040 SMOKEY MOUNTAIN RAIN— Mike 
4B-6039 SOUTHERN RAINS— Bill V. 
4B-6038 SOMEBODY'S KNOCKIN'— John 
4B-6036 LOOKIN' FOR LOVE— Bob 
QUADRILLE RELEASES.  
0-832 RIGHT OR WRONG— Gloria Smith 
0-831 MAN IN LOVE— Stan Brooke 
0-829 DOUBLE SHOT OF MY BABY'S LOVE—Gary 
0-828 MIDNIGHT FIRE— Gloria Smith 
0-827 I'M ONLY IN IT FOR THE Love— Gary 
0-826 SHE'S A HEARTACHE LOOKING FOR A 
PLACE TO HAPPEN— Stan 
0-825 SWINGIN'— Romney 
0-824 HIGHWAY 40 BLUES— Lee 
0-823 IF HEAVEN AIN'T A LOT LIKE DIXIE— Gary 
0-822 IT'LL BE ME— Stan Brooke 
0-821 AMERICAN DREAM— Wiley Hutchinson 
0-820 STAY ALL NIGHT— Stan Brooke 







CHANGE OF HEART 
An ugly old witch— believe it if you can 
Zoomed in on her broomstick and came to land 
In front of a square dance on Halloween 
And looked in the window at the merry scene. 
The clothes were even stranger than the ones She wore 
And everyone was smiling as they circled 'round the floor 
The music was lively— It was all such fun 
She watched (and she wished) 'til the tip was done. 
Then someone coming out spied her standing there 
And pulled her inside to an empty chair 
"We need another person to complete our square—
I'll find you a partner if you wait right there." 
And that's how it happened that she joined the square 
And gave up her witching to be dancing there—
Her life is much different than it was before 
As it is for us all— once we "hit that floor." 
—Jeanne O'Hara 
RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
Routes 10 — 202 
Opp. Bowling Lanes at the 
GRANBY LINE 
Phone: 203 658-9417 	
...0"1-11 0 P 
I went sleuthing in MEXICO just for YOU!! 
And bought the PRETTIEST —very feminine— 
EMBROIDERED BLOUSES 
S-M-L Short Sleeve 
WHITE with colors of PINK-LAVENDER- 
BLUE-YELLOW or ORANGE 
(Some all WHITE with Lace Neck Ruffles)$19.88 
Add 52.00 UPS charge Remember those wonderful SWINGER 
patent shoes we sold for years until 
the mfr. went out of business— made 
especially for OX YOKE? We have 18 
pr. WHITE, sizes 5AA to 7AA and 6 pr. 
BLACK, sizes 5AA to 6'/:AA. 
OUT THEY GO at S10 00/pr. plus $2. shipping 




Steve Ko man 
Wayne Baldwin 




FOR THOSE WHO WANT THE VERY BEST! 
NEW RELEASES 
*RR-137 RED BANDANA by Kip (Three Years in the Malmo 
RR-167 SOMEDAY SOON by Wade 
RR-168 KNOCK. KNOCK, KNOCK by Wade 
RR-169 HOOKED ON ELVIS by Wade 
RR-170 ONE IN A MILLION by Flip. Beryl & Wade 
RR-171 YOU PUT THE BLUE IN ME by Pat 
"RR-172 IF THEY COULD SEE ME NOW by Kip 
RR-173 OLD TIME ROCK AND ROLL by Wade 
RR-174 RAINBOW RIDER by Bob 
RR-175 MEXICAN LOVE SONGS by Jerry 
RR-176 WHAT'S FOREVER FOR by Wade 
'RR-177 REGGAE COWBOY by Jerry 
RR-178 DON'T BELIEVE MY HEART by Pat 
RR-179 OLD TIME LOVING by Jerry 




Houston, TX Redding, CA 
2542 Palo Pinto, Houston, TX 77080 
713-462-1120 
TED & BERMA HOLUB 
Chicago. IL (Rounds) 
WAYNE BALDWIN 	STEVE KOPMAN 	MIKE SEASTROM 
Plano. TX 	Knoxville, TN 	Northridge, CA 
NEW ON CIRCLE D 
CD-220 SOME LADIES DON'T LOVE COWBOYS by Randy 
*CD-221 STOP IN THE ROAD by Les Hughes 
CD-222 CLOSE ENOUGH TO PERFECT by Kevin 
*CD-223 PIRATES AND POETS by Wayne 
*CD-224 BLUE MOON by Mike 
'CD-225 RIDIN' TRAINS by Steve 
'CD-226 THE BEST IS YET TO COME by Steve Jacques 
NEW HOEDOWN 
*RR-306 RHYTHM EXPRESS/RAINBOW 
NEW ROUNDS 
"RR-2001 HERE COME THE BLUES/LITTLE SWEETHEART 
Both Sides by Dave & Nita Smith 
*To be released soon 






STORIES S/D HALL° 
After retiring from an active life as a 
building contractor and real estate 
broker, Everett and Jennie Martin moved 
from the Hialeah/Miami Springs, Florida 
area to a small town 45 miles inland 
from Sarasota. In Arcadia they were in-
troduced to square dancing in 1972. In 
1973 rounds followed also. 
In 1974 Everett decided to run for the 
political office of county commisioner, a 
four-year term which kept them from be-
ing active in the square dance world. 
After listening in on several seminars for 
new callers, Everett bought his first 
record. He already had a Bogen turn-
table so he started doing that one sing-
ing call, then added others. In 1978 his 
term on the county commision was over  
and he taught a class at a mobile home 
park. The following year he enrolled in 
the caller's college at Dillard, Georgia 
under Stan Burdick, John Kaltenthaler, 
Kip Garvey and Jerry Cope. 
The bug had really bitten him: more 
records, new Hilton, more classes. He 
did not quite feel secure with the 
available halls since they were in mobile 
home parks. For years, Everett and Jen• 
nie talked about building their own hall 
but didn't do anything about it until 
1983. In November they broke ground for 
a shop and hall which will hold 16 
squares comfortably. Things went so 
well that the hall was ready for the 
dance scheduled with Stan Burdick on 
Feb. 15th, 1984. To the Martins' amaze-
ment, 22 squares showed up for this 
dance. 19 squares on the floor for the 
first tip. 
Now Everett and Jennie smile with 
pride as they look at the hall. They know 
that secure feeling of always having a 
place to dance, and not ever worrying 
that dates could be canceled at anytime. 
PASADENA PETTICOAT COMPANY 
* NYLON ORGANDY FOR LASTING CRISPNESS 
* DOUBLE SKIRT FOR EVEN FULLNESS 
* 50-YARD TO 100-YARD SWEEP 
* SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
• FAST DELIVERY 
----"--.Send for Free Brochure with Complete Ordering Information, 
Prices and Colors Available. 
PASADENA PETTICOAT COMPANY 
213 N. Sierra Madre Blvd. 
Pasadena CA 91107 
(818) 793-3711 
American Squaredance, October 1984 
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MIN 
MEN'S-STYLE B MEN'S-STYLE A 
STYLE E THEATRICAL 
ONLY 
$2190  








Send with order: 
Style • Color • Size • Width • Price 
Your name, address, city, state, zip. 
Add 1.75 per pair for postage & handling. 
Check, Visa, MasterCard Accepted. 
MAIL TO: 
Rochester Shoe Stores 
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, NY 13211 
Syracuse, NY Ph., (315) 455-7334 




litili "The most comfortable shoes for square dancing' . 
1st PAIR DISCOUNT PRICE 
•Sizes 13 & 14 '2 more 
Regular '5200/Pair 
$4 1 9  WOMEN'S '34.90 
2nd PAIR $ 2R90 
DISCOUNT PRICE eha 'up WOMEN S '31.90 
SIZES: 4-10 
 	WIDTHS: N-M-W 
COLORS: WHITE - NAVY 
BLACK SMOOTH - RED • 
BLACK PATENT - BROWN 




$ 1 690  15T PAIR 
$ 390  2ND PAIR 
(SAME SIZE) 
Viauceis 
25 2ND PAIR (SAME SIZE) 
ALL COAST COLORS: WHITE-BLACK-NAVY-RED-BROWN-BONE-GOLD & SILVER ADD '2 
COAST MISSY ALL LEATHER 
ALL LEATHER 
COAST 	STYLE H 
MANDY & MANDY 
VICKI 
$34 90 STYLE HH 
REG. '40 	 VICKI  
MEN'S STYLE A & B: OYSTER (BONE) 
BROWN-LUGGAGE TAN-BLACK-WHITE 






WOMEN'S STYLE C: 
OYSTER (BONE) 
LUGGAGE TAN 










Checks are ever popular. They are 
always a reminder of the red and white 
checkered shirts worn while dancing in 
the barn. There are so many colors to 
choose from; pink, yellow, green, blue, 
red, black, brown and lavender. They 
come in different sizes of checks also. 
Some use small and large together. The 
choices are endless. 
Marge Smith, a retired dancer, and her 
husband, Chuck, spend their winters in 
South Carolina. This is where she found 
Carol Maynard who specializes in 
square dance clothing. Marge chose the 
number 317 Authentic Pattern for her 
dress which has a peasant top with the 
laced cummerbund and overlay of plain 
lavender poly-cotton. Carol used six 
tiers of ruffles trimmed with white rick-
rack for the skirt. Carol had her own pat-
tern for Chuck's shirt which is plain 
lavender poly-cotton trimmed with the 
tiny check and rick-rack. The colors are 
bright and eye-catching on the dance  
floor. 
Chuck and Marge have danced since 
1977. They belong to two clubs in 
Michigan and three in South Carolina. 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET 
LOD-MAC RECORDS 
LM151 YOU, YOU, YOU— Mac Letson 
LM150 FADED LOVE— Tom Miller 
LM149 WHICH SIDE OF LOVE— Mac Letson 
LM148 SOUTHERN BOUND— Bill Claywell 
RECENT RELEASES 
LM147 THEN I'LL BE HAPPY— Mac Letson 
LM146 COUNTRY AS CAN BE— Larry Letson 
LM145 PRETTY LITTLE WOMAN— Larry Letson 
LM144 WALKING DREAM— Torn Miller 
LM143 ONLY ONE YOU— Mac Letson 
LM142 SQUARE DANCE IS ON, Mac & Tony Oxendine 
LM141 SHORT ROAD— Bob Fisk 
LM140 BABY'S WAITING— Bill Claywell 
LM139 THINK I COULD LOVE YOU— Mac Letson 
LM138 WHO'S CHEATIN' WHO— Larry Letson 
LM137 9 TO 5— Tom Miller 
MAR.LET RECORDS 
MAR506 IT'LL BE ME— David Burns 
MAR505 THIS WORLD OF MINE— John Holmes 
MAR504 THINGS— Wayne Smith 
MAR503 WONDERFUL WORLD OF WOMEN— Harold Rowden 
MAR502 BELLES OF SOUTHERN BELL— Jerry Hill 
MAR501 AMERICAN GUEST— David Burns 
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and Folk Festival 
Gala. Old Fiddlers 
COnveneon 
Here is how you can help 
1. Buy a subscription. 
2. Buy an advertisement. 
3. Send us your fliers on all events. 
4. Promoters: send us your results of contests. 
5. Write letters to us. 




Please Order your subscription to 
Clogrg Now. One year subscription is 
only $1200 yearly Or only Sib 00 for 
the subscription aria for membership in 
the National Cloggers Association You 
Lan begin your subscription al any time 




College Park, Md. 20740 
Please start my  subscription NOW and continue it for one year 
Please start my subscription (Dale) 	 and continue it for one year 
enclose $1500 for Clogging and membership in Natrona/ Clowers AssoctalPoo 
I enclose $1200 for Clogging only 
enclose $1000 for N C A only 
Name 










ASSOC. OF CALLERS 
Harold Bausch, chairman of the 
Mainstream Quarterly Committee, an-
nounces the following selection as the 
Mainstream Quarterly Selection for the 
period beginning October 1, 1984. 
Grand Parade— Author not provided 
Starting Formation— Static Square 
Ending Formation— Static Square 
Timing— 64 beats 
Definition: Heads step forward to a 
momentary wave; ends and adjacent 
centers turn half, new centers turn 3/4; 
each side lady now steps forward to her 
right (to head position) to become the 
partner of the head man now in that 
position while the side men take head 
ladies out of the center with a courtesy 
turn; all now promenade half way around  
the set and face in. Repeat all of this ac-
tion again starting with the heads. The 
sides will then repeat the action of the 
heads, while the heads do the action of 
the sides and repeat all of those actions 
again. The total action is a four-times-
through routine. 
Teaching Hints: Advise the dancers 
that after the first routine, the head 
gents will be home but the side gents 
will be opposite. After the second execu-
tion of the routine, all gents will be 
home. Similarly, the first time the sides 
start the action, the side gents will be 
home but the head gents will be op-
posite. After four times through, all 
dancers will be at their original starting 
position. Also, please note that each 
gent will dance with one lady twice and 
not with one lady at all during the four 
routines. Please note that this is a 
workshop figure and not necessarily one 
which all dancers will commit to 
memory. Since the routine requires a 
courtesy turn, callers are reminded that 
this is suitable only for normal squares 
with the lady on the gent's right side or 
the gent on the lady's left side. 
Continued on Page 92 
KALOX- 'dca-Longhorn 
NEW RELEASE ON KALOX 
K-1297 LOOSE TALK/BEVERLY HILLBILLIES, Hoedown Inst. Only 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX. 
K-1296 WALKING THE DOG/SQUARE 'EM UP. Hoedown Inst. Only 
K-1295 ECHO FROM THE HILLS, Flip/Inst., John Saunders 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN 
LH-1043 HIGHWAY TO NOWHERE, Flip/Inst. by Francis Zeller 
LH-1042 BETCHA MY HEART, Flip/Inst. by Francis Zeller 
LH-1041 I'M ONLY IN IT FOR THE LOVE, Flip/Inst, Mike Bramlett 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 
B317A I'LL STRING ALONG WITH YOU 
Foxtrot by Richard & Joanne Lawson 
1. Music Only: 2. Cues by Richard Lawson 





NEW SQUARES ON CROW RECORDS 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL. Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
KALOX RECORD CO. 
2832 Live Oak Dr.. Mesquite TX 75150 
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"GET HOOKED ON TROUT" 
RALPH TROUT 
Square Dance Caller 
128 W. McNeal Street 
Millville. N.J. 08332 
(609) 825-6547 
TRAVELING - CALLING FULL-TIME 




RB 298 - DOWN ON THE CORNER 
	
RB 284 - HEADED FOR A HEARTACHE 
RB 299 - FOOL BY YOUR SIDE RB 283 - AIN'T NO CALIFORNIA 
G&W 600 - BUT FOR LOVE 
NOW PRODUCING FLUTTERWHEEL RECORDS 
FOR NEW CALLERS - CONTACT US FOR INFORMATION — 








FW 500 - SO ROUND. SO FIRM. SO FULLY PACKED - JOHN 
FW 501 - WALKIN' AFTER MIDNIGHT - PETE 
FW 502 - SIXTEEN BEAUTIFUL AND MINE - ED 
"SIGHT" 
CALLERS SHEET 
PAD OF 100 
53.00 + S1.00 POSTAGE 
QUANITY PRICES AVAILABLE 
MAINSTREAM 
BASICS MANUAL 
S6.00 + S1.00 POSTAGE 
QUANITY PRICES AVAILABLE 
WATCH FOR OUR NEW 
GREETING CARD LINE AND 
PRODUCTS 
jj ATTENTION!! 
Caller's, Cuer's, Etc. 
New Sewing Book By: Georgia Miller 	 BEGINNING 
THE LITTLE WHITE DRESS NEW RECORD SERVICE 
AND OTHER 	 For More Information 
SQUARE DANCE DELIGHTS 	And Application 
S5.50 + S.75 POSTAGE 	 Contact Us. 
QUANITY PRICES AVAILABLE 
TROUT PRINTING & PUBLISHING 
BLDG. 34 - REEVES ROAD - MVL. AIRPORT - MILLVILLE. N.J.08332 
(609) 825-6547 (Home) — (609) 327-2697 (Office) 
./ 	 ..... 	...... 
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Everything but the stitches! 
Our kits are exclusively designed 
to save time and money and to pro-
vide the latest in square dance 
styling. Send $1,00 for brochure. 
Refundable with first order. 
BLOOMERS AND THINGS 
4801 Sanger No. 9 
Waco, TX 76710 
817-772-4990 
BLOOMERS and THINGS EXCLUSIVE KITS FOR SQUARE DANCERS 
B1 8" 




WE DANCED AT INDEPENDENCE HALL 
A first? We think so. On Monday June 
25th, 1984, Bill and Fran Tinnaro, Tom 
and Bonnie Smith of Memphis, along 
with John and Bea Seaton of Hilliard, 
Ohio, LeRoy and Lana Byers of Ponca 
City Ok., and Henry and Betty Thomp-
son, caller, of Houston, Tx.. square 
danced in Independence Hall, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. When the guide asked if 
some square dancers would "dance" 
(the magic word) a bit, a square formed 
pronto. Lucky for us we had Henry 
Thompson, caller, on our tour bus. It was 
so impromptu we failed to get a picture. 
Upon our return to the 33rd National 
Square Dance Convention in Baltimore, 
Md., Marex Badge booth (Rex Hall) was 
the first place Bill and I stopped to have 
a badge designed to symbolize this 
eventful first. How exciting to dance in 
the same hall where our forefathers 
formed the foundation of our great coun- 
try! 	 Fran Tinnaro 
Memphis TN 
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$4.00 ea. 
or 2 for $7.00 
Order one for each 
Outfit at this Low Price 
VISA or 
Mastercard 
P 0 BOX 26 
AVON LAKE, OH. 44012 
Please add $1.50 shipping charge par order 
Sorry, no C.0.0.'s. Ohio residents add 5% sales tax. 
BEAUTIFUL 2" STRETCH BELTS 
DELUXE METAL BUCKLE 
BUY 2 AND SAVE! 
$4.00 ea... 
2 for just $7.00 
Sizes 




Lilac, Yellow, 	 ..., ,...\ 
Mint, Blue, Peach, 	''''.;\ 
....,,, 	‘..% 
Pink, Beige, Gray, '. 
White, Rust, Hot Pink, 
Royal, Wine, Dk. Green, 
Send Check 
Navy, Black, Brown, 	or Money 
Tan, Turquoise, Rainbow 	Order to:  
PAUL M. MINTER 
SQUARE DANCE CALLER 
& BALLROOM DANCE INSTRUCTOR 
Specializing in Mainstream and Plus Dancing 
Available For Square Dance Clubs, Festivals, Parties, Wed-
dings, Christian Organizations, Senior Citizens Programs, 
Hoedowns, Camping, Educational School Programs, 
Weekends and Vacation Tours. 
Call Now— 513-254-0975 or Write Paul M. Minter 
P.M. Dance Club & Association, P.O. Box 505, Dayton OH 45401 
for More Information 
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BE YOUR OWN BOSS 
The American Dream 
by Jim White 
Winder, Georgia 
The women in my office tell me I 
spend more time in discussing the pros 
and cons of going into business than in 
any other single activity. I am not sure if 
that is true or not. I do know I spend a lot 
of time on the telephone and my cor-
respondence basket is sometimes 
overflowing. I hope, over the past 20 
years I have helped someone. I am most 
sincere in my belief that "a stranger in 
square dancing is a friend I haven't 
met." So every time my phone rings or I 
open a letter to the words, "I plan to 
open a square dance shop," I view that 
person as a friend I haven't met. 
Being your own boss has some great 
rewards. Making a decision and then 
seeing things happen is exciting. Vi-
sions of financial independence are like 
cotton candy at the fair or homemade 
ice cream on July Four; it's wonderful. 
But, every coin has two sides. Some 
grief, many long hours, some sleepless 
nights and normally much more finan-
cial indebtedness than is originally 
thought are stuck to the coin. 
Sometimes I am amused but most 
often I have a feeling of dread that I feel 
when I know I must break someone's 
bubble. Square dancers are en-
thusiastic. They love the activity, and 
everyone in it. So they go at a business 
of catering to the needs of square 
dancers with that same enthusiasm. 
Deep inside, they just know that dancers 
will beat a path to their door if they sim-
ply stock some merchandise and pass 
out a few business cards. It is often too 
late when reality catches up with them. 
The dream hangs on after several thou-
sand dollars have been spent. Hangs on 
after the basement or garage is re-
modeled to serve as a shop, or (worse 
yet) after the lease is signed for space in 
a "nice shopping center." 
While my first impression is 
sometimes wrong, it seems too often to 
be right. People seem surprised when 
they first talk to me. They call or write 
with that familiar expression, "I plan to  
open (or have opened) a square dance 
shop and I need information about your 
prices." They immediately want to know 
"how long it will take to fill their order, 
how long on reorders, what is the 
minimum order?" They sometimes, not 
always, stop short when I ask 
them,''How big is your market? What 
volumn do you expect for your first year? 
How near is your competition?" I usually 
follow these up with other questions. 
Hopefully, after talking for a few 
moments, realization sets in. I am not 
always able to convince them that my 
greatest concern is for their success, 
not my own. Not to say that I have or 
have not achieved any degree of suc-
cess, but simply that I don't like to see 
my friends lose. 
A few pointers I try to pass on are: 
Carry a note pad everywhere you go. Set 
up files by topic matter. Plan on at least 
one year in market research. Don't, don't 
and again don't think you have to do it 
now. The business of catering to the 
needs of square dancers is unique from 
the very start. From the view of total 
sales it is very small. Thus an under-
standing of potential sales is absolutely 
essential. 
Research of a potential market can be 
done in a number of ways. A single and 
reliable method is to get listings of all 
the clubs in your immediate area. Cross 
check the lists for multiple member-
ships. You may have ten clubs in your 
area with total membership of 500. 
Cross checks however may show that 
200 of these "members" belong to two 
clubs. Your consumer count is actually 
300. What clubs have new dancer 
classes? How often do they have 
classes? If your consumer potential 
count is 300, how long has it been static 
(i.e., no change)? The number of dancers 
in the various clubs for the last five 
years would be excellent to know. 
Averaging those five years would give 
you a much better view of the "real" ex- 
Continued on Page 94 
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The Prettiest in the Country . . . and the City! 
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5605 Windsong in 
San Antonio. Texas 
512/656-6442 
PETTICOATS 
AND CUSTOM DRESSES 
Made Better! Looks Better! 
Fits Better! None Better! 
NYLON ORGANZA-A RAINBOW OF COLORS: 
Light pink, hot pink, maize, hot yellow. mint, lime, 
apple green, forest green, lilac, medium purple, 
dark purple. wine, orange, peach, beige. navy, rust, 
brown, peacock. aqua. black, white. coral. red and 
royal blue. 
NYLON ORGANZA PETTICOATS: 
20 / 20 double sweep (40 yards) 	 $3795 
25 / 25 double sweep 150 yards)  4295 
30 / 30 double sweep 160 yards) 	 4695 
40 / 40 double sweep (80 yards)  57 95 
60 / 40 double sweep (100 yards) 	 73.95 
MATCHING PETTIPANTS: 
Short leg, cotton & lace 	  $ 9.95 
Sissy tennis pants 	 10.95 
WHOLESALE AND 
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
CUSTOM DRESSES From $69.95 
Mail order to: STEPPIN OUT • P.O. Box 13156 • San Antonio. TX • 78213 
Length 	 Waist 	  
Sweep lf.a0s1 	  
Pettipants 	  
Size 	Color 
Postage S300 each 
$600 outside USA 
z% Sales Tax ,n Texas 
Check Enclosed S 	  
COO 	  
State 	 Zip 	 
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery 
Color 	Name 
Pnce_ 
Price 	 Address 	  







I must say that I got quite a surprise 
when I saw you had printed Ed Foote's 
writing on the controversial subject of 
"who is your partner in an ocean wave" 
without making some special notations 
for your readers. Those notations being 
that (1) the Advanced Committee of 
Callerlab tried to get the view expressed 
by Ed Foote placed into the advanced 
definitions and failed by a majority vote 
at the last Callerlab convention, (2) a mo-
tion was made, seconded and carried 
that Callerlab, through the Board of 
Governors, investigate the issue 
throughout the next year and present 
the membership with a concrete sugges-
tion for resolution of this matter at the 
next Callerlab convention. 
I cannot make myself believe that you, 
as a caller, share the views expressed by 
Ed Foote in the article, but that is really 
immaterial. The fact is that one view was 
expressed by a person who has 
displayed a dogged determination to get 
his views made a part of the "official" 
record. I find it surprising that the views 
of Ed Foote, which he has circulated 
via flyers at every opportunity, have 
been blessed with apparently sanction-
ed print. I believe those views are only 
important to the advanced and challenge 
programs and should not be forced upon 
all callers for the benefit of the minority. 
If you or anyone else can show me  
where, as a caller of the Callerlab Basic 
through Plus programs, I need to use the 
term "partner" in an ocean wave, I will 
certainly be receptive to that demonstra-
tion. 
The really sad part of all this con-
troversy is that little, if any, thought is be-
ing given to the dancer as the recipient 
of the call regarding "partner." The 
average dancer has trouble enough with 
understanding who is one's partner 
when standing side by side as a couple. 
Why give them something more confus-
ing to them while they endeavor to 
follow the caller's direction? You made 
the statement, "it is controversial," and 
it is very much so. 
Gene Trimmer 
Paragould, Arkansas 
Regarding Ed Foote's article, "Who Is 
Your Partner in an Ocean Wave?" in ASD 
of August 1984, the record must be set 
straight lest Ed's view begin to cause 
confusion among dancers and callers. 
The ocean wave has been with us as a 
basic formation since about 1953 when 
Bob Hall of Glendale, California, created 
it in his patter-call dance entitled Rip-
tide. In his definition of the term ocean 
wave, Bob Hall said that the dancers 
"do-sa-do...around to lines of four with 
two ladies in the center, each person 
Continued on Page 97 
NEW RELEASE 
4 
SD-001 HAPPY SONG 
CURRENT RELEASES 
SD-004 WESTERN QUADRILLE 
Sol%\1614' 	
SD-002 GORDO'S QUADRILLE 
SD-003 MY BONNIE LIES OVER THE OCEAN 
These flip records are made with special attention to clarity and balance on the 
called side for use by teachers and dancers. 
 
These records distributed by: 
Corsair Continental Corp. 
P.O. Box 644, Pomona CA 91769 
Twelgrenn, Inc. 
P.O. Box 216, Bath OH 44210 
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LET'S DO IT WITH STYLE! 
...With or without the law [to make the 
Square Dance the National Folk Dance], 
square dancing is our National Folk 
Dance. It should be treated as such by 
those of us to are involved in the activity 
before we ask the whole country to re-
spect our form of dance. The styling and 
grace you see in folk dances from other 
countries is sadly lacking in square dan-
cing. According to Webster's Dictionary. 
dance is "The movement of the body, 
especially the feet, in rhythm with 
music." 
"In rhythm with music" is the key 
phrase. How many people take 32 beats 
of music to do a grand square, for in-
stance? It's a beautiful move if done cor-
rectly. There are dancers who can finish 
a grand square in half the time. They fill 
in the extra time with a swing, while they 
wonder why the caller hasn't given them 
the next move yet. 
How many dancers do not promenade 
any more? How graceful do you think 
our Folk Dance would look to anyone 
watching, when the caller said Pro-
menade, and one couple stopped cold at 
home, while three couples bumped into  
them. 
Imagine how squares look to people 
outside our activity when the caller calls 
do-sa-do. Some dancers go back-to-
back, some swing, and some skip the 
call altogether. Some hug and then step 
to an ocean wave because they think 
that's where it ends. 
How about centers in and cast off 34? 
There are dancers who back up '/a 
because it's a shorter trip. 
These problems are not altogether the 
dancers' fault. As callers, we perhaps 
are too predictable, i.e. always calling 
do-sa-do to a wave orcenters in and cast 
off 3/4 or heads lead right, circle to a line. 
There are many other moves we could 
use from those positions. 
Part of the problem is that while 
Callerlab recommends 41 weeks to 
teach new dancers the Mainstream list, 
our area averages 30 weeks and that in-
cludes the QS moves. It's a tough job to 
expose dancers to all the moves they 
need to know in that amount of time. 
One of the things that falls by the 
wayside is styling. Weave the ring is one 
example. It is taught as a no-hands 
move, yet dancers not only use hands 
but hips, and include twirls, hops, and 
who knows what else. 
Minnesota S/D Callers Association 
From The Roundup 
LAST CALLER COLLEGE IN '84 
Caller colleges have been especially 
popular this past summer (See "Mean-
derings," this issue) and if you missed 
attending one, it's not too late. Cal, 
Stan, Jerry and Becky would love to work 
and recreate with you at Dillard in the 
beautiful north Georgia mountains early 
next month. (See page 14.) 
THANKS HOWIE, WELCOME WALT 
As fall rolls around, a staff change 
has materialized in this magazine. Walt 
Cole of Ogden, Utah, is our new PS/MS 
(workshop) editor, and we'd like to sin-
cerely thank Howie Shirley of Vienna, 
Virginia, for his fine contributions in re-
cent years. 
BRAND NEW RLEASES 	T 
Eddie, 	 Herb 
Milian Franklin 
CL-1 	UNCLE PEN—Current hit by Ricky Skaggs featuring a lively bluegrass sound that the dancers will love Featuring Mike 
Johnson. award winning banjo player Smooth flowing MS figure. 
CL-2 DIXIE HOEDOWN/RUBBER DOLLY—Two outstanding hoedowns for the price of one Dixie features haw, 
mandolin and guitar and is a lively hoedown with a clean sound easy to follow. Rubber Dolly has guitar and synthesizer for a very 
smooth sound Both hoedowns have a musical clue to let you know you are near the end of the record 
Callers' Contact us if you are interested in recording on Cloverleaf. 
EDDIE MILLAN, 6693 BOWIE ROAD, JACKSONVILLE FL 32219 
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
CALIFONE PA SETS: 
	
ASHTON PA SETS (dual channel). 
1815K S Speaker $239.95 100 Watt Amp only 	$834.75 
1925-03 1 Speaker 
	369.95 200 Watt Amp only 1064.65 
1925-04 2 Speakers 452.90 300 Watt Amp only 	1265.00 
1155K-12 2 Speakers 
	450.90 400 Watt Amp only 1644.50 
2155-04 2 Speakers 	 551.90 
1925-00 No Speaker  309.95 
ASHTON PA SETS (single channel): ASHTON OPTIONS: 
50 Watt Amp only $624.75 1 	Digital Speed indicator 5147.00 
100 Watt Amp only 743.65 2 Led power meters 51.00 ea. 
150 Watt Amp only 874.50 3 Automatic tape recorder 195.00 
200 Watt Amp only. 984.50 4 	Automatic arm reset available this tall. 
MIKE KOZY 
$11.80 
Plus $1.25 pstg. 
In US 
ASHTON RECORD CASES 
RC-4 Wood/Mike Compartment 44.62 + $6 shpg.  
RC-5 Wood/No Compartment 44.62 + $6. shpg 
RC-4 Metal/Mike Compartment 33.54 + $5. shpg 
RC-5 Metal/Without Comp. 	33.54 + $5. shpg. 
HAWKINS RECORD CASES 
RC-700 120 Records 	$28.95 plus S5. shipping 
RC-710120 Records/With camp. 
35.95 plus 56. shipping 
OTHER ITEMS: 
Car Caddy 	 31.95 plus $4. shipping 
Slodown 5.00 per can, plus .50/can shipping 
YAK STACKS, SUPREME SPEAKERS. MITY MITE SPEAKERS 
ASHTON, AND HALPO SPEAKER STANDS FROM $89.95. 
POSTAGE OR FREIGHT PRICES QUOTED ARE FOR 
THE U.S. ONLY. ON ALL FOREIGN SHIPMENTS 
THE FREIGHT OR POSTAGE WILL BE EXTRA.  
LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2257 What Ever Happened to Old Fashioned Love. 
by Rocky Slrickland• 
2256 Walkin In The Sunshine. Caller Lem GraveIle• 
2255 Gimme Back My Blues. Caller Al Brownlee' 
2254 Shutters and Boards, Caller Nate Bliss' 
2253 Whispering. Caller. Johnnie Wykott* 
2252 I've got Mexico. Caller Lem Gravelle• 
2251 Jaded Lover. Caller Jerry Dews•  
2250 Things, Caller. Marshall Flippo' 
2249 No One Will Ever Know. Caller Marshall Flippo• 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1352 The Best Things In Lite Are Free. Caller John Aden• 
1351 Night Train to Memphis. T White & D Davis• 
1350 I'll Fly Away. Caller. Gary Bible' 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
682 Waltz Across Texas, Caller Sheldon Kolb• 
681 Let's Sing About Love. Caller Frank Lane• 
680 So This Is Love. Callers J Chavis & B Coleman•  
LORE RELEASES: 
1215 I Don't Care II the Sun Don't Shine. Murry Beasley' 
1214 Act Naturally. Caller Dean Rogers' 
1213 Smile Away Each Rainy Day. Caller Johnny Creel• 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
123 Johnny Cash Medley, Caller. Sheldon Kolb' 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES: 
2380 Some Kind of Woman. Peter Rchardson• 
PETTICOAT PATTER: 
117 Love Makes the World Go Round. Caller' Toots Richardson' 
CHRISTMAS RECORDS: 
1637 Blue Star. Jingle Bells. Caller Andy Andrus' 
2146 Blue Star. Christmas Medley. Caller Johnnie Wykotl• 
2147 Blue Star. Christmas Time A-Coming. Caller Tim Ploch' 
1336 Bogan. Jingle Bell Rock, Caller. Tim Ploch• 
664 Dance Ranch. Mele Kalikimaka. Caller Al Stevens' 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 




Personalized Brass Belt Buckle 




Your NAME, INITIALS or DANCE CLUB NAME etched on a Solid Brass belt buckle with either the 
Square Dance or Round Dance figures show above Etched DanceFigures and lettering filled with 
durable black epoxy.  
ORDERING INFORMATION 
1. State Dancer Profile (Square Dance or Round Dance) 
2. Stale buckle width (to lit 1". 1'. 	belt) 
3. Print clearly name or initials (18 letters max) 
4. If leather bell desired. state waist size belt width (1". 1 	and color (brown. black. Ian) 
All orders prepaid - allow 2 or 3 weeks delivery 
All Buckles 512 50 	 HORIZON 
All Bells 	S 650 114 Bald Hill Rd. 
Shipping S 1 50 	 Brooktondale, N.Y. 14817 
PLUM CREEK PROMENADERS 
Caller Ed Lang of Austin, Texas (see 
also ASD, p. 59, Aug. '84) says of these 
photos: "Here we go again, 'Pro-
menading Along the Chisholm Trail'," 
referring to the Chisholm Trail Roundup 
in Lockhart, Texas, in which a grand 
prize plaque was won by the Plum Creek 
Promenaders for their attractive float. 
Presidents Tommy and Laverne 
Kirkpatrick and Ed can be seen holding  
the plaque. On the occasion of the 
parade the Snowbirds visited and 
danced with the Promenaders. Part of 
the fun of summer dancing is entering a 
float in a local celebration. Much spirit is 
built along with building the float and 
dancing on it. But the best part is winn-
ing the top award, say the Promenaders. 
Think about it. Next summer, wheel 
around, slip your clutch, and load your 
float! 
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All Women's Styles Shown Feature Genuine Leather Soles - Uppers 
MAIL TO: MIKE and BARB'S 
SHOE SHOP 
7433 Thunderbird Road 
Liverpool, NY 13088 
(315) 451-2343 
SEND WITH ORDER: 
Style-Color-Size and Width-Heel height-
Name, Address, Zip Code 
Add $2.00 per pair for postage and handling 
Check, VISA. Mastercard accepted 
DEERSKIN SHOES 
FORMERLY Weberi•J WESTERN WEAR 
2" Leather Covered 











Add $2.00 for 
Gold or Silver 
Square Toe — 









FOR YOUR PARTNER- 
#1 
SQUARE DANCE 
SHOE FOR MEN 
STYLE 
A 
N-M W Widths 
Sizes 7 14 




















Hot Pink Purple 
T-STRAP 
v2 or 1" Heel 
Add $2.00 for 
Goed or Silver 
Add $2.00 for 
Gold or Silver 
MISSY 
Beveled Heel PRINCESS 
























For color samples 
& price information 
please call or write 
EXCLUSIVE SINGLE 
A MULTI LAYER 
DESIGNS FOR THE 
SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCER ... 
Route 2, Box 126 
Boonsboro, Md. 21713 
301 - 733 - 0960 
ALABAMA IS CALLING YOU 
RV'ers, 2,000 spaces are available for 
self-contained campers at the Alabama 
State Fairgrounds in Birmingham. All 
have electrical hookups— 500 spaces 
have sewage hookups. Arrangements 
are being made for shuttle buses to 
transport dancers to the Civic Center; 
however, they are incomplete at this 
time. In addition to State Fairgrounds, 
there are a number of commercial camp-
grounds in the area as well as several 
state parks, adding another 1,000+ 
spaces that are available. 
Alabama's 21 State Parks offer camp-
ing facilities, scenic beauty, and tran-
quility while you are enjoying your 
Alabama square dance vacation. At 
most of our state parks, you will find a 
variety of activities, including golf, ten-
nis, fishing and swimming. 
Lake Guntersville in North Alabama is 
one notable park. Here, 5,559 acres of 
mountain tops and meadows overlook 
the 66,470 acre Guntersville Reservoir. 
The 322 site campground on the lake 
provides overnight accommodations 
beyond compare. This park is indeed a 
total recreational resort. It is 69 miles 
northeast of Birmingham. 
Rickwood Caverns, located 20 miles 
north of Birmingham, offers improved 
camping sites— plus a miracle mile of 
underground caverns and other recrea-
tional activities. Oak Mountain, located 
15 miles south of Birmingham, also of-
fers improved campsites, plus an 
18-hole championship golf course with 
American Squareciance, October 1984 
clubhouse and a well-stocked fishing 
center. 
Last, but not least, in the immediate 
vicinity of Birmingham is Tannehill State 
park. It is a restoration of the Pre-Civil 
War Community, complete with iron fur-
naces which were used to manufacture 
munitions of the Confederate Army. It 
has 163 campsites with electricity and 
water, plus 50 primitive sites. 
A list of campsites follows: 
Big Bull Marina and Campground 
Box 427, Pell City Alabama 35125 
Holiday Marina and Campground 
Rte 4 Box 1542, Pell City Alabama 35125 
Holiday Park 
Mobile Home Park C-1 
4400 Bessemer Superhwy 
Bessemer Alabama 35023 
Holiday Travel Park 
Box 900, Leeds Alabama 35094 
Alabama State Fairgrounds 
Holiday Travel Park 
Good Sam Pk., Leeds Alabama 35094 
Cheaha State Park Resort 
P.O. Box 425, Lineville Alabama 36266 
Oak Mountain State Park 
Box 278, Pelham Alabama 35124 
Peach Queen KOA Campground 
Rte 2 Box 179A, Jemison Alabama 35085 
Continued on Page 90 
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Write or phone for a 
FREE COPY 
of our new, expanded 
DANCER'S CATALOG 
featuring a great selection of the latest square dance fashions, plus our 
regular low prices on shoes, shirts, and petticoats. 
We're Square Dance Record Roundup, and we've been serving the needs 
of square dancers for over 27 years. We promise prompt delivery and 
quality merchandise. 
So please write or phone today for your free catalog. We'd like the oppor-
tunity to be your square dance store. 
SQUARE DANCE 
RECORD ROUNDUP, INC. 
 
957 Sheridan Blvd. 
Denver, Colorado 80214 




Each month this feature will give the cues for the 
No. 1 S/0 Round on the previous month's Pulse 
Poll. If the No. 1 selection does not change from 
month to month. the No. 2 selection will be 
published. 
DOLL DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHERS: Stan & Ethel Bieda 
RECORD: Blue Star 2231 
FOOTWORK: For M. opposite for W unless specified 
SEQUENCE: INTRO A B A B B ENDING 
INTRO 
1-4 	(BFLY WALL) WAIT. WAIT: TWIRL VINE,—.2,—: 3.—.4 TO BFLY WALL—. 
1-4 	In Bfly Wall pos M's weight on R foot (W's on L) with L toe (W's R pointing twd LOD) wait two 
meas; Sd L,—,XRIB.—. sd L,—.XRIF (W twirls RF R,—,L,—; R,—,L) ending Bfly Wall,—: 
PART A 
1-4 	(BFLY WALL)S0,—,BEHIND.--; SD.CL.SD,CL: SD.—.THRU TO OP LOD.—: SCOOT 4; 
1-2 	(Bfly Wall)Slow sd L.—.XRIB.—, Sd L, cl R, sd L, cl R; 
3-4 Sd L,—,step thru on R to OP LOD,—; (Scoot) Fwd L, cl R, fwd L, cl R. 
5-8 	(OP LOD) WALK.—.2.—: FWD TWO STEP: WALK,—,2,—; FWD TWO STEP: 
5-6 (OP LOD) Walk fwd L,—,R,—; Fwd L, cl R, fwd L,—; 
7-8 Repeat meas 5 & 6 of Part A 
(Styling note: In meas 5-8 step sprightly with a light and airy lilting action) 
9-12 	(OP LOD)SD TWO-STEP APT: SD TWO-STEP (W ROLLS ACROSS TO LOP LOD); HITCH DOUBLE:: 
9-10 (OP LOD) Retaining handhold do a sd two-step apt (small steps M twd COH W twd Wall) sd 
L. cl R. sd L.—: M does a sd two-step fwd wall sd R, cl L. sd R (as W rolls LF L,R,L crossing IF of 
M to LOP LOD).—: 
11-12 (LOP LOD) (Hitch Double) Fwd L. cl R to L, bk L,—; Bk R, cl L to R, fwd R,—: 
13-16 LACE ACROSS TWO-STEP TO OP LOD: FWD TWO-STEP; (TURN OUT) BUZZ.—,2,—; 3 to BFLY 
WALL,—.(IN PLACE) STEP, STEP; 
13-14 M's R W's L hands jnd (M crossing bhd W) L,R,L to OP LOD,—: Do one fwd two-step fwd 
R, cl L. fwd R.—: 
15-16 Turn out (M LF W RF) Buzz 3 L,R,L,R; L,R spot trng to Bfly Wall. Step in place L,R, 
(Note: M buzzes keeping L foot in place and pushing with R foot W opposite) 
PART B 
1-4 	(BFLY WALL)(BOX)SD.CL,FWD,—; SD,CL,BK.—; HITCH APT: SCISSORS THRU, 
1-2 (Bfly Wall)Sd L,c1 R, fwd 	Sd R.c1 L,bk R,—; 
3-4 	Both hands jnd hitch apt Lc! R to L, fwd L,—: (Scis) Sd R, cl L to R,XRIF (W XIF) to momen- 
tary SCP,—; 
5-8 	SLOW OPEN VINE 4:: CIRCLE WALK 4 SLOW STEPS AROUND TO BFLY WALL:: 
5-6 Sd L,—,bk R to LOP,—; Sd L,—,fwd R to OP LOD,—; 
7-8 (Solo Circle)(M LF W RF) Walk 4 slow steps L,—,R,—, 	around to Bfly Wall,—: 
9-12 	(BFLY WALL)FC TO FC; BK TO BK TO OP LOD; SLOW BASKETBALL TRN 4 TO SCP LOD:: 
9-10 Sd L.,c1 R,sd L trng away to bk-to-bk.—. Sd R.c1 L. sd R trng to OP LOD,—; 
11-12 Lunge IOD L trng 1/4 RF,—,Rec R trng 1/4 RF to LOP RLOD.—; Lunge RLOD L trng 1 /4 RF,—,Rec R 
trng /4 RF ending SCP LOD,—; 
13-16 (SCP LOD)2 FWD TWO—STEPS,; WALK TWIRL 4 TO BFLY.; 
13-14 Fwd L,c1 R,twd L, 	Fwd R, cl L, fwd R.—; 
15-16 Fwd 	(W RF twirl R,—,L),—; Fwd 	thru R trng to 1311y Wall,—, 
REPEAT PART A AND B TO END BFLY WALL 
REPEAT PART B (MEAS 1-12) TO END SCP LOD 
ENDING 
1-4 	(SCP LOD)2 FWD TWO-STEPS;; (BFLY)SD, CL, SD, CL; APT,—, PT,—; 
1-2 Fwd L, cl R, twd 	Fwd R, cl L. fwd R. 
3-4 Sd L, cl R, sd L, cl R; Step apart L,—,point R,—; 
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per= AKG 	 SU3REME 	 EDCOR 
Supreme Sound Columns give you ex-
treme clarity. full range sound with wide 
angle dispersion. Construction is sturdy 
wood, with formica veneer. 
S.40 Sound Column. 8- x 61/2 " x 21" Tall. 
13 lbs. Two 6/9 speakers. 100 watts peak 
(4 ohm). Only $195.00 plus $10. shipping. 
S•80 Sound Column. 8" x 61/2 " x 42" Tall. 
28 lbs. Four 6/9 speakers, 200 watts peak 
(8 ohm). Handles approx. 100 squares. 
Now Only $320.00 plus $16.00 shipping.. 
S•80 II Folding Sound Column. 8" x 13" x 
21" Tall. Unfolds to 8-  x 61/2 " x 42". Each 
half can be used separately. 30 lbs. Four 
6/9 speakers. over 200 watts peak (8 
ohms.) Only S395.00 plus $17.00 shipping. 
Supreme Stands. Fit all Supreme Speaker 
columns. Lightweight Aluminum. Now 
Only $79.00 plus $9.00 shipping. 
Supreme Cords. 15 ft. 18 gauge stranded 
wire. Now Only $8.00 plus $3.00 shipping. 
Supreme Vinyl Covers for extra protec-
tion. Ask for our Low Prices. 
Marantz Variable Speed Tape Recorder. 
Now Only $179.95 plus $6.00 shipping. 
Clinton P-400 "Boss" Turntable. Now 
Only $795.00 plus $8.00 shipping. 
Replacement Needles for Hilton and Clin. 
ion Now On ,y $8.00 plus $2.00 shipping. 
Bill and Peggy Heyman 
271 Greenway Road 






Callers' Choice TM Reco 8 Cases 
Lightweight Yet Super Strong 
• Weigh less than 41/2 lbs • Steel Hein 
forced Handles-can't pull out • Triple 
Hinged Lids form a sturdy easel. 
Model 3. Three compartments hold 150 
records plus Mike and accessories Now 
Only $75.00 plus $5.00 shipping. 
Model 2. Two compartments hold 200 
records. Only S75.00 plus $5.00 shipping.  
Model 25. Holds 25 LPs. Now Only $15.00 
plus $51X1 shipping.  
Model 50. Holds 50 LPs. Now Only $82.00 
plus $6.00 shipping. 
Plastic Record Sleeves. Heavy Duty Pro 
sect on Package of 125 Now Only $14.00 
Pius $3.00 shipping. 
Microphones. Ask Us About Our Com-
plete Line of Professional Quality Micro- 
phones 	All Competitively Priced. 
Wireless Microphones. Ask Us About Our 
EDCOR INSTRUCTORS PACKAGE. 
VISA' 
• 
Bill and Peggy Heyman 
WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION 
THE PROFESSIONAL SOURCE FOR 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE EQUIPMENT 
Now Under Our Ownership 
SUPREME AUDIO 








- CALLERS'  CHOICE ----- •--:  VitAc. 	 
13. 
In 
ASK ABOUT OUR GIFT CERTIFICATES! 
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Danctigi Tips 
by Harold &Lill Bausch 
Dancers often get the wrong impres-
sions, for example, some believe that 
the caller who teaches classes is not as 
good, or as important, as callers who 
travel around the country. Quite the con-
trary. Most callers have known for years 
that the ideal situation is to have the 
best and most experienced callers 
teaching. Admittedly this is often not 
the case. However, many of the callers 
traveling for a living are also fairly new 
callers. They have a burning desire to 
prove to themselves that they are good 
enough to travel and just set out to do it. 
Some of the traveling callers are 
veterans, but not all of them are, by a 
long way. One caller, who traveled to 
make his living, remarked that this was 
the only way he could make a living call-
ing. True, some could not keep local 
clubs, they were not popular in their 
area, so they got out on the road. Now 
don't think I am putting down traveling 
callers as a whole, for there are some 
great ones, but there are also the other 
kind. 
Often you find really successful 
business men who are callers. They en-
joy square dancing, and they enjoy call-
ing. They may be very good callers, but 
they would be foolish to give up a good 
job with a great future to go out on the 
road calling. Callers who call for a living. 
have no retirement plans sponsored by 
the company. They do not have in-
surance plans paid for by the company. 
It can be a rough situation when it 
comes time for them to retire, or when a 
serious illness pops up. 
The caller who has a good job, and 
several good clubs to call for, has the 
best of two worlds. He is wise to stay 
where he is, and should not be con-
sidered less of a caller than the fellow 
who is on the road. In fact, nothing says 
he is not the better caller— each should 
be given his own due, according to the 
job he is doing. 
What job is he doing? The area caller 
American Squaredeoce. October 1984 
who teaches classes, calls and builds 
clubs— isn't he doing about as much as 
anyone? He is the one who provides the 
dancers, he is the one who keeps clubs 
going, he (or she) is the one who really 
perpetuates square dancing. If it were 
not for the local or area caller, there 
wouldn't be any other kind. 
Now the dancers, pat them on the 
back if they help at classes and support 
local clubs. I've heard dancers and 
callers say that Mainstream, as 
Callerlab has designated it, is not really 
the main dancing anymore. However, 
you must dance Mainstream well before 
you can go to other programs. If you 
dance Plus you are also dancing 
Mainstream. Actually you are dancing 69 
Mainstream calls and 28 Plus calls, with 
variations of both. If you dance Ad-
vanced, you are doing Mainstream, Plus 
and the Advanced calls. Oh yes, it is 
named properly, for you can't dance the 
others unless you dance the most impor-
tant calls of all, the Mainstream calls. At 
the same time, the most important 
dancers are the Mainstream dancers 
who do the ground work and support us 
all. 
The local clubs, the local callers, and 
the hard workers who support them 
both, are what square dancing is all 
about. The festivals, the national con-
ventions, the special dances are only the 
variety we provide for ourselves. They 
are important, but they are secondary to 
the great and glorious square dance pro-
gram— the local club, and the local 






Over 10.000 square. round, contra and clog-
ging club listings. Information on major 
festivals, publications, products and services. A 
must for every dancer. Allow 3-4 weeks for 
delivery. 
57.00 per copy (plus $2. postage) 
PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208 
601-825-6831 
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DOES YOUR PRESENT EQUIPMENT SOUND LIKE 
YOU'RE HOLLERIN' DOWN A RAIN BARREL! 
Achieve High Tech Audio sound with the 
CLINTON P-400 BOSS amplifier and the 
CLINTON XPT-90 TILT COLUMN SPEAKERS. 
Pure sound, and powerful enough to be 
understood by 100 squares. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!!! 
MASTER CARD/VISA ACCEPTED 
CLINTON SOUND SYSTEMS NOW MANUFACTURED by 
MILTECH, INC. 51 High St., Milford. Conn. 06460 
Write for free literature or call: 
Toll free: 800-227-1139 or Conn 877-2871 
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	]Calling Tips 
DO YOU HAVE A PICTURE? 
by Buford Evans 
One night at class, right after 
teaching spin the top, one of the 
students came up to me and said, "You 
must have a picture in your mind as to 
what you are calling." My response was 
"Yes!" I went on to explain that first I 
must decide what calls are to be used in 
the particular sequence of calls or 
teaching session to give me the "pic-
ture" I want. With this "picture" in mind, 
as each call was given, I watched the 
dancers to see them change from one 
formation and partner pairing into 
another partner pairing or formation. As 
the picture was developing, the next call 
was given to make still another picture. 
By watching the dancers in this way, and 
giving each call just before it was need-
ed, the dancers are led smoothly 
through the routine. Sometimes the "pic-
ture" is just watching the centers of the 
wave become ends, and the ends be-
coming centers or the wave rotating 90° 
as in spin the top. Sometimes the "pic-
ture" requires that certain dancers move 
from one side of the square to the other. 
By knowing what calls are required to ac-
complish this, the caller can give these 
calls in the proper sequence to develop 
the new "picture." This seemed to be 
very interesting to this new dancer. 
His comments were very welcome, as 
they made me start thinking more about 
the "picture." I began to wonder, was my 
picture a complete one, just a small part 
of one, or a mosaic with repetition crop-
ping up every so often. Right then I 
decided to expand the teaching of each 
new basic in my classes to all the ways 
possible within the framework of the 
definition. This brought up the question 
of from what formation I expected the 
dancers to successfully execute the 
basic. Could the dancers be given a dif-
ferent experience of a basic by starting 
from other than the usual formation? By 
doing more homework to develop new 
American Squaredence. October 1984 
patterns, calling became more enjoyable 
and the dancers enjoyed the dances 
more. 
Once the students realized that the 
gent does not always dance with his 
partner on his right, they understood the 
reason for learning to do the basic in ac-
cordance with its definition. They ex-
perienced some difficulty the first time 
they tried a basic with two men as a cou-
ple, or one couple in a half-sashayed 
position and the other couple in a nor-
mal position. Once the initial shock wore 
off, and they successfully accomplished 
the basic from this type of partner pair-
ing, they seemed to better understand 
the definition of the basic. Consequently 
they could dance them better, too. Dif-
ferent formations may sometimes con-
fuse new dancers even though they can 
do a basic from a familiar position. 
Teaching of various formations from 
which a basic may be done is spread 
over several weeks. This allows the in-
troduction of additional new basics that 
work well choreographically with the 
various formations. The walk-thru from a 
new formation provides an opportunity 
to further review the definition of the 
basic. 
A set of routines were developed for 
each basic. The patterns were intended 
to explore different ways of using the 
basic and formations from which the 
dancer could expect to do the basic. The 
intent was to challenge the dancers, but 
still give the calls in a sequence they can 
successfully accomplish. If the students 
don't respond readily to the new basic 
from a different formation or partner 
pairing, they are walked through the pat-
tern slowly with an explanation to show 
that it is still the same basic but just 
feels different. The routines were pur-
posely kept short from set-up to get-out 
to avoid needless walk-thru. After the 
dancers became comfortable with a new 
formation or partner pairing, other 
routines were wrapped around it to add 
more variety and to review previously us-
ed routines. The routines were designed 
from simple set-ups such as zero lines or 
Box 1-4, and quite often the get-out 
returned to the same formation to 
facilitate combining the routines into 
longer ones. 
After a class is completed and the 
students graduate and join the S/D club, 
the more involved routines from class 
Continued on Page 99 
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by Bob Howell 
Hugh Macey continues to produce one-night-stand records and yours truly is happy to work along with him 
on the project. The latest release is... 
KIRBY'S KAPER 
MUSIC: Grenn 15016 
POSITION: Double circle. Couples facing counterclockwise around the room with inside hands joined. Lady 
on gent's right. Opposite footwork throughout, man beginning on the left foot. 
MEAS. 
1-2 TWO TWO-STEPS FORWARD (Step close step, step close step) 
3-4 STRUT FOUR STEPS FORWARD (Strut four, turning to face partner on fourth step.) 
5-6 SIDE-DRAW, SIDE-DRAW (With both hands joined. each steps in LOD and draw the other foot to step- 
ping foot. Repeat.) 
7-8 GENT ROLL BACK. LADY MOVE UP. (With four walking steps the gent rolls left and back to the lady 
behind him. Lady walks forward.) 
Len Cannel! of Kettering, Ohio, wrote this follow quadrille for the 25th Buckeye Convention in May, 1984, 
which he calls... 
ANNIVERSARY QUADRILLE 
MUSIC: Suggest Waiting for the Robert E. Lee on Hi-Hat or Gold and Silver Two-step for a traditional feel. 
Other music may need to be slowed slightly. 
INTRO, BREAK, ENDING: 
16 Circle left full around 
8 Four gents to the right and two-hand swing 
8 On to the next, two hand swing 
16 Repeat twice more 
16 Promenade all the way around. 
FIGURE: 
32 Sides face, grand square 
8 Four ladies forward and back 
12 Four ladies chain 3/4  round 
12 Promenade.... 
Boyd Rothenberger of Lanesville, Indiana, presented a contra at the National Square Dance Convention in 
Baltimore this past June which he calls... 
THE LEVEE CONTRA 
INTRO: Face your corner and do-sa-do. 
	  Partner swing 
— — — — Face below and circle left 
— — — — Break to a line and back up tour steps 
— — Forward tour, bend the line, right and left thru 
	  Right and left back 
— — — — Circle left once around 7)  
— — — — A quarter more and pass thru 	
v:3 
 
- — — — Do-sa-do new one below. 
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DOUBLE -J"t--1] SQUARE DANCE SERVICES 
 	PO Box 28 Streamwood 111.60103 
(312)289.5590 
20,000 RECORDS IN STOCK 
Try our 24 Hour Phone Service 
"THE MOST IMFORMATIVE 'TAPE' GOING" 
WRITE FOR FREE SERVICES CATALOG PACKET 
116W 
From Littleton, Colorado. Al Scheer contributes a square dance which will go well at any one-night-stand. 
THREE IN LINE 
Couple #1 stand back to back 
Boomp-sa-daisy go round the track 
All the way round the ring you go 
Pass your partner, don't be slow 
Pass her again (at home) 
And go to your corner 
Stand three in line and don't step on her 
Lines of three go forward and back 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 













MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE— 
REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 	 214/398.7508 
Forward again with your hands up high 
Make a little arch against the sky 
The lonesome couple tunnel thru 
Swing at the end when you get thru 
Tunnel right back, it's home you roam 
Everybody swing your own. 
Repeat for couples 2,3 and 4. 
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DON 	 TIM 	 TOPPLE 
SAFFELL SHIELDS McGUFFEY 
"NEW RELEASES” 
***************** 
EAG-1005 	'ALL SHOOK UP' 	(TOM) 
EAG-2005 	'SURE NICE BEING WITH YOU 	(JOE) 
EAG-1202 	'DOWN YONDER" 	(JIM) 
EAG-1301 	'I GOT THE ROSS' 	(TIM) 
EAG-1401 	'SEE THE FUNNY LITTLE CLOWN' 	(DON) 
EAG-1501 	'LOVE YOU RIGHT OUTTA THE BLUES' 	(TOPPLE) 
"ATTENTION" 
RECORD DEALERS 




PHONE COLLECT - 502/781-0026 
EAGLE RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 8093 	 NASHVILLE, TENN. 
ZIP 37207 	 Phone 615-859-7408 
WHY MUST IT TAKE DEATH 
In the matter of Peggy Fogg, deceased October 21, 1983...a real leader among 
square dancers. Her quiet smile, her ten years of generousity. The way she 
cared about the square dancers' Rose Float and the dancers who donated so 
much to get the opportunity to dance on a moving float from everywhere, 
coast to coast. And above all, even though she knew she was passing. she was 
worried about who would be willing to take her place to help the dancers. To 
the very end she was a giver first, foremost and last. A heart so full of love and 
larger than her whole body. 
It all started back in 1975 when the dancers, callers and publishers wanted a 
float in the prestigious Tournament of Roses Parade for the Bicentennial year 
of 1976. Every month after a meeting, John Fogg, her beloved husband, came 
home from a D.C.P. meeting talking about nothing else but a Rose Float. She 
listened for over six months, saying nothing. She said, "After all, Johnny and I 
are now both retired from work and have already served in every capacity." 
Their dues were overpaid, so why jeopardize themselves on another project? 
There were other things she wanted to do. Simple things, such as a return to 
Hawaii arid other trips inexpensive but restful and peaceful. 
In the end, however, her heart and soul went to the square dancers' Rose 
Float. After all, she said, it was only going to take a year and a small invest-
ment, which would surely come back from the other dancers. She told her hus-
band to see Walter Harefland (she had known him since he was a child. and he 
held a position on the active at the Tournament House), and a mutual friend 
who was a past-president, to see what, if anything, they could do to get a spot 
that year. A letter with a check to cover entry fee (letter by Charles Naddeo, 
check from John and Peggy Fogg) had already been sent and returned. 
Therefore, John Fogg did some leg work to see the friends. Then came the 
phone calls, even from the national convention, for which John and Peggy 
never saw a cent. Finally in October, Otis Blasingham found an opening and 
without thought, he said, "Why not the square dancers because they come 
from every nook and corner of the country? And call it Square Dancers of 
America." It was voted on and accepted. John and Peggy were delighted. But 
they needed another party to guarantee payment. Mr. Naddeo was the only 
person who was asked, and he said, "Let's go." But if it had not been for 
Peggy Fogg, they might very well still be waiting for a position fora Rose Float 
for square dancers. 
She finally felt that I would do whatever necessary to see that the float would 
roll down Colorado Blvd. on time. And even in death, she was very beautiful in 
her copy of a float dress she had paid full price for, personally. With pall 
bearers numbering fourteen, representing every association, she was finally 
laid to rest. Her beauty and love should live on as a permanent inspiration to 
square dancers the world over because Peggy gave her all. 
Why it had to take her life to make me get off the dime and tell it the way it real-
ly happened has until now been a mystery. But I know now that because I had 
no time to mourn her passing, then as her beloved husband John needed help 
for the same reason, "No time" from circumstances beyond control, it just had 
to wait. I pray the old adage will hold true— this is 'Still better late, than never 
at all." 




HAWAIIAN c) Q3, 
5-ISLAND SPECTACULAR 
A Super 15-Day SQUARE DANCE TRAVEL PROGRAM To 
HAWAII - MAUI - MOLOKAI - KAUAI - OAHU 
FEBRUARY 5 - 19, 1985 
THIS IS IT! This is one of the most extensive, activity 
filled Square Dance Tours to the Hawaiian Islands ever.  
We'll spend FIFTEEN days in this Pacific Island Paradise 
and visit FIVE islands, spending at least two days on each. Why be satisfied 
with a shorter 8, 10, or 13-day tour that visits only 2, 3 or 4 islands when 
for just a few dollars more you can spend 15 days visiting 5 islands? 
This program is loaded with Extras. We've included NINE of 
the most popular tours and TWO special events. Purchased separately they 
would cost over 5200.00. These are offerings the lower priced programs 
don't offer but which most people purchase after arriving in Hawaii thus 
making the "bargain" priced program much much less than a real bargain. 
They're part of our program. They're not an unexpected added cost. 
In addition, we've scheduled a full day of leisure on four of 
the five islands. The evenings have been left unscheduled so you may pick your 
choice of nightlife to enjoy—romantic dinner cruises, relaxing beach parties, nightclubing, a midnight 
swim, square dancing, etc. 
So leave the cold behind and join us for 15 exciting days as 
we visit 5 of the beautiful Hawaiian Islands. If you live in the sunbelt, take a break 
from your everyday winter activities and come to Hawaii with us. 
COME ON AND GO HAWAIIAN 
HOST CALLER 
JIM BLACKWOOD, QUINCY, ILLINOIS 
139522  
PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
(From Los Angeles) 
LOW ADD-ON AIR FARES AVAILABLE 
FROM MOST MAJOR U.S. AIRPORTS 
LOW COST TOUR EXTENSIONS 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 
Tour Inclusions 
-4111111 • Full time escort 
• Western Airlines round Hip flight 
• Aloha Airlines Inter-island Flights 	ill1/ 40 
• Flower lei greeting 
• Free get-acquainted Mai-tai party 
• All porterage in Hawaii 
• First Class Hotels 
Hilo—Hilo Hawaiian, Ocean front 
Kona—Kona Lagoon. Ocean front 
lb
Maui—Islander-Maui. in the heart of Lahaina 
Molokai—Sheraton Molokai. Beach front 
Kauai—Islander on the Beach. Beach front 
Honolulu—Coral Reel, at the International 
Market Place in Waikiki 
• All transfers between the airports F. hotels in Hawaii 
• Tour 01 Hilo including Orchid Gardens. Queen 
Litiukalani Park and Rainbow Falls 
• Tour of Volcano National Park and Kalapana 
Black Sand Beach 
• Tour of Hamakua Coast on Hawaii 
• Tour on Maui to lao Valley. Lahaina and Kaanapali 
• Captain Cook's Glassbottom Boat Cruise. Kona 
• Wailua River Cruise to Fern Grotto on Kauai 
• Waimea Canyon/Kalalau lour. Kauai 
• Navy Tour of Pearl Harbor 
• 110 Mile Circle Island Tour. Oahu 
• Deluxe travel bag 
• Private square dance parties 
WRITE FOR BROCHURE AND MORE INFORMATION 





2217 HAMPSHIRE STREET. SUITE 200, QUINCY, ILLINOIS 82301 
PHONE: 217.222.8011 
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PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
For Stateroom Category 12-A 




CRUISE TO THE BEAUTIFUL BAHAMA ISLANDS 
VISIT THE FABULOUS DISNEY ATTRACTIONS AT ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
MARCH 10 -18, 1985 
Ask kids of all ages where they would like to go for their 
vacation and at the top of the list of answers you'll find EPCOT, DisneyWorld. and 
taking a cruise. Now you can get ALL THREE in one super Square Dance 
travel program from Blackwood Travel. 
Our first stop is Orlando, Florida—hope to EPCOT and to 
DisneyWorld. Near by are a host of other wonderful attractions such as 
Sea World, Cypress Gardens, Circus World, and the Kennedy Space Center at 
Cape Canaveral, and unique dining experiences such as that at The Mediaeval Times where 
patrons are entertained by Knights of the Realm who joust in the courtyard during the 
dinner hour. We'll spend five days and five nights in the Orlando area to give you time 
to visit the attractions of your choice. 
Then we'll say away to the Bahamas on the newest, sleekest 
cruise ship serving Nassau—the magnificent Star/Ship Royale. We'll spend four days 
and three nights on this new luxury cruise ship and make ports of call at Nassau on New 
Providence Island and at Salt Cay, one of 700 small "Out Islands" that comprise the 
Commonwealth of the Bahamas where we'll have a private beach party. 
There is no doubt about it. This program Is a marvelous 
three fantasies dream vacation come true. Come on along. You'll love it. 
LOW ADD-ON AIR FARES AVAILABLE 
FROM MOST MAJOR U.S. AIRPORTS 
441 
WRITE FOR BROCHURE AND MORE INFORMATION 
OR SEND FOR RESERVATIONS NOW (WITH A DEPOSIT OF $200.00 PER PERSON) 
.acKwOcio 
.Nrk 411,   at tam 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
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The object of this game is to answer more questions correctly 
than your opponent and to progress to the "finish" block on your 
Progressive Squares board. 
2. PLAYERS: 
There is no limit to the amount of players. 
3. EQUIPMENT: 
The equipment consists of (1) playing board, (1) question 
booklet. (1) answer street, (1) set of two nice, and (4) markers. 
4. PREPARATION: 
Players should sit opposite each other. Each player will roll 
the dice to determine which player will play first. The player rolling 
the highest number will start the play. Place question chips (1100) 
in a cup or bowl. 
5. THE PLAY: 
The play starts with the player rolling the dice to determine 
how many spaces to move. Draw a question chip from the cup or 
bowl to see which question you will answer in the answer booklet. 
If the question is answered incorrectly, you must move your marker 
back two (2) spaces. If you answer correctly. you may move your 
marker the number of spaces shown on the dice. If your marker 
lands on the "bonus- block at the end of your move, you may ex• 
change places with any player by placing your marker in that 
player's block and placing that player's maker in the "bonus" 
block. The player to reach the finish block wins. 
6. TIME LIMIT: 









"PROGRESSIVE SQUARES" Country Music Game 
Just what you've been waiting for! 
FUNTASTIC! EXCITING! GREAT GIFT IDEA! 
Now only $6.95. Don't wait, order now. 
Add $1.00 for postage and handling. 
New Jersey residents add 6% state sales tax. 
All 6-8 weeks for delivery. 
Send check or money order to: 
PROGRESSIVE SQUARES, P.O. Box 147, Oceanport NJ 07757 
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Saturday Night in New Creek 
by Mary Jenkins 
Olmstedville, New York 
Today we hear and read so much 
about modern western square dancing 
being so popular in so many places, that 
some dancers believe this type of dan-
cing is the only kind of square dancing 
there is. 
Because many people during their 
lessons have heard nothing about the 
history of square dancing, they think 
that square dancing is something new. 
They are also led to believe that one 
must constantly learn new figures or 
they will become bored, lose interest 
and drop out of square dancing. "New 
material, new calls, new figures are 
necessary to keep dancers happy!" we 
are told. By whom? The callers who 
teach us are responsible for what 
we have learned about square dancing. 
Last year, we attended a Satur-
day night dance at the Fire House in 
New Creek, West Virginia. We were mak-
ing our annual trip to Ohio to deliver 
Christmas presents and school supplies 
to a home for handicapped children, and 
decided we'd attend a dance described 
in West Virginia Dances by Robert 
Dalsemer. (I had reviewed the book for 
American Squaredance a few weeks 
previous.) 
After reading the book, we made con-
tact and arranged to attend one of the 
dances. We received nice friendly replies 
to letters we wrote and were really anx-
ious to meet these fine people. We found 
the Fire House where we would dance, 
then went to a motel in Cumberland, 
Maryland, about 25 miles away. 
The dance in the beautiful upstairs 
hall was filled with friendly people who 
wore big smiles and seemed glad to see 
us. The woman with whom we had cor-
responded had told members of the 
band and a few others that we would be 
there that evening. We were the only 
"outsiders" and they treated us well. We 
danced with everybody— and everybody 
danced with us! 
The dance program, which we taped, 
alternated between squares and slow 
waltzes, with polkas and rock-and-roll 
sandwiched in. Everybody danced. The  
live music was great. The dances are 
sponsored by the Volunteer Fire Com-
pany and are held every Saturday night. 
Dancing is continuous from 8:30 until 
midnight, with only two short breaks for 
the band. 
The dancers were dressed informally, 
but neatly. The men wore sport shirts 
and slacks, while the women wore pant-
suits, slacks or skirts and blouses. Soft 
drinks and snack foods were for sale, 
and alcoholic beverages were strictly 
prohibited. Tables and chairs were set 
up around the perimeter of the dance 
floor, where the dancers socialized with 
friends and rested between dances. 
There was a wide range of ages among 
them, from 8 to 80. 
The Fire Department originally pro-
hibited children under 18 from attending 
because they were not covered by in-
surance. However, people told us they 
had to change their rules and get in-
surance to cover those under 18, 
because so many families wanted to br-
ing their children. 
All swings at New Creek are long, 
often 16-20 beats of music. It's by no 
means rough; the dancers are all good 
swingers and really swing to the music. 
The couples promenade with inside 
arms around each other's waists: the 
man puts his right arm around his part-
ner's waist while she puts her left arm 
around his. Outside arms are allowed to 
hang free. This is the common pro-
menade position in northern West Vir-
ginia and southwestern Pennsylvania, 
as well as in upper New York state where 
we dance. 
Twelve figures for two-couple subsets 
are normally called at New Creek with 
only one of these figures performed per 
dance. Sometimes the same figure is 
danced twice in one evening, and not all 
twelve figures are necessarily called on 
any given evening. Each figure is always 
followed by swinging opposites, swing-
ing partners, same two couples circling 
left, then the inside couples traveling on 
to the next outside couple to do the 




Russ & Nancy Nichols 
We receive several publications from 
around the country, pertaining to the Ad-
vanced and Challenge movement. The 
cover story on the August issue of The 
Isthmus, which is the newsletter of the 
Wisconsin Advanced and Challenge As-
sociation, deserves national recogni-
tion. It was written by Bob and Jayne 
Hickey of Delafield, Wisc. 
THE HORN OF PLENTY SPRUNG A LEAK 
Surely you realize the dilemma that 
confronts each of us when we realize 
that as a square dancer we can spend 
almost every (if not every) single summer 
weekend at a square dance somewhere. 
Recently quite a few square dance 
weekends have had to cancel because 
not enough of us have signed up in ad-
vance. 
If you have intentions of going to a 
specific weekend the only fair thing to 
do is let the organizers know your inten-
tions. A small deposit (usually $10.00) is 
all that is required to hold a spot for you. 
Most sponsors are very fair and under-
standing if a situation arises that forces 
you to cancel and will refund your 
deposit. The only time your deposit is 
not refunded is if you do not have the 
courtesy to notify the organizers of your 
cancellation 30 days before the event. 
Even after the 30 days, most sponsors 
will refund if the reason is illness or 
emergency. 
In a discussion with a traveling caller 
recently, it was pointed out that perhaps 
square dance weekends have "peaked 
out." A few years ago, it was a real treat 
to spend a weekend at your dancing 
level. With recent years finding square 
dance weekends more plentiful, the 
dancers can be much more "choosy." 
They select only their favorite caller at 
their preferred level of dance. The end 
conclusion of our conversation was that 
in the near future things will perhaps 
level off. The ony weekends remaining 
will be the well-established, well-
organized and preferred ones. 
Times are always changing. The 
economy certainly affects us all. Even 
though most of us would prefer to dance 
every weekend, it is just not feasible. 
Let's face it, we do "choose." If we have  
allowed so much in our budget for 
square dancing, we definitely will pick 
the events that we feel will provide the 
most enjoyment for us. 
If a weekend or event is scheduled 
that you are interested in attending, 
please notify the organizers. If the 
weekend is not selling satisfactorily, the 
caller could perhaps have time to set up 
something else if he/she is notified far 
enough in advance. The dancer can also 
make other plans for those dates. 
Remember, the majority of caller do-
ing these weekends make their living 
this way. They cannot afford to just sit 
home and relax, any more than we can 
afford to dance every single weekend. 
The moral of the story is: always be 
considerate of the people who work so 
hard to provide you with the type of dan-
cing you enjoy. Both callers and organi-
zers. If we know it in time, let's cancel, 
rather than run a weekend on a shoestr-
ing, where no one goes home happy and 
excited. 
We have said it before, but it is very 
difficult to review an event in this col-
umn, because it is old news by the time 
you read it. The 1984 American A/C Con-
vention in Toledo, Ohio was a smashing 
success. 4441/2 couples attended, mak-
ing it the largest convention ever 
dedicated strictly to the Advanced and 
Challenge movement. It operated four 
programs of dancing, including A-2, C-1, 
C-II and C-III. The new CHIA was pro-
grammed at the end of each session in 
the C-III hall, to give those who had not 
completed their full C-III program a 
chance to try their wings. Tapes of this 
convention are available from RHC 
Enterprises, Eden Oaks, California. 
Now is the time to prepare for the next 
big event— the Canadian Challenge 
Convention in Hamilton, Ontario. This 
year the staff includes Keith Gulley, 
Dave Hodson, Ross Howell, Lee Kop-
man, Ron Libby, Anne Redden and 
Johnny Preston. A Trail End dance with 
a partial staff is scheduled for Thursday 
evening. The main program starts at 
10AM Friday morning and continues 
through Saturday evening. 
Our offer for the C-III lists has met 
with success. We have heard from 
dancers in California, Arizona and Ten-
nessee. We are always delighted to hear 
from you. It lets us know we are being 
read. 






On Reel or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
C-1, C-2 and C-3 Levels of Dancing 
Plus NEWLY REVISED A-1 and A-2 
Minus a couple to make up a square? 
(5) TWO COUPLE TAPES 
Geared to Approved Callerlab Level Lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level 
Try our brand new C-3 
WORKSHOP TAPES 
From 
Advanced to C-3 Level 
Also Available 
GLOSSARY OF S/D CALLS 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793 
        
        





Weekends & Festivals 
    
       
       
  
CONTACT GAIL SWINDLE 
PO Box 2516, Smyrna GA 30081 
Phone 404-436-3664 
    
  
J. 
    
    
BILL DAVIS CALLER & DANCER SUPPORT SERVICES 
HANDY FLIP CARDS For Dancers & Callers (In 4 Sets: MS, Plus, A1&2, & C1) 
One card for each call; available in 3 Categories: (A) Definitions; (B) Get-Outs; (C) 
Blank. Each card has call name, starting and ending formations on front 
(category on back). Single Sets $5; Complete Set (A + B + C) $10.00; Complete 
Category (MS + Plus + Adv + C1) $14.50. Full System (290 Cards): $30.00. 
THE SIGHT CALLERS' TEXTBOOK, Second Edition 	$12.95  
The most complete How-To-Sight Call Book Available. Fully illustrated and 
geared to self-teaching. RESOLUTION, FORMATION AWARENESS, SNAPSHOP 
GETOUTS, PROGRAMING, CALLERLAB SYMBOLS. 130 Pages. 
TOP TEN 1983 (with John Sybalsky) 	 $6.95 
Five separate Dictionaries of all Callerlab calls (MS thru C2). Illustrated; Quarterly 
Selections, New Concepts & Ideas, Formations, Arrangements, Teaching Orders, 
Mixing Number System. 
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly$12.50/Calendar Year 
With Liability Insurance $22.50/Calendar Year. All new calls and concepts 
reported and analyzed— MS thru A2. Equipment Insurance Available. 
DANCER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly ..$6.501Calendar Year 
Definitions of ALL New Calls & Concepts. Supplements the TOP TEN. 
ORDER FROM BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. 








by Chuck Morrow 
-ANYTHING" and ROLL 
	
END-UP FORMATION 
From Facing lines: 
Right and lett thru and roll 
	
Columns 
Wheel and deal and roll Waves 
Star thru and roll 
	
Facing lines 
Slide thru and roll Facing lines 
Ladies chain and roll 
	
Columns 
Curlique and roll 
	
L-H waves 
Bend the line and roll 
	
Completed double pass 
Thru 
FROM EIGHT CHAIN THRU: 
Right and left thru and roll Waves 
Star thru and roll 
	
Eight chain thru 
Slide thru and roll Eight chain thru 
Ladies chain and roll 
	
Waves 




Right and lett thru and roll Waves 
Recycle and roll 
	
Waves 
Trade the wave and roll 
	
Double pass thru 
Swing thru and roll 
	
Double pass thru 
Hinge and roll 
	
Eight chain thru 
FROM TWO FACED LINES: 
Wheel and deal and roll 
	
Waves 
Bend the line and roll Columns 
Ferris wheel and roll 
	
Opposite hand two 
Faced Lines 
FROM DOUBLE PASS THRU 
Peel off and roll 
	
Double pass thru 
FROM COLUMNS: 
Trade and Roll 	 Facing lines 
FROM BACK TO BACK LINES: 
Wheel and deal and roll 	L-H waves 
Bend the line and roll Double pass 
Thru 
FROM TIDAL WAVES: 
Right and left thru and roll Columns  
Hinge and roll 	 Facing lines 
Recycle and roll Columns 
FROM TIDAL TWO FACED LINES: 
Wheel and deal and roll 
	
Columns 
Bend the line and roll Waves 
FROM TIDAL LINES: 	 Columns 
Wheel and deal and roll 
A Few Plus Figures: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, left spin the top 
Mix to a diamond, flip the diamond 
Girls cross run, bend the line 
Swing thru, right and left grand.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, centers trade 
All circulate, all trade and roll 
Pass thru, ends fold, star thru 
Promenade home.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , track and walk and dodge 
One by three walk and dodge, boys run 
Swing thru, boys trade, centers trade 
Girls trade, partner trade and roll 
Right and left grand.... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Touch 1/4 , track and ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, star thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Single hinge, track and bend the line 
Star thru, centers pass thru, swing thru 
Boys run, girls trade, ferris wheel 
Zoom and square thru 3/4 
Left allemande.... 
Mainstream Choreo: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, centers walk and dodge 
Ends circulate and fold, those who can 
Star thru, others face left 
Couples circulate, boys run, recycle 
Pass thru, trade by, pass the ocean 
Recycle, left allemande 
Right and left grand but 
On the third hand, promenade.... 
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Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, half tag, centers cross run 
Swing thru, girls trade, all pass thru 
Tag the line in, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande.... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass the ocean, ends circulate 
Ends cross run, swing thru, boys trade 
Partner trade, square thru four 
Centers slide thru, others trade and 
Lead right, left allemande.... 
Heads rollaway, sides lead right and 
Circle four, men break to a line 
Pass the ocean, centers cross run 
Swing thru, girls trade, all pass thru 
Bend the line, swing thru, spin the top 
Boys run, girls trade, couples trade 
Promenade.... 
Heads swing thru, turn thru, cloverleaf 
Centers turn thru, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Ends trade, right and left thru 
Spin the top, right and left grand.... 
[ 	  REVIEW] 
aD>  
CAST OFF & PEEL OFF 
Heads square thru four, centers in 
Cast off 3/4 , centers trade, all cast off 3/4 
Star thru, zoom and square thru 1/4 
Left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, centers walk and dodge 
All cast off 3/4 , girls pass thru 
All cast off 3/4 , girls pass the ocean 
Boys face in, girls recycle, pass thru 
And split the boys, go round one to a line 
All pass thru, girls fold, star thru 
1/ circulate, bend the line, you're home.. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, cast off 3/4 , boys run 
Wheel & deal, pass thru, wheel & deal 
Zoom and pass thru, left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, girls walk and dodge 
All cast off 3/4 , boys circulate 
Girls pass thru, girls partner hinge 
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Boys face in. girls pass thru, star thru 
Ferris wheel, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Girls run, boys walk and dodge 
All cast off 3/4 , girls fold, those who can 
Star thru, others face out, wheel & deal 
Swing thru, same sexes trade 
Right and left grand but 
On the third hand, promenade.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , all circulate, peel off 
Wheel and deal, turn thru, trade by 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom and pass thru, left allemande.... 
Heads touch 1/4 , box circulate, peel off 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, swing thru 
Ends fold, peel off, ferris wheel 
Swing thru, recycle, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Girls fold, peel off, girls trade 
Couples circulate, boys crossfold 
Peel off, wheel and deal 
Left allemande.... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, center four (boys) 
Peel off, bend the line, girls walk & dodge 
Cloverleaf, zoom and turn thru, star thru 
Wheel and deal, left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, centers in 
Cast off 3/4 , ends fold, peel off 
Bend the line, star thru, trade by 
Centers in, cast off 3 , ends fold 
Peel off, bend the line, star thru 
Trade by, left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, scoot back 
Boys cross run, swing thru, recycle 
Pass thru, left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, boys circulate, girls scootback 
Ferris wheel, zoom and pass thru 
Swing thru, right and left grand.... 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Dixie style to a wave, centers trade 
All scoot back, girls cross run, boys run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande.... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, touch to a wave 
Scoot back, centers scoot back 
Ends crossfold, star thru 
Couples circulate, ferris wheel 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, touch 1/4 
Split circulate, scootback 1 1/2 
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Couples circulate, tag the line right 
Girls trade, wheel and deal 
Left allemande.... 
LOAD THE TOP 
by Jerry Rash 
DESCRIPTION: From parallel lines, ends 
start to load the boat but when they 
meet the third dancer, they touch and 
cast full around (instead of passing 
them). Meanwhile the center four start to 
load the boat but, after the partner trade, 
they touch to a wave and spin the top. 
This produces a tidal wave; from here all 
fan the top in their own waves to end in 
parallel waves. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Load the top, right and left thru 
Left allemande.... 
Heads promenade half, pass thru 
Separate go round two to a line 
Load the top, same sexes trade 
Right and left grand.... 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Load the top, recycle, slide thru 
Load the top, recycle 
Left allemande.... 
Heads pass thru go round to a line 
Load the top, girls trade, spin the top 
Same sexes trade, right and left grand.. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Rollaway, load the top, swing thru 
Recycle, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, rollaway, load the top 
Swing thru, recycle, left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch '/4, coordinate, bend the line 
Load the top, spin the top, boys run 
Half tag, coordinate, bend the line 
Slide thru, left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Load the top, trade the wave 
Left allemande....  
CROSS TRACK 
by Larry Ingber 
DESCRIPTION: From parallel two-faced 
lines, infacers circulate, then tag the line 
in as outfacers tag the line in and then 
circulate. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, cross track, wheel and deal 
Swing thru, recycle, left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and veer left 
Cross track, boys hinge 
Flip the diamond, swing thru 
Same sexes trade, right and left grand.. 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, swing thru 
Centers run, cross track, bend the line 
Star thru, pass thru, left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , coordinate, crosstrack 
Boys cross run, ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, left allemande.... 
Heads lead right and swing thru 
Girls run, cross track, promenade.... 
Sides rollaway, heads square thru four 
Swing thru, centers run, boys trade 
Cross track, left allemnade.... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Centers hinge, flip the diamond 
Cross track, boys hinge 
Center boys trade, flip the diamond 
Trade the wave, same sexes trade 
Right and left grand.... 
Heads rollaway, sides lead right and 
Swing thru, centers run, cross track 
Centers cross run, bend the line 
Star thru, centers pass thru, swing thru 
Right and left grand.... 
Heads rollaway, lead right, circle four 
Ladies break to a line, pass the ocean 
Centers run, cross track, bend the line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, girls run, swing thru 
Recycle, zoom and turn thru 
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Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, track two, girls run 
Cross track, wheel and deal, pass thru 
Left allemande.... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, veer left, cross track 
Wheel and deal, star thru, ferris wheel 
Zoom and pass thru, left allemande.... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, cross track, ferris wheel 
And spread, star thru, partner trade 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande.... 
Sides rollaway, heads star thru 
Pass thru, swing thru, centers run 
Cross track, ferris wheel and spread 
Left allemande.... 
Head ladies chain, four ladies chain 3/4 
Head ladies chain and rollaway 
Sides flutter wheel, heads lead right 
Swing thru, centers run, cross track 
Ferris wheel, left allemande.... 
NEW CREEK, Continued 
figure. When all have danced the figure, 
the caller says, Join hands in a great big 
ring, circle left, swing corner, swing part-
ner, promenade or a similar ending. 
Before we left the hall, we had two in-
vitations to spend the ngiht with new 
friends we met. They were indeed friend-
ly people and very good dancers. Some 
drove 100 miles round trip every Satur-
day night. These were working people—
not a group of retirees. Everyone knew 
exactly what would be called each Satur-
day night. No one had to worry about 
breaking down the set. If they arrived 
after 8:30, they just joined right in. No 
one worried about how many dancers 
there would be. As long as there were 
two couples, they could dance. 
Only a very few people had seen or 
even heard about the book, West 
Virginia Dances, until we showed it to 
them. A few ordered them. One man 
gave me money and asked that a copy 
be sent to the Fire Department in New 
Creek. 
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MANUFACTURERS OF SQUARE DANCE PETTICOATS 
(Color Swatches On Request) 
4313 Harford Rd, Baltimore MD 21214 	(301)426-1700 
Before you place your order, see Kroening's. Kroening's are qualified in assisting you in making 
the right selections. Kroening's takes pride in knowing the individual square dancer's needs, 
from the beginner through the advanced dancer, and also those who desire the unique. Kroen-
ing's are proud of their American made petticoats. A Kroening's petticoat is more than an ac-
cessory—a necessity for the total look. Kroening's will customize. You too can be a designer— 
just tell us your needs. 
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P.S.: MS/QS 
by Walt Cole 
May I take this opening paragraph to ex-
press my sincere appreciation to the 
editors for asking me to do this column. I 
would also like to express my regrets 
that Howie Shirley is leaving the staff. 
He'll be missed. Second, I would like to 
introduce a smattering of ideas and in-
tents I have concerning the MS/QS col-
umn. This program should be in-
teresting, but not too mentally deman-
ding; fun, but not simple; and where 
possible, phrased with the music. 
For the modular caller: 
Zero box, do-sa-do to a wave, girls trade 
Girls circulate. swing thru, boys run 
Bend the line, right & left thru, zero line... 
Zero box, touch 1/4 and balance 
Centers circulate, swing thru, scoot back 
Boys fold, girls square thru 3/4 
Boys courtesy turn the girls, zero line... 
Zero box, slide thru, right and left thru 
Dixie style to a wave, boys circulate 
Left swing thru, girls run, bend the line 
Right and left thru, zero lines... 
From zero lines to zero box: 
Zero line, centers box the gnat 
Fan the top, ends star thru 
Centers step thru, right and left thru 
With the outside two, do-sa-do to wave 
Recycle, zero box... 
Zero line, right and left thru 
Pass the ocean, girls circulate, zero box.. 
Zero line, pass the ocean 
Boys circulate, all eight circulate 
Girls trade, recycle, zero box... 
Fan the tops: 
Zero line, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 1/4 
Centers pass the ocean, fan the top and 
Recycle, ends of the line star thru 
Pass thru, separate around one to a line 
Centers pass the ocean, fan the top 
Recycle, square thru, ends slide thru 
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande... 
Zero box, pass the ocean, fan the top 
Scoot back, boys run, wheel and deal 
Zero box... 
Zero line, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, lead couple 
Partner trade, pass the ocean 
Fan the top, recycle and sweep 3/4 
Star thru, pass thru (left allemande) 
U-turn back, grand right and left... 
Zero line, pass thru, centers fold 
Pass the ocean, fan the top, recycle 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Zero box, eight chain thru 
Pass the ocean, fan the top, recycle 
Left allemande... 
Dancing Run in MS: 
Zero line, pass thru, boys run right 
Scoot back, centers trade 
Split circulate, boys trade, spin the top 
Recycle, zero line... 
Zero box, right and left thru, veer left 
Couples circulate, boys run 
Girls circulate, boys trade, boys run 
Tag the line right, couple circulate 
Girls run, boys circulate, girls trade 
Recycle, zero box... 
Zero line, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers spin the top to a turn thru 
Others divide & star thru, pass to center 
Square thru 3/4 , zero box... 
Zero box, swing thru, boys run 
Tag the line right, boys cross run 
Girls trade, couples circulate, girls trade 
Girls run, girls circulate, boys scoot back 
Boys cross run, all eight circulate 
Girls trade, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero line, pass thru, boys run 
Split circulate, boys run, reverse flutter 
Sweep 1/4 , veer right, couples circulate 
Girls run, boys circulate, girls scoot back 
Girls cross run, boys trade, boys run 
Wheel and deal, pass to the center 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
MS Get•Out: 
Zero line, right and left thru, dixie style 
To a wave, boys cross fold, box the gnat 
Right and left grand... 
THE YAK STACK SOUND COLUMN 
Imitated but Never Duplicated! 
PRICES & INFORMATION: WRITE YAK STACK, INC. 
P.O. Box 2223. Vernon CT 06066 
Telephone (203) 875-9602 
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FACING 
THE L.O.D .  
CHUCK & BRENDA VOGEL 
The Vogels learned to dance and cue 
while living in South Carolina, and now 
continue in the Pittsburgh, Pa. area. 
They lead a club that dances easy-
intermediate twice a month and in-
termediate level rounds twice a month. 
They conduct "Step-Up" workshops 
regularly for dancers who want to im-
prove their skills. A beginners class is a 
regular part of each year's schedule. 
Chuck and Brenda cued and taught at 
three S.C. state conventions and were 
RID coordinators one year. They cued 
and taught at the national convention in 
Louisville and in Baltimore, and at 
weekends at Kalyumet Park, Pa. and 
Fontana Village Resort, N.C. 
The Vogels are members of PARDTA, 
the Dixie RID Council, Roundalab and 
URDC. Together they are assistant Sun-
day school teachers for an adult class 
and play in a church wind ensemble. 
Brenda stays busy with counted 
cross-stitch, tennis, church activities 
and volunteer work. She was cited by the 
S.C. House of Representatives for her 
service to South Carolina. Chuck is 
manager of a design group at 
Westinghouse Nuclear Fuel Division and 
tries to find time to do woodworking. 
The Vogel's basic philosophy is to 
make the dancing fun for the dancers. 




L8-25 TURKEY IN THE STRAW. Ray Bohn 
L8-24 ONE-SIDED LOVE AFFAIR, Johnnie 
L8-23 SENTIMENTAL OLD YOU, Lonnie Sesher 
L8-21 BOOTS, Ray Bohn 
L8-20 GUILTY. R.J. "Red" Philbrick 
L8-19 HANGIN AROUND, Marvin Boatright 
L8-7 HOW COULD I LOVE HER SO MUCH 
AND THEN LOSE HER. Johnnie 
SING-A-LUNG RECORD 
ONE DAY AT A TIME, Johnnie 
MIXER:  
THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME, Johnnie 
NEW HOEDOWN: 
L8-22 BEAIRD'S BREAKDOWN/RHYTHM 8 
II not available locally. order direct 
J.N. 8 Rena Beaird. Box 401695, Garland TX 75040 
(214)272-2339 or 373-3718 
JNB 
SOUND 
1,4 Yount/ iinveilmeni 
Our SOUND REPRODUCERS designed by "Mooney" are the finest lightweight, heavy duty, pro-
fessional speakers on the market today. Flat smooth response from 40 HZ to 15.000 HZ, suitable 
for studio monitor or HiFidelity use. Available in 4. 5.3, 8. 12, 16 or 40 Ohm impedence. 2 year 
warranty. 
Custom orders are being accepted for our new J.N.B. SOURCE (200, 100 or 50-watt) Portable 
Amplifier/Turntable Units. CALL OR WRITE J.N. & RENA BEA1RD. (2141272-2339 or 373-3718 
Box 401695, Garland TX 75046 
	I 
RECORD CASE (BB-RC1)-
539.95 Plus Shipping & Tax 
BOOK: Speaking of Speakers 	54.00 
VP 	Plus postage & handling tee 51.00 









EASY ADVANCED 	 1. 
1 Dancing Shadows 1 Elaine 2 
2 Tips of My Fingers 2 Maria Elena 	 3 
3 Mexicali Rose 3 Fascination Waltz 	4 
4 Walk Right Back 4 Riviere de Lune 5. 
5 New York. New York 5 Autumn Leaves 	6 
6 Hot Lips 6 I -I's Dance 	 7 
7 Frenchy Brown 7 Singing Piano Waltz 	8 
8 Street Fair 8 Waltz Tramonte 	9 
9 Very Smooth 9 Twelfth St. Rag 10 
10. Take One Stet, 10 Lovely Lady 	II 
1. Moonlight Magic (Rother) 1. 
2. You're the Top (Blackford 2.  
3. Hooked on Swing (Windhorst) 3. 
4. Don't Cry for Me Argentina (Palmguist) 4. 
5. Rainbow Foxtrot (Blackford) 5. 
6. La Palmoa (Moss) 6. 
7. Thousand Stars Tango (Palmquist) 7. 
8. In the Mood (Lawson) B. 
INTERMEDIATE 
Answer Me 
Folsom Prison Blues 
Birth of the Blues 
Feelin 







12 	Moon Over Naples 
13 Neapolitan Waltz 
to 	Tango Mannita 
15 Alice Blue Gown 
ADVANCED 
Amor Cha (Barton) 
La Pura (Goss) 
Sam's Song (Shawver) 
Cavatina (Barton) 
Witchcraft (kern) 
Years May Come (Rother) 
Secreto Amor (Barton) 
Natasha (Roberts) 
ROUNDALAB CLASSIC LIST 
TOP ROUNDS 
(Courtesy Carousel Clubs' 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE 
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS 
1. Houston 
2. Bully 
3. She's Making Eyes at Mel 
Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy 
4. Taste of the Wind 
5. Doll Dance 
EASY INTERMEDIATE 
1. Could I Have This Dance 
2. Hey Marilee 
3. Hush 
4. Cha Cha Charleston 
INTERMEDIATE 
1. Pop Goes the Movies 
2. Primrose Lane 
3. Frenesi 
4. Crazy Eyes/Girl in my Arms 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE 
1. Rainbow Foxtrot 
2. I'll Take Care 
3. Moonlight Magic/You're the Top 
C & C ORIGINALS 
C & C ORIGINALS 
Dress pattern has an 8-gore skirt with ruffle that 
extends around 4 of the 8 gores. Fitted bodice has 
front inset with ruffle and putt sleeves. Patterns 
are multi-size (5-7-9, 6-8-10, 12-14-16, 
18-20-40). Patterns are complete with layout, cut-
ting and assembly instructions. Ask for this pat-
tern and other C&C Original patterns at your local 
square dance shops. If unavailable, order direct. 
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 
Mall to: C&C ORIGINALS 
Rt. 8 Box 78, Harrison AR 72601 
Pattern # 	 Size 	 
Amount per pattern $4 00 No.( ) 
Complete brochure 50c 
Postage & Handling 
(See chart below( 
Total amount enclosed 
(U S Funds Only) 
Name 	 
Address  
City 	 State 	Zip 
POSTAGE & HANDLING FEES 
I pattern 51.25 4 patterns 52 75 
2 patterns 52.00 5 patterns 53 0{1 
3 patterns S2 50 6 patterns 53 25 
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—41 Bob Slutevoss Dan Nordbye 
HOEDOWNER RECORDS 
11-113 IF YOU CAN'T FIND LOVE by Bob 




Chain down the line 
Grand Spin 
PLUS OS 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 







See list of Callerlab 
programs, p. 91, 
September '84 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
Anything and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend the tag 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle 
Load the boat 
Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
34 tag the line 
Track two 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 
Turn and left thru 
ASD PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION Not recom 
mended for dancers 
prior to Plus level 
activity 
ASD— Not a Callerlab level 
•••••••• 
1. Straight fire 
2. Load the top 
3. Top the diamond 
'Fiddle around 
4. Straight away 
(priority order) 
40 callers contribute monthly 
Order Direct or tram your 
Nearest Record Dealer Produced by 
Clendenin Enterprises 7915 N 
Clarendon. Portland OR 97203 
C.060 HEART TO HEART by Daryl 
C-059 LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT by Daryl 
C.058 I CAN LOVE YOU by Jim 
C-057 JUST BECAUSE by Daryl 
C.056 WHEN I'M 64 by Daryl 
HOEDOWN: 
C•509 TAG ALONG by Jim 
C•508 "D"S RHYTHM by Daryl 
C.507 HOME GROWN by Bob 
SO YOU WANT TO SING by 
Pauline Jensen. VOICE 
LESSONS ON TAPE. 
Designed for callers who 
have no access to profes-
sional instruction in proper 
breath and voice tech-
niques. Complete with step 
by step instruction booklet 
and exercise tape $29.95 
plus 51 .75 hand. & pstg. 
Order direct from Clendenin 
Enterprises 7915 N. Clar-
endon. Portland OR 97203. 
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People IiN THE NEWS 
Hayes Herschler (right), caller for the 
St. Augustine, Florida Square Saints, 
and wife Vi present an Angel Swinger 
bar to Jay Morman, state secretary of 
the Florida Dance Teachers Association 
in appreciation for his work in promoting 
square dancing. 
Although the FDTA is an organization 
for Florida's ballroom dance instruc 
tors, Morman has been active in square 
and round dancing as well as ballroom 
dancing with the Saints and with Bar-
bara Blackford's Sunshine Sweethearts 
round dance club in Jacksonville, 
Florida. 
Jay has also been active in Florida in 
presenting entertaining programs in all 
areas of dance for senior citizen homes 
and centers and doing shows for the 
Council on Aging. 
The Red Boot Boys (featured last 
month in this column) have been award-
ed the Distinguished Service Award by 
Governor Lamar Alexander of the state 
of Tennessee for their volunteer work in 
Mental Health and Retardation. 
The quartet was also named the Vol-
unteer Group of the Year by Greene 
Valley Development Center of Greene-
ville, Tennessee and the Department of 
Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 
The group has just completed a suc-
cessful summer tour which included 
Kentucky, Ohio, New Jersey, New York 
and Massachusetts. The tour ended in 
Baltimore, Maryland, where they per-
formed at the National Square Dance 
WE DESIGN CLUB 
1 line "Slim Jim" 
Name only. Regular Size 
Name and Town OR Design 
Name and Town and Design 
Name. Town. Design. Club Name 
State Shape 
' S5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black, white, 
red, yellow and 
Please send check with or• 
der. Include 15c per badge 
for 	postage 	& 	handling. 
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Boa 847 








52.50 & Up 







THE CHOREO CONNECTION 
Monthly Note Service 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Mich. 48640 
$18.00 Annually 
Write for Sample Copy 
Special 	Bonus: 	A 	one-year 	subscription 	to 	American 
Squaredance with each lull year subscription to Choreo Conner 











.tir ol d sell-addrrssed 
it with cross-stitch! 
Six colorful square-Llano. 
I, 	patterns to let you sew 
, and show off your favorite 
.- 	.1- ( past-time. From wall 
glihmo hangings to handbags to 
P 	
clothes, you can do 'em, 
wear 'em, and give 'em. 
cross-stitch and needlepoint. 
Oar, frisl envelope for her ofnlok 	i . 
	
.1,.... 	1 
Custom Boutique rale:  
24025, Cincinnati, OH 45224 	Mt: 	ii 
FAST 
MAIL ORDER RECORDS 
24 HOUR ANSWER SERVICE 
CALL TODAY 
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST 
P.O. Box 5979 
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(+111Sta11g RECORDING 
PRODUCED BY CHUCK BRYANT 
& THE MUSTANG BAND 
M5194A&B GREENBACK DOLLAR by Bob Shiver 
MS193A&B GUESS IT NEVER HURTS TO HURT SOMETIME 
by Chuck Bryant 
MS192A&B RODEO ROMEO by Bob Shiver 
MS191A68 ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU by Chuck Bryant 
If unable to get Mustang Records through your distributor. call or 
write ARS Record Shop PO Box 2184. Warne,  RoC,os TA 31099 
(912)922-7510  
MAINSTREAM. PLUS & 
GARY MAHNKEN 
Traveling & Calling 
ADVANCED 
re \ 	' Recording on Quadrille Records 
MISTY MOONLIGHT 0816 
PENNY ARCADE 0813 
WATCHING GIRLS GO BY 0815 
IF HEAVEN AIN'T A LOT LIKE 	DIXIE 0823 
DOUBLE SHOT OF MY BABY'S LOVE 0829 
Rt. 1 Box 66 
Corder MO 64021 
816.394-2667 




Interested in starting a 
SINGLES' Square Dance Club? 
LET US HELP! 
Become affiliated with the 
largest Singles Square Dance 
Club in the world! 
WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW,  
BACHELORS N EIACHELORETTES INTERNATIONAL INC 
c/o Ralph Osborne. International President 
PO Box 1214 South Gate CA 90280 
CALLERS...  
RD CUERS...  
CLOG CUERS... 
Send for Free Copy of our 
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE 
and info on our 
LIABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM 
"it pays to take notes." 
S/D CALLERS ASSOC. OF SO. CALIF 
3328 Live Oak. Huntington Park CA 90255 
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Convention which over 23,000 people 
attended. Their feature performance 
was given in the spacious arena at the 
Baltimore Civic Center to some 8000 
cheering fans. 
Well-known Massachusetts caller 
Frannie Heintz is retiring from calling 
soon, due to health reasons. Frannie is 
known throughout New England and 
elsewhere for his comic entertainment 
style of calling. A special "thanks" 
dance is planned for Sunday Nov. 25. 
Details will follow next month in this col-
umn. 
Jim and Helen Wallace of the Cleve-
land, Ohio area have planned a most 
adventurous sailing/square dance year-
round tour to start this fall, now that he 
has retired from his teaching/coaching 
career at a school in Cuyahoga Heights. 
They will set sail down the coast to Key 
West Florida in their 36' sailboat in order 
to spend Christmas with friends there. 
Then they will head for open seas and 
winter in the Caribbean, along with 
friends in a second boat, visiting a 
number of ports in the winter and square 
dancing when they can. Sounds ex-
citing. 
Ray Aubut, editor of the New England 
Caller was hospitalized recently and is 
recovering well, we hear. 
Top-rated national caller Marshall 
Flippo of Abilene, Texas has just pro- 
duced two recordings on the Chaparral 
label. He is well-known for his prolific 
and excellent output for many years on 
the Blue Star label. Another newcomer 
on Chaparral is Scott Smith of Utah. We 
find this fact especially interesting since 
the calling team of Ken, Jerry, Beryl and 
Gary have been exclusively presented on 
Chaparral for quite some time. 
Bo and Agnes Semith of Glen Carbon, 
Illinois are responsible for the program 
of the 1985 LEGACY Assembly to be 
held in Philadelphia May 9 to 12 and 
have chosen "Family of Square Danc 
ing" as the theme for the biennial con-
clave. Very appropriate in the "City of 
Brotherly Love," we think. Information 
about LEGACY, the national leadership 
organization, is available from this ma-
gazine as well as other sources. Just ask 
us. 
A new Fontana Village Resort festival 
has been added at Fontana Dam, North 
Carolina, according to Tex Brownlee, 






$6.50 	$8.00 	 $8.00 or 2 pr. for $15.00 
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IN MEMORIAM 
Don Chestnut lost his battle with 
cancer on August 15. Don and Vera were 
executive secretaries of LEGACY and 
members of the National Executive 
Committee of the National Convention, 
having served as general chairmen of 
the 1979 National Convention in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The sympathy of 
square dancers nationwide is extended 
to Vera and the Chestnut family. Don will 
be sorely missed. 
Don Hadlock of Badge Holders, Inc., a 
long-time ASD advertiser, died following 
an automobile accident in July. 
Chuck Kessler, well-known Florida 
caller who originally called in Maryland, 
succumbed to a massive heart attack on 
August 15. He was a past president of 
the Suncoast Callers Assoc. and a 
member of the Florida Callers Assoc. 
and Callerlab. He leaves a daughter and 
three grandchildren. 
OVERSEAS DANCER ASSOCIATION 
The 22nd annual reunion of Overseas 
Dancers was held in Mountain Home, Ar-
kansas, in August. The 130 + attendees 
hailed from 22 states and from Austria, 
England. Germany, Saudi Arabia and 
South Korea. 
Lee and Francena Bramell were given 
a standing ovation for their superb job in 
hosting this year's event. The reunion 
was founded by Tex and Dorothy Hen-
cerling in 1962 and is a tie that binds 
overseas dancers together and keeps 
friendships alive. The Hencerling Award 
was presented to those attending five or 
more reunions, and "Hands Across the 
Seas" badges were presented to those 
attending from foreign countries. The 
prestigious Nestor Award was pre-
sented to Ted and Sonja Anthony for 
B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP Catlog SI. Relendablea  on First Order 
Sue Miller 	MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 	Phone: 812-843-5491 
11 ideal for DANCER 
Ideal Dancers. 
I '2" heel, all leather uppers, 
cushioned insole for com-
fort. 5-10 narrow; 4.10 me. 
dium; 5-10 wide. 
Black/White 
RedlNavylBrown 	$31.00 
Indiana Add 4% 	
SilverlGold 	 $33.00 
Sales Tax 	
Classics available in 
black/white. all sizes. $20.00. 
I 	11M1111.  No guarantee.  
I 41% VISA• , 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: 
$1.75 ea. plus .50 ea. additional pr. 
MAJESTIC 
Glove tanned leather. Size 6 
thru 12 N. 4 thru 12 M. 
sizes. Steel shank for sup. 
port. Slim available. 
Black & White 
Navy. Red, Brown 27.95 
Silver & Gold 	30.00 
RINGO 
The shoe moat square 
dancers wear. ',2" heel with 
elastic binding around shoe. 
Strap across instep. 
Black & White 	24.75 
Yellow, Pink. Red 
Hot Pink, Orange 	24.75 
Silver and Gold 26.75 
Sizes 4.11 Med. 
and Narrow 	 \PO 
SISSY SHORTIE 
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS 
MID-THIGH KNEE LENGTH With 1 ." nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of 
t 	• 	 lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are 
, made for us exclusively and they're made true to 
size. Colors are: white, lime. black, yellow. blue, 
40\ \  
pink. red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, 
royal, red, white and blue combination. brown, 
navy, lilac and kelly. Order mid-thigh or knee 
length in S.M.L.XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of lace. 
Sizes S•M-L.XL. 
Shorties — 3" legs. 
8 rows of lace. 
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Overseas Dancers at 1984 reunion in Mountain Home. Arkansas 
their outstanding efforts in promoting 
the Overseas Dancer Associaiton and its 
objectives. 
The 23rd annual reunion will be held 
August 7-11, 1985 at Fort Monroe, Vir-
ginia. Further information concerning 
the 1985 event is available from Ron and 
Debbie Williams, 1621 Sudbury Ct., Vir-
ginia Beach VA 23464. 
Ralph Hay 
Aurora, Colorado 
NEWS OF JACK LASRY 
A phone call to the Lasry home in 
Hollywood. Florida, produced the good 
news that Jack is home after a suc-
cessful kidney transplant, and is recu-
perating nicely, but has had to curtail 
some calling responsibilities for awhile. 






SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE 
Have you heard all the 
75-80 releases that 
have come out in the 
last 3 months? 
THE BEST RECORD "APPROVAL" SERVICE CANNOT GIVE YOU: 
1. THE SCOPE OF A TAPE SERVICE. 
2. THE ASSURANCE OF BUYING ONLY THE RECORDS YOU WANT. 
STOP USING THE "HORSE AND BUGGY" WAY OF CHOOSING THE MUSIC 
FOR YOUR SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM. START USING THE "SPACE AGE" 
WAY OF MONITORING NEW RELEASES THAT HAS BEEN USED BY 
THOUSANDS OF CALLERS WORLD WIDE SINCE 1972. 
Need Records in a hurry? Call Toll Free 1-800-237-2442 
     
     
HANHURST'S 
3508 Palm Beach Blvd. •••v •• 
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Gemstones in Silverto 
oitoll 	RUBY RED 	ne Set  
NO% 	KELLY GREEN - PURPLE iiire  
PALE BLUE - BRIGHT BLUE 'r 
YELLOW 
REAL SLACK ONYX 
AND 
MOTHER OF PEARL 
GEMSTONES TOOT 
Buckle $12.00 
"Clip" Scarf Slide • $7.00 
Collar Tips • $8.00 
Matching Bola S10.00 
"Ring" Scarf Slide • $4.00 
Small Bola • $7.00 
Goldtone Setting Mailable 
Buckles Fit Western 
Snap-on Bells It. 
Gemstone list on request 
Member - NSARDS 
Tuckerton, 
trolly 
2-G2 Holly Lane 
P.O. Box 233 
N.J. 08087 
(609) 296-1205 
Check - VISA MasterCard 
Add $1.50 for postage 
and handling 
New Jersey residents add 6l4. 
ugi 	State Sales Tax Amok 
USA 
IMMIrt 
Open Daily 10-6 p.m .  
Open Friday 10-0 p m 
Closed Sunday 
    
    
11137e.rMI 
    
    
    
"The Best Little Square Dance Store Around" 
-Holiday Lace" 
Float like a dream in this 
beautiful holiday lace dress 
All over sell-color lining and 
as washable. Three her skirt 
with bell sleeve and ribbon 
sash. All colors are good -
and as available in black or 
white. too. Sizes 6-20 
Maroon /ace. Royal Blue 
lace. Deep Rose lace. White 
lace or Black lace. 
9-404 $68.00 
Order early to insure 
delivery.  
Send with order: 
Style. Color. Size and Price - Your 
Name, Address, City. State and Zip. 
For Charge: Card Number and 
Expiration Date. 
Add s3 50 for postage 8 handling. 
Virginia residents add 4% lax. 
('heck. Visa. Master( ard and 
Choke sirpinl 
Dresses are made to order. Please 
allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 
Send 51.00 for a copy of our new 
Square Dance Apparel Catalog. Will 
he refunded with your first order. 
250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 
(703) 534-7273 
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FISHIN' FOR FEATURES 
Have we featured your favorite dance 
hall in "Plumb Line?" Have the popular 
callers and round dance cuers in your 
area been spotlighted in "Steal A Peek" 
and "L.O.D.," respectively? How about a 
writeup of your club for "Best Club 
Trick"? Know a deserving couple for 
"Linelight?" Share your favorite club 
refreshment recipes? Got a story of in-
terest for us? Please contact ASD. We 
welcome your suggestions, articles. 
photos and news notes. Give us a line. 
We're fishin'. 
BE A ROOSTER BOOSTER 
Right now we have sample boxes full 
of ASD magazines ready to send to you 
if you'd like to help us promote subscrip-
tions to this magazine. Here's the best 
part— just tell us you've been responsi-
ble for obtaining at least five subscrip-
tions (give names) and we'll send you a 
free ROOSTER BOOSTER badge. 
BRAND NEW 
BTY 105 LONE STAR LOVIN' NIGHT 
* An original C&W tune written by Josh Frank 
with vocal by Tom Perry 
* Side B is music so you can perform it yourself 
* Round Dance by Bill & Martha Buck 
Cue Sheet included 
* 45 RPM so it fits in your record case 
* Allows caller and cuer to work together for that 
special tip 
* Order today from your record dealer or Bounty 
NEW RELEASES 
BTY106 DETOUR by Ernie Kinney 
- • BTY105 LONE STAR LOVIN' NIGHT by Tom Perry* 
Pat Chamontl CURRENT RELEASES 
BTY100 EVER CHANGING WOMAN by Bob Kuss 
BYT101 MAKEUP AND FADED BLUE JEANS by Josh Frank 
BTY102 JOSH FRANK FIRST EDITION by Josh Frank 
BTY103 STAY YOUNG by Pat Diamond 
BTY104 THAT'S THE THING ABOUT LOVE by Sparky Sparks 
•BTY105 is a flip C&W tune with music only on one side, and includes a round 
dance written by Bill & Martha Buck. 
BOUNTY is a new label for independent callers, founded by people with proven 
success in the recording industry. At BOUNTY, you receive the profits from the 
sale of your records. Call or write for more information today! 
TOM PERRY, 117 Martha Dr., Monroe LA 71203 	Ph. 318-323-8702 
DEALERS: Contact Bounty Direct for Prices 
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Badges 
ARMETA— Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Badges 
PO Box 696 
Canby OR 97013 
Free Lisl On Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $2.00 plus 50c postage & handling 
JIM & BONNIE'S 
4420 Tennyson 
Denver CO 80212 
303.477-1594 
Activity & Club Badges 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
6713 Kennedy Lane (703.241-0870) 
Falls Church VA 22042 
Free Fun Badge Catalogue 
PAULY'S (715.845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614.471•3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTE9PRISES 
1827 Sentinel Point Rd. 
Sebring FL 33870 
Chuck Leamon, Caller & Owner 
Send for free flyer. 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
Send for Catalog 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Send 20c Stamp for Catalog 
AIR TRONICS (6125226222) 
1716 Victory Memorial Drive 
Minneapolis MN 55412 
Send SASE for Fun Badge List 
Club Badges — Mini Badges 
D&H ENGRAVING 
413 Mertens Ave. 
Racine WI 53405 
Club. Fun & Mini Badges 
Send for Free Listing 
Record Dealers 
ARIZONA 
MAIL ORDER— MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 37676 
Phoenix AZ 85069 (602-997.5355) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
FLORIDA 
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS 
P.O. Box 5979 




1724 Hawthorne Ave., E. 
St. Paul MN 55106 
612-774.5732 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS Division 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 (1.800-32B-3800) 
NEW JERSEY 
CALLERS' CUERS CORNERISUPREME AUDIO 
271 Greenway Rd.. Ridgewood NJ 07450 
(201) 445-7398 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Equipment—FREE CATALOGUE 
NORTH CAROLINA 
BIG BOB'S RECORD WORLD 
2304 Maywood St. 
Greensboro NC 27403 
Nashville Sound And You Available. 
All caller Items available. Caller-owner. 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo OH 43609 
1193864741 
Record orders only 
TENNESSEE 
CALLER'S RECORD CORNER 
(FORMERLY JIM'S RECORD SHOP) 
163 Angelus 
Memphis TN 38104 
For orders call 800.238-2490 
TEXAS 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17688 • 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0688 (214-398.7508) 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St. 
Memphis TN 38127 
12 issues yearly, $11.00— Free sample 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Ed Foote, Earl Johnston, Al Brundage 
PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06066 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunrfyvale CA 94087 
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS: 
Gene Trimmer. 103 Rosewood 
Paragould AR 72450 616.00 yearly 
Combined with THE PLUS SUPPLEMENT 
$25.00 yearly— U.S. & Canada 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Rd, 92 N. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
LEAD RIGHT CALLERS NOTES 
Don Malcom — Walt Cole — Stan Burdick 
Maverick Enterprises, 824 N. Adams 
Nevada MO 64772 
$16.50 Yearly. Free Courtesy Issue 
Note 
MONTHLY 
S SERVICES for Callers 
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SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE 
John & Evelyn Strong 
2793 Sweetwater Trail 
Cool CA 95614 
$18.00 per year. Sample issue. 
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS ASSOC. SO. CALIF.  
Callers Note Service 
cro Jack Drake 
3328 Live Oak St. 
Huntington Park CA 90255 
rooks 
STEP.CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS New 
1983 Edition, Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. 
Now Includes 10 week dancer proven course, dance 
positions, complete approved terminology, mixers, 
teaching hints, plus now Introduction into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the 
Grenn record teaching series. Order from Frank 
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
DANCE.A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN- $9.60 by mall. 
Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms written in 
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy 
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New Whiteland IN 46184. 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide to Bet 
ter Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID Callers 
Association. Cost: $2.00 plus 25c handling. Order from 
Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N. McCord Rd., Toledo 
OH 43615. 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE 
DANCE CALLS- Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus 
program and Al & A2. To order: Send $3.00 to Pocket 
Dictionary, PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066. Specify 
which book you are ordering. 
TDS BOOKS: Our square dance books Illustrate every 
call and every part of every call- the only books that 
do this. Ed Foote, a nationally known and respected 
caller edits our books for accuracy and up-to-date call 
variations. All of our square dance books present the 
Callerlab lists of calls. 
SID FOR LEARNERS, $7.95 (B, MS) 
MAINSTREAM PLUS, $7.95 ( + 1, + 2, OS) 
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE, $7.95 (A-1, A.2, Cl). 
EXTENDED CHALLENGE, $8.50 (C-2, C.3 concepts) 
RID CUE SHEET SERVICE- Send for brochure. 
Send check or money order to TDS, 507 S. Euclid St. 
Sp. 38, Santa Ana CA 92704. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple 
system for new sight callers. Based on the premise 
that anyone can sight call. Price $6.50. Order from 
Whitey Aamot, 918 3rd Ave., SE, Waseca MN 56093. 
LEGACY LEADERSHIP MANUAL: suggestions for 
leadership training and steps Involved; publicity, pro-
motion, officers' duties, rules of order, aspects of 
leadership, LEGACY talent bank. Send $5.00 plus 
$1.39 pat. to 2149 Dahlk Circle, Verona WI 53593. 
COLD FEET: How To Get Them Dancing by Kaye 
Anderson. 150-page Round Dance reference book for 
the Beginning Dancer. Step-by-step directions for man 
and woman. 140 diagrams; 430-item Index.$11.50 ppd. 
DANCE ACTION, PO BOX 127, Jackson MO 83755. 
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA: $9.00; 3500 
movements listed. Terms, etc. plus supplements. 
MINI-BOOK, $5.00, Basics thru C-3, 5"x8". 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS. $7.50. Plus 1 thru C-2. 
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS. $5.50, C-3. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE. $5.00. Basics thru Plus 2 and 
top movements of 77-78.79-80. Order from Jean 
Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44657. 
SID CALLER'S GUIDE BOOK. Guaranteed to make 
calling easy. Teach yourself how to make thousands 
of calls. Send $7.50 for book, with special code 
system, choreographic aids, and more. 15-day money 
back guarantee. Shell!. 33735 Alta Loma, Farmington 
MI 48024. 
NEEDLE NOTES: VOLI- Sewing help for new and 
experienced dancers $5.00 + .75 post. & hand. VOL. 
II- Fifty-two new articles on how to create, make 
changes and solve problems when making or design. 
ing Square Dance attire, $7.50 postpaid. LINE DANCE 
MANUALS: VOL.I- 45 Line Dances Including all the 
favorites. VOL. II- continuation of Volume I. Either 
book $5.00 + .75 post. & hand. or $9.95 for both books 
postpaid. Send check or money order to: New England 
Caller, P.O. Box 8089, Lowell MA 01853. 
I.earning Patter 8 Sight Calling, and other helpful 
hints for callers. Notes written by Harold Bausch for 
the callers attending his schools. $8.00 ppd. Overseas 
add $1. more. Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes, Fremont 
NE 68025. 
Distributors 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309 
HOUSTON TX 77248.7309 
Ph. 713-862-7077 
TWELGRENN ENT 
PO Box 216 
Bath OH 44210 
Member NASRDS 
S/E Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965). Five color, eye. 
catching Seals on your correspondence are an "invite. 
l ion lo square dancing." Order from Bill Crawford. Box 
18442. Memphis TN 38181.0442. Samples on Request. 
1 sheet (50 seals), 506 + 25c pstg. & hndlg.; 3 sheets, 
$1. + 25e p8h; 10 sheets, $3. + 50c p&h; 20 sheets, 
$5.+50e WO. Write for details and samples. 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callers 
1100.Write P.O. Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066 
Phone 203-875-9602 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
Per 100, Includes shipping, $7.50 
CLOGGERS DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASM! Bumper 
sticker, $1.00 ppd. from Rockin' Rhythms, P.O. Box 
5979, Clearwater FL 33518. 
PIE SQUARES- 8 dancer figures In purse. The 
ultimate choreographic aid. $5.50 (plus $1.00 postage 
& handling). Mass. residents add 286 sales tax. Order 
from your dealer or R.L. Hoekstra. 67 Forest Glen, Rm. 
321, Longmeadow MA 01106. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Square & Round Dance Theme Counted Cross•Stitch 
Patterns. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea. +$1.50 pstg. per order. State patterns 
available upon request at $1.50 ea. + 50c pstg. per 
order. Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 
4634 Trafalgar Rd., Wilmington NC 28405. 
AMPLIFIERS- Ashton and Califone. Sound Loft 
Speakers, Record Cases, etc. Complete Record Sup. 
ply. Rockin' Rhythms, P.O. Box 5979, Clearwater FL 
33518. 813/481.1879. 
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CALLERS/CUERS 
Let us organize your trips— 
Give us a try! 
1984-85 CARIBBEAN CRUISES 
December 1-8 
Scotty Sharrer 
February 22-March 2 
Jim & Judy Hattrick 
March 2-9 
Homer & Susie Magnet 
March 23-30 
Ray & Jane Marsch 
March 24-31 
Lucky & Connie Shotwell 
HAWAIIAN TOURS 
January 21-31 
Dick & Virginia Busboom 
Buck & Dixie Buxton 
January 19-February 2 
Allen & Irene Roth 
Norm & Clarice Cross 
February 4-20 
George & Pat White 
February 18-March 1 
Larry & Vicki Letson 
WATCH FOR THE UPCOMING 
HAWAIIAN FANTASY 
July 26-August 9, 1985 
with Keith & Karen Rippeto 
$1359 departing Columbus, Ohio 
14 Days, 3 Islands 
Hawaii, Maui & Oahu 
on the beach on all islands 
Prices quoted from other departure points 
Also featuring Bud & Sue Keller 
& the Ohio Valley Cloghoppers 
 CONNECTIONS AVAILABLE 
FROM ALL MAJOR AIRPORTS. 
FOR INFO ON ANY _OF THE ABOVE, 
Contact: irorttiqa 
Keith & Karen Rippeto 
Rt. 3 Box 585 
Parkersburg WV 26101 
304-863-3274 
Or the home office, Tom Menasco: 
1-800-323-2222 
NEW CALLERS, Write for FREE RECORD CATALOGS 
and FREE cassette tape offer. Bob Mason, Box 205A . 
Almond NY 14804. Phone 607-276.2442. 
NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU LP'S. Back-up music 
to the greatest country hits. YOU are the solo artist. 
Great for after-parties, between tips. etc. Complete 
list free upon request. Yellow Rock Shoppe, P.O. Box 
635, Mesquite TX 75149.  
Special 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling,Swap 
Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds with 
Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details write 
Tex Brownlee, Fontana Village resort, Fontana Dam 
NC 28733. 
WO TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE FLOAT—
Help publicize square dancing year round. Send $1.00 
to PUT A ROSE ON YOUR FLOAT and receive a rose 
for your badge. Donations are tax deductible. Cer-
tificates to clubs for $10.00 or more. Square Dancers 
of America, Box 1225, San Gabriel CA 91778. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance Weekends—
Spring and Fall: National Callers at Interlaken Resort 
Vili le, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write Bill & Jacque 
Blei. Is, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo Grove IL 60090. 
ARIZONA—Southern Arizona's 37th Annual Square & 
Round Dance Festival, January 17,18,19.20, 1985 Bill 
Haynes, Bronc Wise. Jerry Schatzer, Peter & Beryl Bar-
ton. Write: Bill & Kitty Gleason. 8103 East Beverly, 
Tucson AZ 85710. (6021886-0866. 
A Ptxtrc Service d Thes Mspanne 6 Tie AdverhsroJ Ccurcs 
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by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
RETURN TO ME— Columbia 1333371 
Choreography by Carmen & Mildred Smarrelli 
Very pretty Marty Robins music and a good. high-
intermediate rhumba. 
LILLY'S BACK AGAIN— Hi-Hat BB015 
Choreography by Roland & Betty Hill 
Great ragtime music and a good easy two-step. 
THE BOY NEXT DOOR— Hi-Hat BB015 
Choreography by Joe & Alice Hill 
Pretty music and a nice intermediate waltz. 
AUTUMN CONCERTO— Tempa 3 
Choreography by Phil & Norma Roberts 
Pretty music and a good. high-intermediate-to-
challenging foxtrot. 
MONA LISA LOST HER SMILE— Columbia 38-
04396: Choreography by Doug Hooper & Vi Ray 
Good music with some talking vocal; interesting, 
easy-intermediate two-step 
TO ALL THE GIRLS— Columbia 38-04217 
Choreography by Corky & Paulette Pell 
Vocal by Julio Iglesias & Willie Nelson: 
long sequence, intermediate cha cha-type two-step. 
A FOOL NEVER LEARNS— Columbia 13-33212 
Choreography by Ed & Frankie Campbell 
Peppy music with a vocal by Andy Williams and an 
easy two-step routine. 
I'LL STRING ALONG WITH YOU— Belco 317 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good music and a smooth easy two-step/foxtrot, 
cued by Richard. 
HOT TIME MIXER— Belco 317 
Choreography by Pete & Ann Peterman 
Peppy music and a busy easy mixer. 
BLUE MEMORIES— Epic 34-04358 
Choreography by Vernon & Sandy Porter 
Slim Whitman vocal, smooth music, and high- 
intermediate foxtrot with a little jive. 
DREAMY RHYTHM— Grenn 17061 
Choreography by Leo & Pat Fiyalko 
Good smooth music and a good easy two-step with 
different combination. cued by Leo 
DOMANI WALTZ— Grenn 17060 
Choreography by Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Good music and a different easy-intermediate waltz 
with a Step,—, Tch; rhythm cued by Betty. 
LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND— Blue Star 
2247; Choreography by Clark & Ginger McDowell 
Pretty music and a nice easy-intermediate waltz 
cued by Clark. 
LIMP PETTICOATS?? 
ORDER A "FOREVER" FLUFFY 
JAPANUE PETTICOAt 
DANCIN DUDS 
3011 Alta Dr. 	 (702) 
Las Vegas NV 89107 870-7600 
Pattern Co. 
Box 23 
Catalog $1.50 	Hamlin, Texas 79520 
plus 50(? postage & handling 
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MADE ESPECIALLY BY A SQUARE DANCE FIRM FOR SQUARE 
DANCE LEADERS ALL PROFITS GO TO LEGACY INTERNA-
TIONAL TO PROMOTE. PERPETUATE SQUARE DANCING 
$45.00 EACH PRO. 	 ORDEN NOW 
ORDER FROM: Vera Chestnut, 2149 Dahlk Circle, 
Verona WI 53593 
Stele 
SQUARE REVIEWS 
by John Swindle 
This was a very light month for new 
releases. Our review dancers had only 
eight flip singing calls to dance. They 
were still pleased with their short after-
noon's work. We did have some good 
sounds to listen to and some nice 
figures to dance. Happy Halloween! 
HOW COULD I LOVE HER SO MUCH—Blue Star 
2243; Caller: Lem GraveIle 	 Key:C 
This instrumental starts out with twin 
trumpets followed by lead guitar. 
Throughout the instrumental, the twin 
trumpets are heard and sound super. 
The beat is easy to follow and the tempo 
is very relaxed. Lem took his figure from 
the Mainstream program. 
RIGHT OR WRONG— Blue Star 2244 
Caller: Andy Petrere 	 Key: G 
This instrumental starts off with a fiddle 
that is quickly replaced by a muted trum-
pet. A little banjo is found here and there 
for a nice sound. This record has a good 
beat and rhythm. Andy also used Main 
stream basics for his figure. 
ONE WAY RIDER— Blue Star 2245 
Caller: Jerry Dews 	 Key:A 
This instrumental has a super beat, 
good rhythm,fiddle, piano, lead guitar 
and those great sounding twin trumpets. 
On the called side, Jerry uses basics 
from the Plus program. 
WONDERFUL TIME— FTC 32048 
Caller: Buddy Weaver 
This release is the same music as the 
Grenn 12120 release of several years 
back. If you heard that release or have it, 
you know what this one sounds like. The 
rhythm is rather peppy and feels good. 
The beat is easy to hear and the choice 
of lead instruments (lead guitar, piano, 
clarinet) sounds good on this release. 
Buddy uses basics from the Mainstream 
program on the flip side. 
RAGGED BUT RIGHT— Gold Star 721 
Caller: Earl Kinsey 
This is a good sounding instrumental 
with fiddle, banjo and lead guitar as lead 
76 
instruments. It has a super good square 
dance beat and a good rhythm. Earl took 
his figure from the Mainstream program. 
THE SHOE GOES ON THE OTHER FOOT TO-
NIGHT— MW 203: Caller: Steve Moore 
There's a lot of banjo in this release. It's 
there from beginning to end, along with 
a steel guitar. The beat is easy to follow, 
and a key change in the ending added 
that little extra zest. Steve used the 
Basic program for his figure material. 
LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND— Petticoat 
Patter 117; Caller: Toots Richardson 	Key: C 
The only way to describe this instrumen-
tal is that it's just pretty, with a super 
danceable beat and good clear lead in-
struments (clarinet, piano and twin lead 
guitars). Toots does a nice job on the flip 
using basics from the Basic program. 
FOOL BY YOUR SIDE— Red Boot 299 
Caller: Ralph Street 
This release has a slow-paced rhythm 
that would be great for a relaxer. It's a 
pretty piece of music. The beat is not a 
true square dance beat but is danceable. 
Ralph has Stan and Kathy Williams sing-
ing back-up harmony on the flip side and 
this adds a very nice effect. His figure is 
taken from the Basic program. 
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N-forms 
Cost 35c when ordering 1. 5' GO 'or 5 copies any assAment). 
Si 75 for 6-10 copies. 52 25 for 11-15 copies: S2 50 for 16-20 
copies. 53 50 for 21.35 copies. 54 25 for 36-50 copies: 55 25 for 
51.75 copies. 56. tor 76100 copies. S8 for the whole set 
RR 	Selling Up a Caller College (Criteria) 
D-3 Challenge Basic List 
E-3 	Bibliography, AD S/D Books & Sources 
F-3 Contra Dancing- What Is It? 
G-3 	How To Call A Contra 
H-3 Why Dance Contras 
1.3 	Three Faces Of Contra 
N-3 The Image System of Hash Calling 
P-3 	How to Run a 3-Clay Clinic 
0.3 Leader Clinic Ideas (Free- LEGACY) 
R-3 	Typical Problems of S/0 Clubs 
T-3 Calling 6-Couple Squares (Hexagons) 
U-3 	How Many Sets? (Cartoon) 
W-3 S/0 Films Available (List) 
X-3 	Resource Contacts- Services 
Y-3 "Glad You Came to Walch'' Handout 
Z-3 	10 Ways to Good Square Dancing 
A-4 S/D Manners - Class 
B-4 	Ten Commandments for 5/D 
C-4 New Dancer Orientation 
0.4 	"welcome to S/Oing- Handout 
• E-4 The Subject is Angels 
F-4 	Do's and Don't's 
G-4 Square Dance Week 
H-4 	What Is S/D? Poem 
1-4 Graduation Ceremony 
J-4 	Club Officer Installation 
I -4 Caller Code of Ethics 
M-4 	Costs. Callers. Halls. Admissions, etc 
N-4 "The Caller" Humorous Description 
0-4 	Leadership Penaity/ Reward 
P-4 SID Promotional Info for Class 
0-4 	Caller Accessories (Humorous) 
8-4 Gimmicks- Dance Fun. Surprises 
S-4 	Helping Your Club- 8 ways 
T-4 Party Ideas. Theme Nights 
5.4 	How to Read a R/D Cu-  Sheet 
V-4 Care d Feeding of Phonograph Needles 
W-4 	Sound Proper Speaker Placement 
X•4 Callerlab Programs. Basic List 
Y-4 	Caller Confirmation, Sample Form 
- Z•4 Setups. Getouts. Equiv 8. Zeros 
A-5 	One Night Stands Program Tips 
B-5 So You Want to Be a Caller 
C-5 	Suggested Symbols for Basics 
D-5 Facts to Know about 8-chain thru 
E-5 	Caller Rating Form, Self-Evaluation 
F-5 Square Dancing- A Blend (Poem) 
• (3-5 	Promoting Your Class with Paid Ads 
H-5 Flyers- Ideas for Designing 
I-5 	Theme Nights. Party Ideas 
J-5 Calling Systems (Sight. Image. etc 
K-5 	Mini-Talks Caller to Classes 
A-6 What Is A Logo? 
B-6 	Organize a PR Committee 
C-6 Dress for the Dance 
(3-6 	Promote Class Coupons. Tickets, etc 
E-6 S/D Month Ideas 
F-6 	"Let Your Light Shine" 
1 G-6 Smooth Dancing 
H-6 	Virginia Reel  
1-6 	Mini-Posters (Humor) 
J-6 Hard Knocks (against criticism) 
K-6 	Party Fun (skit & game) 
L-6 Make It Fun (club ideas) 
M-6 	5/0 Is Fun 
N-6 What Is Traditional Dancing? 
0-6 	Noah Way (lesson in leadership) 
P-6 Open Letter to Graduates 
0-6 	' Give Eve..." (honor the ladies) 
R-6 Psychology of Leadership 
S-6 	Rules for Conducting Meetings 
T-6 Is This Pretty? (styling poster) 
U-6 	How to Lose Friends (cartoonS) 
V-6 Never Worry (cartoons) 
W-6 	S/D Creed 
X-6 What A Leader Wears (poster) 
Y-6 	SID Benefits 
Z-6 A World of Difference (poster) 
A-7 	S/D Is This (poster) 
8-7 ideal S/D Couples (poster) 
C-7 	Ideal Caller (poster) 
0-7 What Dancers Wesr (humorous) 
E-7 	Jingles. Jargon & Blurbs 
F-7 Fit as a Fiddle 
G-7 	Caging Is A Science 
H-7 Windmill System of Calling 
• 1-7 	What Is LEGACY? (Free) 
J-7 Contemporary Squares (humorous) 
K-7 	Anti-Jitter Jottings 
L-7 Getting A Partner 
M-7 	Proper Dress (poster) 
N-7 Caller s Wite 
0-7 	Leader's Develop 
P-7 Choreo Rating (rounds) 
0.7 	S/D Fever Poster (humor) 
R-7 Tate Family (humorous) 
S-7 	Ed Gilmore Tribute 
' Ti- Will Orlich Tribute 
U-7 	-Femma-phores" (signals to caller) 
' V-7 Modern S/D Is This 
W-7 	Sample Club Constitution 
X-7 Triumph w Try + °oomph 
' Y•7 	Caller Training Need 
2-7 Ethics + Attitudes 
A-8 	Tribute to a Caller 
B-8 Exhibition Dancing 
C-8 	Commandments for r/D 
0.8 Formations 
E-8 	Caller Image/Maker 
' F-8 Protect Your Image 
' G-8 	Halo On? (angels) 
• H-8 Volunteers 
1.8 	Learn to Call (poster) 
J-8 Play Party Games 
' K-8 	Moderators. Panelists 
L-8 Leadership Report 
" M•8 	Caller-Dancer Dialogue 
' N-8 Caller-Club Relations 
0-8 	Epitaph of a Club 
P-8 What Is A Caller? 
0-8 	What Makes A Caller? 
11-8 Cartoon Grab-bag 
S-8 	Thoughts for Teachers 
T-8 Come to Order. 
U-8 	Club Perlormance (humor) 
V-B Quadrilles 
W-9 	How To Make A Record 
X-8 How To Get A Copyright 
Y-8 	Caller's Income Tax 
Z-8 Program Ideas for Caller Associations 
A-9 	Duties of M C 
B-9 Choreographers 
i C-9 	Adv d Chal Choreographers 
D-9 Callers Who Travel 
F-9 	ASD Index (6 years) 
G-9 Callers Supply List 




1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
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Fashions 
Mail Orders Available )roar these Shops 
CALIFORNIA 
ROMIE'S SID & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
(7141 280.2150 
COLORADO 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Denver CO 80214 
303.238-4810 or 323.7444 
Quality 8 Service for 25 Years 
Catalog $1— Refundable on Order 
FLORIDA 
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP 
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515 
813-446.8791 
"Florida's Oldest .4 Best" 
Just 2 Miles West of U.S. 19 
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION of S/D 
& Western Fashion, 400 S. Alcaniz 
Pensacola FL 32501 
904-433.4052 
Catalog $1 
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
1560 Grove Park Blvd. 904-642.4222 
Jacksonville FL 32216 
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers 
GEORGIA 
C&M WESTERN WEAR INC. 
3820 Steward Rd. 
Doraville GA 30340 
ILLINOIS 
KATHLEEN'S S/D SHOP 
508 W. Chestnut St. 
Chatham IL 62629 





Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats 8 
pantalettes 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55901 (800-328-3800) 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome Mail Orders! 
BEROUAM'S WESTERN SHOPPE 
2141 44th Ave. No. 
Minneapolis MN 55412 
Rhinestone Buckles A Specialty 
NEBRASKA 
KERCHIEF & CALICO 
PO Box 204 (308-832-0313) 
Minden NE 68959 
Southwest Corner of Square 
Home of Pioneer Village 
NEW MEXICO 
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY 
1704 Moon N.E. (505.294-2834) 
Albuquerque NM 87112 
Catalog $283 81.50 ($2.50 Foreign) 
Credited on First Order 
NEW YORK 
IRONDA S/D SHOPPE 
115 Catalpa Rd. (266-5720) 
Rochester NY 14617 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DO-PASO 
203 Vermont St. 
Buffalo NY 14213 
Phone Orders: 1-7/6-885-9473 
Catalog Available 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109-111 S. Main St. (315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western 8 S/D Store 
Send for Free Catalog 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K-Mart Plaza 
Mattydale NY 13211 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
DART WESTERN 
419 So. Arlington St. 
Akron OH 44306 (216.724-5441) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
PARTNERS CORNERS 
13897 Kirtland St. 
Burton OH 44021 (216.834-1454) 
Men's and Ladies' S/D Apparel 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
Records Available Too' 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE—SD/Wes1 Wear 
2 blocks E of 135, Exit 4th St. 
107 SE 3 (So. Edge of Okla. City) 
Moore OK 73160 (405799-56021 
Discount Prices 
C BAR S TOO. Inc. 
4526 NW 50th 
Oklahoma City OK 73122 
405.495-7459 
OREGON 
L&P S/D Apparel 
446 E. Main 
Hillsboro OR 97123 
503-640-1123 
Records Available Too! 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 Yale Ave_ 717-323-2543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central Pa. 
Marl orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE SHOP (219)483-1081 
2611 Regal Ct, Ft. Wayne IN 46815 
P.O. Box 824. Auburn IN 46706 
Square Dance Apparel 
Handcrafts 8 Gifts 
KANSAS 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP, INC. 
3300 Strong, Kansas City KS 66106 
1-913.262-4240 
Master Charge/Visa 
Catalog $1., Refunded w/first order 
BUTTONS & BOWS SHOPPE 
3167 S. Seneca (316.524-6235) 
Wichita KS 67217 
MC/VISA; Catalogs $1. ea. 
Full Line S/D Attire, Accessories 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 




by Erma Reynolds 
Longmeadow, Mass. 
Inside each square dance term is another square dance 
term. By rearranging some of the letters, find the terms 

























IF YOU HAVE A 
SUBSCRIPTION TO 
AMERICAN SOUAREDANCE 
Single Copy $1.00 
Annual $9.00 
SIGN UP FOR A SUBSCRIPTION NOW 




STATE & ZIP 
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FORD'S FLUTTERWHEEL FASHIONS 
1630 Lilac Dr. (412-528-2058) 
W. Middlesex PA 16159 
Located at 1-80 88 Pa. Rt. 18 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr. 803-268-0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
S/D Clothing for Men 8 Women 
TENNESSEE 
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP 
245 E. Market & Cherokee 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Phone Orders: 1-615-245-6221 
KYLES (615-247-1949) 
1361 S. Wilcox Dr., 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Clothing 8 Accessories for 
Cloggers 8 Square Dancers 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S SID SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512.787-11161 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Engraved 8 Hot Stamped Badges 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square 8 Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
C BAR S SID Apparel 
11601 Plano Rd., Ste. 102 
Dallas TX 75243 
214.350-0515 
N BAR J 
MARJAC OF DALLAS, 214-339-2251 
2406 S. Hampton Rd. Dallas TX 75224 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats, WhsliPti 
Square 8 Round Dance Supplies 
DOUBLE J SID FASHIONS 
11277 E Northwest Hwy, Ste. 110 
Dallas TX 75238 
214-340.4444 
Catalog $1.50, Refunded on 1st Order 
THE YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE 
1604 S. Buckner Blvd. 
Dallas TX 75217 
214-391-7040 
Send $1 for color catalog 
TOGS FOR TAWS 
202 E. Hwy 80. PO Box 627 




LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone: 703-298-8676 
PETTICOAT CORNER 
SID Fashions 804-266.4946 
8816 Highway One North 
Richmond. Virginia 
(Mail: Glen Allen VA 23060) 
111111411111111101111011MNININNIII 
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Steal a -eat& Peek 
DICK PARRISH 
Dick Parrish of Hobbs, New Mexico, 
has been calling for 23 years and 
teaches all aspects of square dancing, 
beginner through advanced. He has 
called for festivals in Kansas, Colorado, 
Wyoming, Texas, Louisiana, Arizona, 
California and Washington, while keep-
ing his position as purchasing agent for 
the Star Tool Co. Dick recorded Melody 
of Love and five other tunes on the 
Windsor label. He has hosted S/D tours 
to Hawaii and Switzerland. Dick is a past 
president of the New Mexico Callers 
Association 
Dick and Betty Parrish have four 
grown children. Betty operates the Par-
rish Petticoat Parlor, a S/D shop, in their 
square dance hall. the Chaparral Center. 
(See August issue, p. 57.) They sponsor 
three weekends yearly. 
Dick teaches classes yearly and 
workshops on a weekly basis. 
HOEDOWNS 
Mountain Dew— Chaparral 
Rhythm Sticks— Roadrunner 
Breezin' Easy— Ranch House 
Excelorator Special— Chaparral 
SINGING CALLS 
Medley— Chaparral 
Hooked on Elvis— Rhythm 
Cherokee Fiddle— Chaparral 
Best Things in Life Are Free— Chaparral 




SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS 
Multl•SIze Pattern 
317 Ladle.s' Square Dance Dress 
1B Places 
Square dance dress features peasant style bodice with elasticized scoop 
neck and split raglan sleeves with self 'ruffle Contrasting overskirt is open 
in front to reveal 6 rows of ruffles sewn to circular skirt. Only the lower 
2 rows of ruffles ore sewn around entire skirt circumference. Bock midriff 
end belt ore of contrasting fabric with belt sewn in side seams Bias 
tap* trim outlines bodice sleeves. ruffles, and is used for bows and midriff 
lacing 
Multi sue 5 7 9 68 10 12 14-16 1 8 20 40 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mall to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P.O. Box 170119 
Arlington Texas 76003 
Pattern #317 '(/ $4.50 ea. Size(s) 	 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 
Name 
Address 
City     State 	 Zip 
Add $1.00 per pattern for handling and postage 
Complete Western Brochure for only 75c 
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PETTI-PAC 
A new way to carry petticoats has 
been introduced by Stitch in Time of 
New York City. Made of sturdy, 
lightweight nylon that will repel water 
and dirt, the carrier insures that pet-
ticoats will not lose their shape, even 
when six are carried in one bag. The 
Petti-Pac made be used for traveling and 
storage. 
These carriers, which are made by 
square dancers for square dancers, may 
be monogrammed. They may be ordered 
from Stitch In Time, 100 W. 25th St., New 
York City, N.Y. 10001 for $25.00. 
Monogramming is $1.00 per letter extra. 
BELT BUCKLES 
Colors: 
Makes an Navy, Ivory, Ebony. Pink, 
Sapphire Blue. Carnelian 	 y 	I 	 ideal gift! 
(Tan), Sardonyx (Dark Brown. 
Lavender. Hunter Green & 	 ..... 
Garnet 
AN ORIGINAL DESIGN 
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE 
Only $25.00 (Calif. residents add 6% tax) 
J.R. Kush & Co. 
7623 Hesperia Street 
Reseda, California 91335 
Exclusive Worldwide Distributor 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 
Phone (213) 344-9671 or 345-7820 
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MAJESTIC 
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather, 
lined, 5 thru 12 Narrow, 4 thru 12 Med. 
5.10 Wide, Hall Sizes. 
Black/White 	 $27.50 
Red/Navy/Brown 	 $27.50 
Gold/Silver 	 529.55 
Wide width— Special Order 
•••• ••• I 
SCOOP 
heel, steel shank, glove leather. 
lined, sizes 4 thru 10 Med., 5 thru 10 
Narrow, also Wide. Half Sizes. 
Black/White 	 $29.55 
RedlNavylBrown 	 $29.55 
Gold/Silver 	 $30.50 
Prices Subject to Change 
Without Notice 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 






N-20 SISSY Nylon 









Ideal for Round Dancers; 11/2 " Heel, 
All Leather, Cushioned Insole for 


































tion, N.Y. and Florida was finishing her 
shopping. The result of our conversation 
with her is pictured here; she promptly 
went home and stitched up two flags for 
us. 
The plastic needlepoint canvas is 
available at craft shops and many five-
and-tens. Draw your own silhouette or 
transfer one from a Clip Art book to 
graph paper and work your design. 
CAR FLAGS 
When your editors parked at the 
Grand Union in Ticonderoga, N.Y. last 
summer, their eyes fell upon a unique 
square dance antenna flag. Made of 
plastic needlepoint canvas, which 
should be durable up to a point, the 
figures were needlepointed in red yarn. 
Inside the store, Elsie Purvis of Gull Sta- 
DIXIE DAISY 1 351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113 
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WAGON WHEEL 
RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES FOR THE NEW DANCER: 
45 RPM Flip/Instrumental, Calling by Bob Rutt 
WW911 GENTLE ON MY MIND 
(Calls limited to Callerlab Basics 1-8) 
WW914 HEY LEI LEE LEI LEE 
(Calls limited to Callerlab Basics 1-8) 
WW915 IF THEY COULD SEE ME NOW 
(Calls limited to Callerlab Basics 1-17) 
HOEDOWN RELEASES 
WW111 SQUARE GUITAR/SMOKEY DOKEY 
WW125 DUELING BANJO/PITTER PATTER 
NEW SCHOOL SERIES 
Wagon Wheel introduces a new series of L.P.'s 
for schools and teachers. Only Callerlab approved 
basics are used. Calling is by Bob Ruff. 
WW L.P. 1001 SQUARE DANCE PARTY, NO. 1 
Use this L.P. for introducing square dancing in 
the school program at any grade level. It contains 
an excellent progression of Callerlab Basics 1-22 
in eight singing calls. one contra, and one 
hoedown for creative calling. 
WW L.P. 1002 SQUARE DANCE PARTY, No. 2 
To be released in November 1984. It will feature 
Callerlab Basics 1-34. 
WW L.P. 1003 SQUARE DANCE PARTY, No. 3 
To be released in 1985. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Send for a tree sampling of Wagon Wheel Records.  
Enclose $1.00 for postage. Outside the U.S. 
enclose $3.00. 
WAGON WHEEL RECORDS 
8459 Edmaru Avenue, Whittier CA 90605 
Tel. 213.693-5976 
Wagon Wheel Records are available 
at all record dealers. 
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[ DATE-LINE 
Idaho- 1st Annual Intermountain R/D Feslival. Oct. 19-20. S/0 
Ctr.. Boise. Joyce Hooper Write Neil & Neva Coburn. 5707 Bogart 
Ave.. Boise ID 83703. 
Kentucky- All Kentucky City Annual Festival: Oct. 19-20. Hardin 
County Fair Squares Bldg.. Elizabethtown, Paul Marcum. Fred 
Jackson. Mac Lelson, Betty Jackson. Call (502) 737-8628. 
7655929 or 737-9146. 
Kansas- So Central KS Fall S&R/D Festival. Oct 19-20. Century 
II Convention Hall. Wichita. Jerry Haag, Bob & Barbara Wilder. 
Write Gary & Donna Raine. 924 W 47th South. Wichita KS 67217 
Indiana- Dream Weekend: Oct. 19-21. Vincennes Executive Inn. 
Write Jim Long. 328 Ind. Ave.. Sullivan IN 47882 
New Zeeland- international 568/0 Convention. Oct 19-21: 
Hagley H S Gym, Christchurch: Jon Jones. Write Blanche 
Shepherd. P 0 Box 15.045, Christchurch NZ. 
Hawaii- 20th Aloha State S/D Convention. Oct. 25-28. Princess 
Kaiulani Hotel. Wade Driver. Write Dayna Newcomer, P 0. Box 
4354. Hilo HI 96720 
Hawaii- Cruise & Tour: Oct. 25-Nov. 4: Bob & Ginny Walther. 
Write Carol's World Travel. 6640 Ridge Rd , Port Richey FL 33568 
Texas- Round-Up 84: Oct. 26-27. Tarrant County Convention 
Ctr.. Fort Worth: W Baldwin, D Fletcher. J Jones, G Otwell, 
Smith, R. Stickland, Ed & Frankie Campbell. Ray & Julie Remaly. 
Write Jack & Yvonne Moody. 2907 Tangle Oaks Cl Bedford TX 
76021 
Wisconsin- S/D Weekend. Oct. 2628, Chula Vista Resort. 
Wisconsin Dells. Marshall Flippo Write Judy Kaminski. Chula 
Vista Resort. Wisconsin Dells WI 53965 
Connecticut- Plus Weekend. Oct 26-28. Harley Hotel, Enfield 
Write Jim & Gerrie Purcell, 340 Highland Ave . Randolph MA 
02368 
Indtani- S&R/D Festival; Oct 26-28. New Executive Convention 
Clr . Evansville: Beryl Main. Bill Volner, Dave Lightly. Richard & 
JoAnne Lawson Call Martin or Janet Schroenng, 812-8535603. 
Alabama- Weekend S/R Dance Festival. Nov. 2-3. Von Braun 
Civic CIr . Huntsville. Bob Fisk. Dick Bayer. Mac Lelson, George & 
Mady D'Aloiso, Wilson & Ann McCreary Write Merry Mixers S/D 
Club, P 0 Box 3058. Huntsville AL 35810 
Michigan- Kellogg Kickoff, Nov 2-3. Battle Creek. Ken Bower. 
Gary Shoemake Write Mary Campbell. 1425 Oakhill Dr.. Plano TX 
75075 
South Dakota- Sioux Empire Hoeown: Nov 2-3. Ramada Inn, 
Sioux Falls, Jerry Murray, Jerry Junck, Jim Hayes. Dwayne 
Anderson, Bud & Wilda Schmidt. Write Sioux Empire Hoedown, Art 
& Bev Richert, Box 50 R. Brandon SD 57005. 
California- 34th Annual Fiesta de la Cuadrilla. Nov 2-4. Balboa 
Park. Jerry Schauer, Mike Sikersky, Shannon Duck. Dennis 
Cobia. Jack & Darlene Chalfee. Write Fiesta 84, John & Wanda 
Oliver. 6992 Glidden St , San Diego CA 92111. 
Wisconsin- Weekend. Nov. 2.4, Chula Vista Resort. Wisconsin 
Dells. Marshall Flippo.Write Judy Kaminski, Chula Vista Resort. 
Wisconsin Dells WI 53965 
Indiana- Dance Weekend: Nov 2-4, Potawalomi Inn. Angola; Don 
Williamson. Bill Peterson. Frank & Phyl Lehnert. Write Bill Peter-
son. 30230 Oakview. Livonia MI 48154 
New Hampshire- S/D Weekend. Nov. 2.4, The Inn at East Hill 
Farm. Troy. Write Ralph Page. 117 Washington St . Keene NH 
03431. 
Illinois- 30th Annual Fall Festival: Nov 4. Conant H.S.. Hoffman 
Estates Call 312-956-1055. 
Georgia- Callers College: Nov. 4-9. Write Sharon Golden. 300 
Elmhursl. Hot Springs AR 71913. 
Continued on Page 88 
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GREENFIELD; 1LLAGE R.V. RESORT 
INVITES YOU TO OUR GALA ... 
GRAND 
OPENING! 
ECEMBER 1, 1984 





Resident Square Dance 
Caller Recording Artist 
Rarendie Records 
STARTING IN OCTOBER, WEEKDAY 
SQUARE DANCE INSTRUCTION AND 
EVENING DANCES AT THESE 
CALLERLAB APPROVED DANCE LEVELS: 
• Beginning Basics • Extended Basics and 
Quarterly Selections • Plus Advanced 1 & 
Advanced 2 
Ed & Alma Skiba 
Round Dance CU., 
and Instructors 
ROUNDALAB PROGRAM ALSO BEGINS 
IN OCTOBER AND INCLUDES THE 
FOLLOWING: 
• Beginning Basic Steps 
• Intermediate Rounds 
• Classic Rounds 
8,000 SQUARE FOOT FLOATING DANCE FLOOR 
THE LATEST IN AIR CONDITIONING AND JIM HILTON AUDIO! 
Greenfield Village is Mesa, Arizona's newest R.V. Resort with 659 own your own and rental R V spaces set 
on 50 prime acres near shopping, restaurants and medical facilities Greenfield 
Village also offers classes in silversmithing and lapidary. leather crafts, 
ceramics. sewing and needlework And there are putting greens. 
driving nets. horseshoe pits. shuffle board, tennis courts. a 75 foot 
lap pool. lacuzzi, therapy pool. music room, cable TV. billiard 
pool tables and card rooms. All this plus a lovely central court-
yard with adjacent harbecue and picnic areas make Greenfield 
Village one of the nicest R V resorts to be found anywhere. 
GREENFIELD VILLAGE 
RV RESORT 
ill 5 Greenfield Rd Mesa. AZ 85205 
FOR INFORMATION CALL COLLECT (602) 832-6400 or 830-1100 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
Bill Davis' "special theme" in 
SCVSDCA Notes is '/2 circulate,which he 
says is one of the most versatile calls in 
the MS program. "Most dancers can do 
V2 split circulates with fewer errors than 
they make in 1/2 circulate...lt will turn out 
that dancers will need training to proper-
ly do a 1/2 circulate. The center dancers 
facing out have the most difficult role as 
they must move toward the center and 
not toward the nearest end. With suffi-
cient exposure dancers get the idea and 
can then proceed with some interesting 
choreo variations... 
Mike Callahan, writing for News 'n 
Notes from Connecticut, says, '•... the 
new caller fails to realize the importance 
of developing a memory bank of zeros, 
equivalents, get-ins and get-outs from 
various standard formations. In many 
cases, the inexperienced caller also fails 
to realize that many sight callers have, in 
fact, developed their own memory 
through their years of experience...when 
calling for dancers that you do not know, 
you should be able to do the first two 
tips using mostly memory, zeros and 
equivalents. This gives you a chance to 
get to know your dancers and...a general 
feel for the floor level...lf (dancers) enjoy 
smooth flowing and interesting choreo-
graphy the first two tips of the evening, 
they will have a good first impression of  
you that might very well set the tone of 
the whole evening." 
John and Evelyn Strong in SDDS, 
among others, explore the new idea, har-
monize by George Amos. From parallel 
two-faced lines or ocean waves, centers 
will 1/2 circulate as the ends flip (in), all 
now finish as in coordinate, i.e. center 
six dancers trade, then ends and very 
centers move up. The Strongs recom-
mend this for workshops. Sample figure: 
Heads star thru, pass thru, step to wave 
Harmonize, wheel and deal, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, square thru 3/. 
Left allemande 
SID Callers Assoc. of So. Cal Notes in-
cludes a discussion by Fred Kirkpatrick 
on records. He states, "Recording com-
panies abound and are multiplying 
monthly. There does not seems to be a 
set standard of excellence. Callers and 
clubs rely on the recording industry to 
supply quality and not quantity. A S/D 
caller is as good as the tools he selects 
and works with. Working toward the bet-
terment of these tools will be advan-
tageous to square dancing as a whole." 
Mainstream Flow by Gene Trimmer 
this month includes comments on the 
language of S/D programming, review of 
ladies chain 3/4, a look at all four flutter 
wheel and tandems. 
Warren Berquam has assembled in 
NEW RELEASES: 
MW301 I LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRANCISCO 
BY Nelson & Steve 
MW302 SEVEN LONELY DAYS 
BY Steve & Nelson 
MW401 TONTO (Hoedown) by Steve 
Steve Moore 
Records 
MW RECORDS. 1424 Taft, Escondido CA 920261619-7412714) 
Distributed by Corsair Continental 
OWNERS: Steve Moore, 3715 Lynda Pl., National City CA 92050 
Nelson Watkins, 1424 Taft. Escondido CA 92026 
RECENT RELEASES 
MW-101 WHEN YOU WISH UPON A STAR by Nelson 
MW•102 BRING ON THE SUNSHINE by Nelson 
MW•103 SCARLET FEVER by Nelson 
MW-201 MARTY ROBBINS MEDLEY by Steve 
MW-202 EASY COME, EASY GO by Steve 
Nelson Watkins 
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PILITEMIF 
Minnesota Callers' Notes a group of 
figures under the headings "If you want 
to," "Those who can," and "On the third 
hand." Just to show how ideas are 
"researched," he says, "These have 
come from different publications: Figur-
ing by Barry Wonson, American 
Squaredance Magazine, Square Dancing 
Magazine, Jack Lasry. "Tap them on the 
shoulder" gimmicks are always fun. 
Here's one: 
Heads rollaway 1/2 sashay, 1/2 square thru 
Do-sa-do, swing thru, step thru 
Just the men square thru 3/4 , tap her 
On the shoulder, left allemande 	 
Figuring by Barry Wonson features 
scoot back, California twirl from some 
unexpected positions, roll, linear cycle. 
His pick of records lists Swing Low 
Sweet Chariot, Blue Ribbon; Sunflower, 
Chicago Country; Little Things Mean A 
Lot, Chinook; Kingston Town, Hi-Hat; 
Sentimental Old You, ESP; Man in Love, 
Quadrille, and Flashdance, Riverboat. 
TRIVIA-SID STYLE 
Men's underwear has undergone a sex 
change. boxer shorts, undershirts. briefs 
that were originally designed for and 
worn by men have been taken over by 
their feminine counterparts. Inevitable? 
Probably. Nothing else was left to bor-
row from the boys. 
An interesting sidelight to square dan-
cers is that it all started with the pet-
ticoat, which has an ancient lineage. 
Originally it was the exclusive property 
of the upper class soldiers. Following 
the Norman Conquest, fighting men de-
veloped suits of armor to cover the en-
tire body. Sheer weight of this defensive 
device caused much chafing of the 
shoulders, and on a cold morning a 
steel-encased knight was less than com-
fortable. An ingenious tailor conceived 
the idea of making a short, snug, padded 
coat to wear under the coat of armor. 
Because such a garment was smaller 
than an ordinary coat, it was termed 
petty-coat. Soldiers were loud in their 
praise of the petty-coat. Civilians began 
Continued on Page 98 
WORKSHOP NOTEBOOKS 
By BOB PERKINS 
ADVANCED A-1, A-2 Third edition 
PLUS Second Edition 
ALL CALLS COMPLETELY DIAGRAMMED 
PLUS DEFINITIONS 
CLEAR, CONCISE, EASY TO cOLLOW 
NO SHORTCUT DIAGRAMS 
No Square Dance books cover these 
levels of Square Dance Calls 
as extensively as 
WORKSHOP NOTEBOOKS. 
They are 3-hole loose leaf bound books that can be updated. 
Order From: 
Price $8.00 plus $1.00 handling charge 	$9.00 ea. 
California residents add 6 % sales tax. 
BOB PERKINS 
P.O. Box 1200 
Garden Grove, CA 92642 
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to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
• Add $2.00 for 
— LEATHER SOLE 
• State Style lt — BLK - TAN with order — WHT - RED 
BADGE HOLDERS, INC. 
(209) 742-7478 
5420 CLOUDS REST, 
MARIPOSA, CA. 95338 
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handling 	 Mike and Barb's 
SHOE SHOP 
sa :lc MAIL TO: 7433 Thunderbird Rd. 






HOT NEW RELEASES!!! 
RWH-119 DON'T THINK TWICE by Jerry 
RWH•118 COLD. COLD HEART by Shannon 
RWH•117 HEARTACHES by Dale 
RWH•116 HONEY LOVE by Jim 
HOT NEW ROUND DANCE!!! 
RWH-711 HONEY TWO•STEP by The Langes 
SIZZLIN' SELLERS!!! 
RWH•115 SOMEWHERE SOUTH OF SAN ANTONE by Doug 
RWH-114 A MEMORY ON MY MIND by Jim 
RWH•113 GAME OF LOVE by Dick 
RWH•112 WHEN YOU WORE A TULIP by Jim 
RWH-111 SECOND FLING by Shannon 
RWH•110 BEAUTIFUL BABY by Dale 
RWH-109 THAT OLD GANG OF MINE by Doug 







AHAMILTON _E0 & REATHA 
LANGE 





Michigan— 23rd Annual Michigan State Convention. Nov. 9-10. 
Cobo Hall. Detroit. Write Bob & Mary Lou Korb. 6101 Westview 
Dr. Grand Blanc MI 48439 
Pennsylvania— 181h Annual Horn of Plenty Dance. Nov. 10. Fort 
Le Boeul H.S.. Waterford; Gary Brown. Hal Greenlee. Mike 
Jacobs. Lloyd & Eileen Lockerman. Write Jim & Ruth Gray. 2851 
Euclid Ave . Erie PA 16510 
Nebraska— 91h Annual Cornhusker S&R/D Festival. Nov 11. City 
Auditorium. Fremont, Buddy Weaver. Harold Bausch. Bob & Dee 
Voshell 
Missouri— A Special Square Dance: Nov. 11. Drexel, MO Com-
munity Ctr. Don Malcom. Jim McAlpin. Mike Cox. Greg Edison. Al 
Warren. Write Elaine Malcom. 824 N Adams. Nevada MO 64772 
ENCORE, Continued 
couples. We have three squares of 
teenagers in class who will finish in 
about three weeks, so if you know 
anyone who wants to call or learn how, 
send him over. There is a demand for one 
or more." 
Harold Bausch cautions us not to 
downgrade square dancing by calling it 
"cheap entertainment." Don't try to give 
square dancing away, for people do not 
value what comes too cheaply." 
Perhaps we should try to raise our 
hobby to a little higher plane, make it 
more valuable, a bit more difficult to get 
into, maybe. 
Expenses have gone up tremendously: 
records about double, equipment up 
considerably, travel costs much higher, 
so callers have to charge more. Hall ren-
tal has become a major expense. 
Any club that tries to hold their 
charges for dancing at the price they 
had several years ago might suddenly 
find themselves in financial trouble. 
"I would ask you to think a bit of all 
that square dancing has done for you, 
the happiness it has brought, the new 
friends, and on and on with the good 
things, before you complain about a lit-
tle higher cost now than what it was 
before." 
The caller featured in Steal a Little 
Peek is Des Hetherington of Weston, On-
tario, who has been calling since 1965. 
Review: Walk & Dodge 
New Idea: Recycle by Lee Kopman 
Mark Patterson 
182 N Broadway •4 
Lexington KY 40507 
GOLDEN OLDIES 
JP109 SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS 
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY 
..P:01 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY 
.1P ' I NEVERTHELESS 
JAWS HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN 
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER 
ROUNDS: 
JP301 ALL OF ME 
JP302 ND LOVE AT ALL 
HOEDOWNS: 
JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE SPECIAL 




JP219 OH LONESOME ME— Joe 
JP602 NEW RIVER TRAIN— Mark 
JP801 YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS— Tom 
JP506 MAMA/ROSE— Hoedown 
RECENT RELEASES 
JP217 BONAPARTE'S RETREAT— Joe 
JP217 LOVE LETTERS in the SAND—Joe 
JP216 DEVIL WOMAN— Joe 
JP601 GOTTA TRAVEL ON— Mark 
JP403 MORNING DEW— Joe & Mark 
JP505 MUDDY RIVERiFEELIN' GOOD 
BEST SELLERS 
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING— Joe 
JP214 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN— Joe 
JP215 LITTLE RED WAGON— Joe 
JP114 YELLOW RIBBON— B Vinyard 
JP110 ONCE IN MY LIFE— B. Vinyard 
JP108 MATADOR— B Vinyard 
JP103 SELFISH— B Vinyard 
JP209 COUNTRY WASN'T COOL— Joe 
JP208 FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES— Joe 
JP205 I DON'T DRINK FROM THE RIVER— Joe 
OWNER & PRODUCER 
Joe Perrin 
1616 Gardiner Lane Suite 202 




217 Glissade Dr.  
Fairdale KY 40118 
(502) 368-6376 
Tom Roper 
RI .2 Box 143A 
Omaha IL 62871 
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* VE NON'S ROUNDANCERS REVIEW * 
THE GREAT WORLD OF ROUNDANCING 
Dancers & Leaders...Are you interested in an informative publication that concerns Round Dancing. 
and also gives you NEWS. VIEWS. and UNCENSORED REVIEWS on a monthly basis? 
VERNON S ROUNDANCERS REVIEW. 106 Parmenter Rd Waltham MA 02154. (6171 894-9487 or 894-1744 
GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES . (11 issues/yr July/Aug combinedl—U S Funds only- 
517/yr 	S30/2 yrs —BULK RATE—Available to USA. APO s only 
525/yr S45/2 yrs.-1st Class in USA. APO and CANADA only 
S40/yr — Air Mail— Foreign Countries only 









	 STATE: 	ZIP 
rates are based on current postal rates and are subiect In change 
SEND S.A.S.E. FOR A FREE SAMPLE— DON'T BE LEFT OUT, YOU WON'T BE SORRY. DO IT NOW!!! 
ESPROUSO 
Producer 
DWIGHT L. MOODY. JR. 
Executive Producers:  
BILL WENTZ 8 AARON LOWDER 
PANHANDLE RECORDS DIVISION 
/Laniat, 
(  RECORDS] 
6870A Newell Hickory Grove Rd.  
Charlotte NC 28212 
704-537-0133 
PANHANDLE RECORDS DIVISION 
Distributed by Twelgrenn, Corsair Continental, Old Timer 
Distributors. and Tape Service by Hanhursl 
SINGING CALLS. 
LR10078 Ya'll Come, Bill Wentz 
LR10079 Wandering Eyes. Aaron Lowder 
LR10083 It'll Be Me. Aaron Lowder 
LR10085 I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus. 
Bruce Williamson 
LR10091 Light In The Window, Grady Humphries 
LR10094 Sentimental Ole Me. Bill Wentz 
LR10095 Easter Parade. Bruce Williamson 
LR10101 We Go Together, Bruce Williamson 
LR10106 Master Jack, Sam Rader 
LR10109 Monster Mash, Bruce Williamson 
LR10110 Up On The Housetop. Bruce Williamson 
HOEDOWNS: 
LR10076 Blue Ridge Mt. Memories (Clog) B/W Melody Hoedown 
LR10077 Cotton Eye Joe (Texas Style) B/W Long Journey Home 
LR10097 Golden Slippers B/W Tennessee Wagner (Clog) 
LINE DANCE: 
LR10096 Reggae Cowboy/Brown Eyed Girl, C. Moody & Moody Bros. 
LR10099 Take A Letter Maria/I Love You, David Moody 
LR1009B Look What We've Done To Each Other, Ray Roberts 
LR10100 Red Neck Girl, C Moody & Moody Bros. 
LR10104 Amos Moses, Oscar Burr 
PH100 Shaking A Heartache, Bill Barnette 
PH101 Ruin My Bad Reputation, Jim Snyder 
PH102 Nadine. Gary Stewart 
PH103 School Days, Gary Stewart 
PH104 Sweet Country Music. Jim Snyder 
PH105 Small World, Jimmy Stowe 
PH106 Rub It In, Gary Stewart 
Recorded at Lamon Sound Studio by Staff Musicians...  





RIGHT OR WRONG by Darryl 
I CAN TELL BY THE WAY YOU DANCE 
by Keith 
RH307 OUR DAY WILL COME by Bill 
RH507 WHAT YOU DO TO ME by Tony 
RH214 ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT by Darryl 
RECENT RELEASES 
RH213 MAKING A LIVING by Darryl 
RH506 HIGHWAY 40 BLUES by Tony 
RH605 THERE AIN'T NO GETTING OVER ME, Darryl & Tony 
ALL TIME FAVORITE PATTER OR CLOGGING RECORD 






resident caller there. It is called Carolina 
Caper, and featured these callers in 
August: Bill Volner, Lee Swain, Ron 
Marion, Tex Brownlee, Jack and Lee Er-
vin (rounds). It will be repeated next 
August, especially for teachers, farmers 
and others who can't easily attend the 
spring and fall festivals there. 
Fifty-eight teens of the Midland Coun-
ty 4-H club, Midland, Michigan have 
organized a square dance club along 
with the caller (ASD staff) Ed Fraiden-
burg. They have performed several times 
and have assisted with square dancing 
for those confined to wheelchairs, ac-
cording to a photo-story in the Com-
municator, an East Lansing Cooperative 
Extension Service newspaper. 
NATIONAL CONVENTION, Continued 
Rickwood Caverns State Park 
Rte 3 Box 340, Warrior Alabama 35180 
Tannehill State Park 
Rte 1 Box 124, McCalla Alabama 35111 
Lake Guntersville State Park 
S.R. Box 52, Guntersville Alabama 35976 
Registration Update: 
The Committee reports 4,493 dancers 
registered in July, 1984. 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Bob Davis of Rustic Reflections pro-
duced the pro photo that gives our cover 
color galore to celebrate a fanciful fall 
ball. Actually the scene happened a cou-
ple of summers ago at a Hot Air Balloon 
Festival in Marysville, Ohio. 
Entertaining at the street dance are 
members of the Village Squares, who've 
danced in Marion and Bellefontaine as 
well as Marysville. The couple in blue are 
Marge Carreh and Dick Lavender. The 
woman in red is Penny Wisse and the 
man in white is Chancy Carreh. The 
caller is Vern Cox of Urabana. Thanks to 
Doris Smith for the identity check for 





P.O. Box 880 
Lynn Haven FL 32444 
Ph. 904-265-2050 
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LEGACY 
ECCO III— WISCONSIN MINI-LEGACY 
What is ECCO' ECCO is a Wisconsin 
mini-LEGACY which may be an echo of 
LEGACY or an acronym for Education, 
Communication and Club Organization. 
It is also a leadership training seminar 
held every 18 months under the 
guidance of Wisconsin LEGACY 
trustees. 
The 99 people in attendance at the re-
cent ECCO III thoroughly enjoyed 
keynote speaker, Walt Cole, of Ogden 
Utah. Walt began at 9 A.M. by 
"cranking" us up and then "motivating' 
us for a busy day. He kept us stimulated 
by speaking on how to become more ef-
fective leaders, on the square dance pro-
grams and on motivation of ourselves 
and others. We became aware of the 
"3C's," Consideration, Courtesy and 
Comfortableness. 
Other subjects covered during the day 
by Wisconsin trustees included: of-
ficers' duties, by-laws and constitutions, 
taxes, incorporation, retaining dancers, 
decision making, problem solving and 
one which proved to be very infor-
mative— contracts. 
Saturday evening's dance featured 
Walt Cole calling squares and contras, 
and Elmer Elias of Wisconsin doing the 
rounds. 
The seminar was attended by dancers 
from all segments of the activity: new 
and experienced dancers, callers, round 
dance leaders, contra leaders, cloggers, 
retail exhibitors, officers from clubs, 
area and state organizations as well as 
nine Wisconsin LEGACY trustee 
couples. Although Don and Vera 
Chestnut were not able to be present, 
they were remembered and did have a 
very active part in planning the day's 
events. 
All five areas of Wisconsin were 
represented, with 50 0/o of those in atten-
dance sponsored by their clubs or area 
associations. These sponsoring groups 
provided support and encouragement. 
Bobbie Foster, Publicity 
SQUARE DANCERS QUILI-TOP Klf includes 	corofs AVAILAOIE 
it---- Thr 	—4- — RI TA'S QUILTIQUE --1. ' 
A S4itace Dancers ACiii-fisfreg 
30 pre-cut stamped blocks of white polyester- ' flisi-el 811.4e 
cotton to be appliqued 4 embroidered it 	•Royal Blue 
•
  Patterns for appliqued pieces 	
fitly( • Blue -Rust 
30 pre cut blockS of solidCOlor poly/cotton • ( 
• Eric/1.101 solidcolor material cut for 	
• 
final binding 	
• Chooldle brown 
• 
Green 
• full instruct ion ski-appliqued blocks lassembly 	spPti-c7yStoLco< 
Available in queen /doublt size only 	
wurN ORDER 'lin I 
Finished site approx. 82)(102 
13 41i1Pg # koaing,_al 1 902g Ins iZeP 
Rill included 	ortu 1 , , -1 	ostilge t 
	
ii— • — ianalin8, 
l 0, Appli qu e your blocks from knower 
niaferial from your own dresses! 
Great pronoiawil iticalorir cliik ! 
kiirumity:maktt 	a raffle   kill!! 
A RITA PAVIS 	 ta.ie  
.—^ 
PAYIOIA otii0 /5949 
513 - 859 -3821 	 =minimum 
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96 PALACE PR. 5~31 al 
China. 15-Day Tour April 17-May 1, 1985 
Personally Escorted by Al & Bea Brundage 
• Six Cities including Xi'an with terra-cotta warriors, 
Beijing and the Great Wall and Forbidden City. 
• PLUS additional 6-day optional to Japan 
For full information, write to: 
AL & BEA BRUNDAGE, P.O. BOX 125, JENSEN BEACH FL 33457 
CALLERLAB CONFAB, Continued 
No dancing examples are listed since 
this is a home-to-home routine. This 
works best if started on the musical 
phrase. 
For the three month period beginning 
September 1, 1984, John Marshall, chair-
man of the Callerlab Advanced Quarterly 
Selection Committee, has announced 
that there will be no new quarterly 
figure. The committee feels that there is 
cu ently no available call worthy of  
placement on the Advanced Quarterly 
Selection list. 
Current Advanced Quarterly Selec-
tions are as follows: change lines, mini 
busy, linear action, zing. 
These calls will have been on the AQS 
list for more than six months at the time 
the next ballot is distributed. Therefore, 
all of these calls will be eligible for the 
Keep/Drop Vote recommended by the Ad 
Hoc Quarterly Selections Committee at 




P - 700- 
119 Allen Street 	EveruthIn 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 	for Square-Dancers 
Send $1.00 for Catalog 
Refunded on First Order Nylon Ruffles 
IOU yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used w trim this very full three skirt nylon 
-horse hair - bouffant_ This is nor only a 
very durable. but beautiful garment. Heavy 
elastic waistline is double stitched for com-








Pink. Blue & Yellow 
White/Multi-colored ruffles 
Red. White. Navy 
Red/ Red ruffles 





Sizes' 	Small, medium & large 
Length: 19- 21" 23" 
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HARD TO BE HUMBLE, Continued 
so proud that we rob ourselves of some 
of life's richest friendships. 
Perhaps you remember the ancient 
myth of Narcissus and Echo. Echo was 
in love with Narcissus, though he con-
stantly rejected her. She was so wound-
ed by his rejection that she faded away 
to nothing but a voice, literally dying 
because he would not love her. The gods 
were so angered by Narcissus' cold-
ness, so the story goes, that they caused 
Narcissus to fall in love with his own im-
age mirrored in a spring. He remained in 
love with his image until he died. 
The story relates to what we are talk-
ing about here. You cannot care for 
others when you are captivated by your 
own image. Proud people look only at 
mirrors, humble people look through 
windows. 
Think about this! Humble people at-
tract others because they have around 
them a strong aura of honesty, because 
they forego the exhausting effort it 
takes to pretend. 
The last point. Humility has the great 
benefit of keeping us from making Gods  
of ourselves. 
Humility is. perhaps. the hardest trait 
to acquire. It is diametrically opposite to 
what we are taught by the world, and 
that is to do as much bluffing as possi-
ble. We often pretend we are much more 
important, much stronger, much wiser 
than we really are, and most of us know 
what we are doing when we do it. 
The exaltation of self is the original 
sin, and it still is the sin that destroys us. 
You see, to be humble is essentially 
honesty. It is to be able to say that we 
know that sometimes we are not wise 
enough, not strong enough, not caring 
enough, not wealthy enough. 
If you are not humble, then you pro-
bably are not learning, you are lonely 
and you are intensely afraid, because 
you have only yourself. 
ANSWERS TO THIS MONTH'S PUZZLE: 
1. Scissors — cross 
2. Position — spin 
3. Outside — dorsi 
4. Allemande — lead 
5. Partners — star 
6. Counterpart — corte 
7. Twinkle — line 
8. Promenade — end 
9. Pas de basque — beaus 
10. Maneuver — run 
We're Breaking 
Records... 
Yes, we're probably NUMBER ONE anywhere 
for fast service on your order of records! 
• SUUARE 	 • ROUND 
• CLOGGING 
• FOLK 	 • SOLO DANCE 
Don't be last with the latest' 
Get 'em while they're hot , Call us today' 
CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
20,000 INVENTORY 
—for the latest and the "hard to get" choices! 
FULL-TIME EVERY DAY SHIPPING 
—minimum of waiting, we ship daily! 
NEW, FREE WATS LINE 
—for orders, dial 1-800-328-3800! 
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 
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YOUR OWN BOSS, Continued 
pectation. Simple questions made to in-
dividual dancers can be very revealing. 
The material and sweep in a petticoat is 
more important than brand name. If 200 
women are questioned and 160 of them 
wear petticoats with a 60-yard sweep, it 
would make good sense to stock some 
60-yard sweep petticoats. If only 5 wear 
100-yard sweep, it might be best to not 
stock very heavily in that size. 
Many people, new to the world of sell-
ing, will place in their inventory the style 
or colors they personally like. If they 
happen to be the only ones who like 
yellow and they stock heavily in yellow, 
the expected sales may not materialize. 
A most serious question that must be 
asked of oneself is, "Why would people 
buy from me rather than my 
competitor?" If the answer is "a better 
(lower) price," the probability of survival 
goes down. There are some differences 
in the cost of operating a business. 
Overhead cost such as rent and utilities 
can be a major factor. 
Too many people, new to manage- 
ment of a business, have only a vague 
thought of "overhead cost." It is natural 
because overhead cost are not highly 
visible. Some business owners refer to 
them as "hidden costs." Among these 
(hidden) overhead costs are telephone, 
utilities, rent, postage, stationery, 
business cards, sales receipt books, 
pens, pencils, replacement light bulbs, 
insurance, packaging materials and 
gasoline for the numerous trips to the 
post office and bank. These are costs of 
doing business just as surely as is the 
invoice for merchandise from a 
manufacturer. These costs are often not 
allowed for. They were not expected and 
may become the "straw that broke the 
camel's back." 
If you have a specific topic you wish 
some comments on let ASD know. We 
will do our best to respond. 
z. 
6th BERMUDA 
Square Dance Convention 
JANUARY 6 - 13, 1985 
SUNDAY TO SUNDAY, OR ANY PART 
STAFF CALLERS 
JIM PURCELL 	 CARL HANKS 
MASS. 	 PENN. 
CLINT McLEAN 	 BOB SILVA 
CONN. 	 MASS. 
ROUND DANCE CUERS 
For Registration Forms and Full Information: 
BERMUDA S/D CONVENTION 
P.O. Box 145. Avon MA 02322 
(617) 963-0713 
CHARLIE & BETTYE PROCTER, TEXAS 	NORMA SILVA, MASS. 
3 HALLS — 3 LEVELS — MAINSTREAM — PLUS — ADVANCED 
WOODEN FLOORING 	AIR CONDITIONED BALLROOMS 
FLIGHTS FROM ALL KEY CITIES — SPECIAL CONVENTION HOTEL RATES 
HOST HOTEL: SONESTA BEACH HOTEL 
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CALLER CONNECTION 
has many exciting things 
to offer Clubs & Callers! 
Inquire about the 	* Caller Listing Service 
p. o. box 502 • santa rosa, ca 95402 
Please indicate it Club Rep. or Caller 
GRAND ZIP, Continued 
A great big thank you from the Sacan-
daga Swingers for the generous gift of 
American Squaredance magazines. 
Guests at our 6th anniversary dance 
were most appreciative, and one lucky 
couple will enjoy a year's subscription, 
courtesy of our club. May you be flooded 
with magazine orders from square 
dancers here in the great Northeast. 
A personal mention of the loving 
tribute written for your father. It was very 
beautiful and touched all those of us 
who have also recently lost a dear 
parent. Thank you for sharing and car-
ing. 
Rudi Smith 
Northville, New York 
Glad you were able to schedule the 
subscription dance for April 3, 1985. 
Thank you for the materials you sent to 
help with the dance. We will do our best 
to make the dance a success when the 
time comes to go to work on it. 
I enjoyed August issue of American 
Squaredance, and as always read it from  
cover to cover. Your writing about your 
father was very well done and very 




Thanks so much for making me the 
"cover caller" for the August issue of 
American Squaredance magazine. The 
only bigger thrill I could have gotten 
would have been to be the centerfold of 
Playboy magazine. (ha! ha!) 
The portrait was very nicely done, con-
sidering what they had to work with. The 
write-up in the Professional Profile was 
exceptional and after reading it, I didn't 
even recognize myself. 
Don Hanhurst 
Fort Myers, Florida 
As Chairman of Callerlab, the Interna-
tional Association of Square Dance 
Callers, I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to offer my personal thanks for 
your publishing the Callerlab informa-




Keep 'Em Squared Up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON Dance Records! 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT: 
HH649 O.R.T., Hoedown Flip/2 couple A-1 by Bronc Wise 
HH650 D.X.LAND, Hoedown Flip/2 couple A-2 by Jerry Schatzer 
HECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAl 
14H5070 I ALWAYS GET LUCKY WITH YOU. Jerry Schatzer 
HH5069 YOU LOOK SO GOOD IN LOVE, Tom Perry 
HH5068 MISTY by Ernie Kinney 
6145067 KINGSTON TOWN by Joe Johnston 
HH5066 FALSE HEARTED GIRL by Bronc Wise 
665065 A COWBOY'S DREAM by Ernie Kinney 
ELK RECORDINGS PRESENT THE FOLLOWING SING-A-LONGS Tumbling i UlltUrbsrlstai. tool Water. Amarillo by Morn- 
ing. Shenandoah, Everlasting Hills of Oklahoma, San Antonio Rose 30-MINUTE CASSETTE by HI-HAT PIONEERS 
Singing About Cowboys.  
PRODUCER: Ernie Kinney Enterprises, 3925 N Tollhouse Rd_ Fresno CA 93726 
DISTRIBUTORS Twelgrenn Inc., PO Box 316, Bath OH 44210 
Jim's Record Shop, 163 Anpelos, Memphis TN 30104 




Al Brundage 	Gene Trimmer 
TNT207 MOCKINGBIRD HILL by Mike Trombly 
TNT208 HAVE YOU EVER BEEN LONELY by Michael Johnstone 
TNT209 MAX'S HOEDOWN/EIGHT OF JANUARY 
TNT210 SANTA'S MEDLEY by Al Brundage 
INT211 MUSIC BOX DANCER by Dan Feria 
TNT212 LOVERS IN THE MOONLIGHT. RID, Dave Fleck 
RFD #2 Rt. 7 	TNT213 THIS OLE HOEDOWN, Patter by Mike TNT214 GARDEN OF MY DREAMS. Waltz by Norma Findlay 
St Albans VT 05478 TNT215 DUST OFF THAT OLD PIANNA. Gene Trimmer 
THT216 MY SONG. Round by Virginia Coiling 
TNT217 GLOW WORM. Stu Lennie 
TNT218 BUFFY, Round by Pete Metzger 
TNT219 HAPPY TRAILS by Jack O'Leary 
TNT220 PENN POLKA by Gene Trimmer 
TNT221 HELLO DOLLY by Ray Wiles 
TNT222 BLUE BAYOU 84. Round by Frank Lehnert 
TNT223 TIJUANA HOEDOWN/TROM'S HOEDOWN 
THT224 BIG BOSS MAN by Hank Hanke 
TNT225 POP GOES THE MOVIES 84, Round by Jack Raye 
Plastic Record Sleeve Available 
With your generous assistance, we 
are able to inform many dancers and 
callers of Callerlab actions and recom-
mendations. Your efforts have not gone 
unnoticed and on behalf of our entire 
membership, our Board of Governors 
and our office staff, my personal thanks 
for this excellent relationship. 
Bob Van Antwerp 
Chairman 
Looks like we might be catching up a 
little. A short note to thank you for your 
support and coverage of the 33rd Na-
tional. Your wrap-up article was 
delightful; thank you! We appreciate it 
much. Sorry we couldn't get together 
during convention time, but we were 
both busy as you know. Again, thanks 
for everything. 
Pete & Jennie Zukauskas 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Thank you for featuring me in your 
"Steal A Peek" column in your Sep-
tember issue. The only thing you 
neglected to mention was where I was 
from. We live in Thompson, North Da-
kota, located in the eastern part of the  
state. I travel and call in all of North 
Dakota and Minnesota. We have enjoyed 
your magazine for many years and read 
each issue from cover to cover. 
Virgil McCann 
Thompson, North Dakota 
We just received your latest issue, and 
we agree 100°/0 with Ed Foote about who 
is your partner in ocean waves. We've 
been arguing this point with various 
callers for over ten years. I agree with 
Ed. it is the person by your side. 
Bob & Pat Poorman 
Mattoon, Illinois 
We have seen the very informative and 
interesting articles in your publication. 
We are most interested in receiving 
regularly, copies of your magazine and 
have enclosed a check... 
Ellen & Jerry Reigle 
Ohio City, Ohio 
I have received the picture and clipp-
ing that was used in the August 
magazine along with a complimentary 
copy. Thank you very much for this 
Continued on Page 98 Eli Jim Vititoe 11897 Beaver Pike 
Jackson, Ohio 45640 
(614) 988-3374 
Music Arr. by Larry Cook 
UR101 
UNICORN SONG 
471 Sycamore Dr. 
Shag  Ulen 
Pickerington Hill 
Pickerington, Ohio 43147 
Unicorn lieCords 	(614) 837-3641 
Unicorn Records 
11897 Beaver Pike 
Jackson, Ohio 45640 
(614) 988-3374 
Dist by Twelgrenn Enterprises, Inc. 
UR301 
ONE OF THOSE 
WONDERFUL SONGS 
UR302 
PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ 
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Jack R. Muriel Raye 
ooDE R800  7111 Halms! 
Valdosta GA 
31601 
Myers 	Bud Whitten Tommy Russb 
tEvie & Dick Thomas 
421 Ruffner Court 
Port St Lucie. FL 
33452 
500 Address Labels slCouple 
	
53.50 
Send for Free Mail Order Catalog 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
SQUARE DANCE 
HOSTESS ACCESSORIES 
25 Bev or Lunch Napkins 	 .80 
50 Bev or Lunch Napkins 1.40 
24 Coasters 	 .75 
24 Place Mats 1.35 
1 Decal DICouple Motif 	 .60 
1 Decal Crossed Sqs. .50 
40 Pcs Party Pak: Napkins, Coasters, Mats 	1.95 
24 Pcs Snak Pak: Napkins 8 Coasters 	.85 
48 Pcs Gift Box: Napkins 8. Coasters 1.75 
1 Key Tag, plastic wlDance Couple 	 .75 
1 Boot Case, leather key holder .90 
1 Boxed Stationery, DlCouple Motif 	 2.10 
Please add 51.00 for Handling Charge 
Sgaa/re Sfteciaitied 
P.O. BOX 7263 
PORT ST. LUCIE, FL 33485 
SQUARE DANCE HOSTESS ACCESSORIES 
SPECIALTY PRINTING AND LAMINATING 
FEEDBACK, Continued 
right shoulder to right shoulder with his 
corner. Active couples stay facing out: 
inactives face in." (Emphasis mine.) 
It is quite obvious that Bob Hall, the 
author, was talking about the facing 
direction of a couple and hence there is 
no question whatsoever as to who the 
partner is in the formation he created. 
Ed also mentions a staggered ocean 
wave. There is no such thing, and there 
never was. The staggered effect he 
describes resulted when the caller 
issued the next call, i.e. to balance for-
ward and back. Thus the balance, a 
separate call, never had anything to do 
with the ocean wave and its alignment. 
As a matter of fact, Ed himself, in his 
current article, espouses the principle: 
"All formations stand alone in square 
dancing. We never look at a formation 
and discuss it based on a preceding 
call..." Interestingly enough, we do not 
seem to have a name for the formation 
that we get as a result of the call  
balance forward and back following an 
ocean wave. (Here is a chance for Ed to 
become immortal by assigning a name 
to this formation.) 
Why Ed would want to change the 
author's original definition of the partner 
relationship in the ocean wave is not 
clear. His wish to do so is certainly con-
trary to the basic tenet that not only he, 
but almost all leaders in square dancing, 
have endorsed repeatedly and continual-
ly over the past years, i.e. that the 
author's definition of a basic is inviolate. 
If Ed feels so strongly about it, and he 
obviously does, having held the belief he 
states in his current article and having 
vigorously promoted it for years, why 
doesn't he simply try to create a new 
concept of partner pairing by having the 
belle in each pair face in the opposite 
direction from the beau? We could then 
easily determine whether the square 
dance world will accept such a novel 
premise. 	 Paul Hartman 
Wheaton, Maryland 
Boo Bennett 
Clogging routines are available to many TB records Please 
contact dealers, distributors or write to the company 
SINGING CALLS 
TB232 WALKIN' THROUGH THE SHADOWS OF MY MIND 
Tommy Russell 
TB233 BABY'S BACK AGAIN— Bud Whitten 
TB234 No release under any title 
TB235 CAB DRIVER— Gabby Baker 8 Chuck Mashburn (Duel) 
T8236 00 I EVER CROSS YOUR MIND, Chuck Myers 
TB237 LITTLE RED WAGON. Bud Whitten 
hOt DOWN 	
Chuck Mashbuti Gabby Baker 
TH528 CRIPPLE CRICKET/ 	TH529 GROOVY GRUBWORM/ 
REBEL YELL CAMPTOWN RACES 
(Cripple Cricket— clogging routine) iCamplown Races tormly TB-0001i  
ROUNDS 
TR3001 WALKIN' AFTER MIDNIGHT 
Jack 8 Muriel Raye 
TR3002 KANSAS CITY KICK 
Jack 8 Muriel Raye 
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ASHTON SOUND EQUIPMENT 
ASTATIC & ELECTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES 
NEEDLES FOR HILTON. CLINTON. NEWCOMB 
PATTER AIDS— MAGNETIC & TRAVELING 
FOLD-UP EQUIP. CARTS (200 lb Limit) 
PLASTIC RECORD SLEEVES Diem Duty) 
REPAIR SERVICE 
SOUND EQUIP & MICROPHONES 
CUSTOM BUILT FOR MOST SYSTEMS.  
REMOTE MUSIC LEVEL CONTROL WITH 
INTEGRAL MICROPHONE CABLE 
HOME STORAGE RECORD BOX 
POLYETHYLENE— 24x11 
HOLDS UP TO 300 RECORDS 
RANDOM SOUND. INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave. S. 






THE ROOFERS RECORDS 
4021 NW 61st 
Oklahoma City OK 73112 
405.942-4435 
NEW RELEASES 
TRR-123 WHERE YOU GONNA BE TONIGHT 
TRR-121 I'VE GOT A HEART OF GOLD 
TRR-120 I'M IN LOVE AGAIN 
RED HOT RELEASES 
TRR-124 WHO'S GONNA PLAY THIS DL PIANO 
TRR-116 ALABAMA JUBILEE 
OLD FAVORITES 
TRR-122 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING 
TRR-110 DO WHAT YOU DO, DO WELL 
TRR-113 BOBBY McGEE 
TRR•110 OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE 
TRY THESE HOEDOWNS 
TRR-202 OLD JOE CLARK 
TRR-201 ROOFER'S SPECIAL 
BRAND NEW HOEDOWN 
TRR-203 SUGARFOOT/MITCH'S RAG 
GRAND ZIP, Continued 
publicity which may encourage other 
seniors to volunteer their time to 
teaching square dancing to older peo-
ple. They can dance! I enjoy reading 
ASD and receive help from it. 
Roberta Nagel 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Lonnie and I have decided to retire 
from teaching...We will fill some cueing 
dates through the end of October. We 
also will be resigning from Roundalab 
and the point committee but are not sure 
of the timetable. At some point you will 
want to take us off the staff and remove 
the picture from TNT's ad. Lonnie and I 
will continue to dance as we both enjoy 
it. Thanks for your kindness over the 
years! 
Dave & Lonnie Fleck 
Toledo, Ohio 
Enclosed please find my check in the 
amount of $9.00 to subscribe to your 
magazine. My husband is a caller for 
three clubs in the San Francisco Bay  
area, and the president has been giving 
your magazine to him every month. He 
asked me yesterday to order his own 
subscription so he doesn't have to rely 
on another person to bring it to him. 
Terry Belden 
Hayward, California 
to wear them under their doublets, and 
women under their dresses. Over a peri-
od of centuries. the garment assumed 
its modern character...The next time 
you're at a square dance, men, and see 
women swirl their colorful petticoats, 
reflect back on this historical develop-
ment of men's undergarments and how 
they lost it all to their feminine counter-
parts. 
by Dick & Judy Severance 
New England S/D Caller, Sept. 1984 






TAPE RECORDING ACCESSORIES 
i.e. ATTENUATORS. CABLES. ISOLATON BOO 
Mail 8 Phone Orders Handled Promptly 
Include Address. zip Code 8 Phone No 
on all Requests 8 Orders. Call alter 5 PM 
Weekdays or Weekends for Technical Info 
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Pressure Sensitive 
TODAY'S FASTEST GROWING CALLER'S AID 
Now Serving 46 States, all Canadian provinces & 6 foreign countries 






RED BKGD. - CHROME METALLIC PRINTING & BORDER 
All 50 States plus D.C.& Canada 
• II ADS • BUMPER SUCKERS • BUTTONS • 
OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE.. 	MINI STICKERS • CAMPER STICKERS • 
MAGNETICS • DRIP RAIL FLAG STAFFS • 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS • 
m••tp ,  
3 14"sq. 
Dealer In aities Invited ALSO MANY CUSTOM ITEMS • 	pA 	 • 
cylICGOW4NS P. 0.BOX 1967 MANKATO,111N 56001 
 
CALLING TIPS, Continued 
are used at club dances. A variety of set-
ups and get-outs with some surprise en-
dings keeps the dance interesting for 
everyone. This enables new dancers to 
dance recognizable material and and 
gives them more confidence. If some 
thing unusual is called they are given 
one or two extra beats at the point 
where the most difficulty is expected. 
This not only gives them more time to 
think it out, but gives the experienced 
dancers in the set a chance to "help" 
them a little. Routines, short patterns 
and "Null" fillers, using two or three 
other basics, are combined in a tip to 
give a "theme" for the tip. By starting 
with a simple use of a basic and pro-
gressively using it in more difficult for-
mations, you build the level as you go 
along. If this is done carefully and pro-
gressively, the dancer will succeed in 
just about any way you call it. These 
basics are used in other tips as needed, 
but with much less frequency. Of 
course, you can revert back to a pattern 
from a previous tip, using the highlight 
of the tip, to keep the dancers on their 
toes. 
Each caller is urged to develop on his 
own, or to collect, a set of patterns and 
dance routines which present the basics 
used in all formations and partner pair-
ings. They will be very useful in teaching 
your new dancers. But using these with 
simple sight-calling techniques to 
resolve formations and bring dancers to 
their corners, you add more variety to 
your dances and better prepare the 
dancers to dance to other callers. 
PHONING INFO 
Feel free to phone us at ASD head-
quarters for ad info, subscription 
dance details, etc. (during business 
hours, please): 419-433-2188 or 
433-5043. 
20% OFF ALL NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS 
SPECIAL BONUS: 1-YEAR subscription to ASD. Ask for details. 
CALLERS...Are you interested in calling more enjoyable dances? Providing more fun to your friends? Becoming a more e:-
tective leader? Yes? Then our NOTES are for YOU We believe our NOTES are the very best Callers' Aid available 
today anywhere at any price. We invite you to compare for yourself Send for your FREE courtesy issue. REMEMBER. A 
good Callers' Note Service doesn't cost. d makes money. Order today' This fantastic otter must expire Sept 30. 1984 
1985 CALLER COLLEGES: March 10-14, Pierre, S.D. &May 24-27, Kansas City, Mo. Send for information 8 Dyers. 
MAVERICK ENTERPRISES, RR2, Sheldon MO 64784 





Holds up to 6 petticoats..  
Use for traveling or storage. 
Lightweight nylon. Sturdy. Secure. 
Water & Dirt Repellent. 
Send for Free Brochure. New York Stale res add 8e,% far 
.30-day Unconditional Money Back Guarantee Dealer 
curries Welcome.  
A STITCH IN TIME SEWING MACHINE CO. 
100 W. 25th St.. New York NY 10001 212-243-13059 
$25.00 
Add 52 50 IW 




Kinston NC; Oct. 5. Hilda & Felton White 
Wilmington NC; Oct. 6, Leon & Joyce West 
McHenry (Chicago) IL; Oct. 7, Wilma Hutchinson (1/2 ) 
Lake MI; Oct. 27, Bonnie St. Marie (1/2 ) 
Toledo OH; Oct. 28, Jack & Lil May (Jack & Stan) 
Fenton (Flint) MI; Nov. 3, Dick Bayer (1/2 ) 
Berlin PA; Nov. 11, Harry & Virginia Rhoads 
London, Ont. Can.; Nov. 16, Ken & Mary Brennan ('A) 
Dundalk (Balt.) MD; Nov. 18. Joe & Mary Baker 
Topeka KS; Nov. 25 (aft.) Haskins & Banks (1/2 ) 
Galesburg IL; Dec. 1, Novis Franklin 
Baton Rouge LA; Dec. 8, Ben & Diane Duke 
George AFB, CA; Jan. 4. Bruce Phillips 
Virginia Beach VA; Jan. 11, Warren & June Berglund 
Sedalia MO; Jan. 12. Carl Messingale 
Gulfport MS; Jan. 18, Harold & Pauline Smith 
Sebring FL; Jan. 27, Lefty & Georgia Tidd 
Hialeah FL; Jan. 28. Clyde & Evelyn Kirk 
Arcadia FL; Jan. 30, Everett & Jenny Martin ('h) 
Deerfield Beach FL; Feb. 3. Jerry & Pat Seeley 
Key West FL; Feb. 4 (Tent.) 
Mission TX; Feb. 9, Dean & Peggy Robinson (1/2 ) 
Altoona PA; Feb. 14, Bob & Pat Ratchford 
Stone Mt. (Atlanta) GA; Feb. 23, Jack & Fran Line (1/2 ) 
Savannah GA; Feb. 26, Owen & Linda Franklin 
Augusta GA; Feb. 27, Dan & Mary Martin 
Diamond City AR; Mar. 1, "June Bug" Cope 
Indianapolis IN; Mar. 9, Charles DeMoss 
Alamogordo NM; March 15, Lennie & Sheila Ludiker 
Gallup NM; Mar. 16. Debbie Kraus/Liz Cooper 
Columbus OH; Mar. 24, Dick & Roberta Driscoll 
Cincinnati OH; Mar. 28, Foster Eubank 
Phoenix AZ; April 3 
Fairfield CT; April 12, Gene Kappus 
Winnipeg, Man.; April 17, Bill Swain (1/2 ) 
Charleston WV; April 24, Paul Myers 
Knoxville TN; May 4, Don & Mary Walker I%) 
St. Louis MO; May 17. Mark Hasemeir 
Memphis TN; May 22. Eddie & Sally Ramsey 
Cookeville TN; May 23. Don Palk 
Salida CO; July 5, Edith & Paul Brinkerhoff 
Gillette WY; July 6 (Tent.) 
St. Albans VT; July 21, Mike & Ernie Trombly 
Minerva NY; Aug. 7, Mary & Bill Jenkins 
York PA; Aug. 15, Dennis Hensel 
Johnstown PA; Sept. 15. Al & Helen Gray 
HERE IT IS! 
Our all NEW Square Dance Mail Order CATALOG gi()  
Containing 9 pages of: 
• The newest patterns from Authentic, C&C, Kwik-Sew, and our own inter-
changeable pattern pieces and 6 pages of square dance apparel and 
accessories: 
• Petticoats: 'Beginner' fullness; moderately full; and our fullest 60 yard double 
skirted Special for $35.00. 
• Matching skirts, blouses and shirts in red, black, brown. blue, peach and beige, 
etc. 
• Pettipants, shoes, towels, ties, and more.... 
Send .50t plus .25c postage to: 
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
Rt. 9-D, Box 423, Hughsonville, N.Y. 12537 
Telephone- 914-297-8504 
	  VISA 
FREE FREE. 
To introduce our catalog to your beginner Class members, we will send as many 
free copies your Club requests, if you include 100 per catalog, to help defray postage 
costs. This catalog is an excellent teaching tool in regards to sq. dance fashions. 
100 
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( Book 
Nook  
by Mary Jenkins 
A GUIDE TO CONTRA DANCING— Volume I 
by Heiner Fischle 
	
This 48-page book about contra danc- 	very cool and sedate style. But not so. 
ing is unique in that it is written in both They like to dance with vigor and zest, 
German and English— left hand page is 	and they show it with the balance step." 
in German and page on the right is writ- He goes on to give a lengthy description 
ten in English. 	 of the balance. We who dance contras in 
The book was written for dance 	the New England area are familiar with 
leaders who are looking for dances easy the balance and know what callers de- 
to learn, with no complicated steps, and 	mand that the balance "be seen but not 
dances that strengthen the ties of heard." It all depends on where you are 
friendship in the group. (Remember that 	dancing and with whom! 
in 	contra dancing we dance with The "Questions and Answers" section 
everybody we meet in the line.) This book 	is very interesting. The list of "Sources 
will also broaden the caller's knowledge of Materials," "Books and Magazines," 
of the origin of square dancing. 	 "Records," "Alphabetical Index of 
Besides many of the contras with 	Dances" and the "Endword" are in- 
which we contra dancers are familiar, teresting and will be very helpful to 
there are some "originals" by Heiner. 	anyone using this book. 
His FN Contra (FN means First Night) Much thought has gone into writing 
has lines, circles and stars which the 	this book. Heiner has done a fine job. We 
participants can comprehend easily and hope many will purchase the book and 
which they will find natural. 	 appreciate the time and effort spent in 
We were especially amused at what 	writing it. 
the author wrote regarding the Order from Heiner Fischle, 
"Balance"— "The New England States 	Stromeyerstr 3, 3000 Hanover 1, Ger- 
are for sure the true homelands of the many (FR). Price: $7.00, Air-Mail $1.00 ex- 
American Contra Dance. Now you might 	tra (Heiner requests that cash be sent 
suspect those stiff Yankees to dance a with orders). 
FOR A VERY UNUSUAL AND 
INEXPENSIVE GIFT 
PHOTO T-SH1RT...$8.00 
Send any size B&W or color photo of good quality. 
We'll computerize it and put it on a quality 50150 
polester-cotton T-shirt. Photo will be returned 
unharmed. 
For men or women 
Standard crew neck 
S 	(34-36) red 
M (38-40) or 
L (42.44 blue 
XL (46-48) trim 
1 or 2 lines can be added above andlor below the 
photo. 10 letters per line. 
WE CAN PUT ANY MESSAGE YOU WANT ON A T-SHIRT 
Up to 16 letters per line including spaces and 11 lines per shirt.  
Include with your photo and/or message: color, size and amt of items. 
name, address. city. stale, zip. 
Add 52 00 post/handling per order. 
Send check or money order only to. 
JIFA ENTERPRISE 
P 0. BOX 475 
ORANGE BEACH AL 36561 
BIG, ROOMY TOTE BAG WITH PHOTO 
What could be handier than a roomy 
TOTE BAG with handles. and pictures 
of the children or the grandchildren' 
1 photo—fronl 	 57.00 
2 photos—front/back 	59.00 











IN-forms (guides. helps) 	  35t/1 
(Ask for complete list & quantity prices) 
POSTAGE 
$14.99..$1.00 psig 
55-9.99 $1.50 pstg. 
$10 & up $2 00 pstg 
r•-•••••• 11.4,4111k.  
07;74 1174N r7:74 	07:71. LINE-O'-TYPE  
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
CALLER 
A C ID 	salmis BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE 










MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING 84 .$1.00 
PLUS PROGRAM ('84) $3.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE  $3.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM 	  $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA 	  $3.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	 $4.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING 	  $5.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE  	$3.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE 	  $3.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the 
Mentally 	Handicapped 	 $5.00 
SOLO DANCES .$7.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE 	  $7.00 
SOUNDING THE HALL  $3.00 
TEACHING CLOGGING 	  $7.00 
S/D STYLING 	  $4.00 
PARTY 	LINE  $6.00 
EASY LEVEL  	$6.00 
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK  S16.00 
APPALACHIAN CLOGGING 	 $10.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS  	$2.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
CLIP ART I 	 . 	53.00 
CLIP ART II  $4.00 
CLOGGING 	  S4.00 
THE FUNNY WORLD OF SQUARE 
DANCING (Cartoons) 	 54.00 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING  $15.00 
SHOW & SELL S/0 S8.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 	 S4.00 
POSTER PAK-1. PAK-2. PAK-3  Each $10.00 
Cartoons tor tun & instruction 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 





Happiness adds and multiplies as we divide it with others. 
-A. Nielen 
102 	 American Squaredance, October 1984 
TOUR PRICES: 






Thu lour prices include the anticipated yearly ins lease in the 
0051 01 1,01,1 aCCUOInoOdatial. end 011 lei lend se sus .1n,1 
are based un the April IS 1984 value of ihe U S dollar She 
lour prices are "screw.° 01 transallanirc air I Iditap011illt011 vie 
ICulAndeil in the amount 01$499 ruin New York and $Sb9Ifolli 
Chi, duo both sribier.t to change 
TOUR ARRANGEMENTS BY -
LANDMARKS & DISCOVERIES, INC. 
NEW YORK 
Special dances with clubs in Germany, Holland, and Belgium! 
AMERICAN [0 SQURRE ORNCE 
To Europe 	in 1985! 
4-Country 
Square Dance Discovery Tour 
May 28 - June 6, with Stan and Cathie Burdick 
Germany — Luxemburg — Holland — Belgium 
Visiting 
Brussels — Ghent — Amsterdam — The Hague — 
Leyden — Delft — Cologne — The Rhine — 
Heidelberg — Moselle Valley — Luxembourg 
REGISTRATION FORM: 
Ili Stan and Cathie Burdock. American Square Danko Magazine. P U Boo 4139 Hurion. OH 44839 
I/We wish to register lor the 1985 Four Country European Square Dance Discover y lour 
Enclosed is check for $ 	 ($100 per person payable to LANDMARKS & DISCOVERIES. Inc I tor.  
	
. Departure !torn 	 
Lispanues 11010 	 
Name 
Gay' Town 	 Slate 	 . 	Zip 
I/We understand a second payment 01 $100 will be due on November 15, balance by April I 1985 











The Best Sound Columns 
You Can Buy! 
With Over 8 Years Experience Serving 
Callers and Cuers Across the Country, 
SUPREME Is Your First Choice For All 
Your Audio Needs! 
SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG 
CALLERS'•CUERS' CORNER 
Bill and Peggy Heyman 
271 Onwnway Road 
Ridgewood NJ 07450 
201-445-7396 
[y - _ smURA 	 CALLERS CHOICE 
CRUISE TO THE BEAUTIFUL BAHAMA ISLANDS 
VISIT THE FABULOUS DISNEY ATTRACTIONS AT ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
MARCH 10 -18, 1985 
Ask kids of all ages where they would like to go for their 
vacation and at the top of the list of answers you'll find EPCOT, DisneyWorld, and 
taking a cruise. Now you can get ALL THREE in one super Square Dance 
travel program from Blackwood Travel. 
Our first stop is Orlando, Florida—hope to EPCOT and to 
Disney World. Near by are a host of other wonderful attractions such as 
Sea World, Cypress Gardens, Circus World, and the Kennedy Space Center at 
Cape Canaveral, and unique dining experiences such as that at The Mediaeval Times where 
patrons are entertained by Knights of the Realm who joust in the courtyard during the 
dinner hour. We'll spend five days and five nights in the Orlando area to give you time 
to visit the attractions of your choice. 
Then we'll say away to the Bahamas on the newest, sleekest 
cruise ship serving Nassau—the magnificent StariShip Royale. We'll spend four days 
and three nights on this new luxury cruise ship and make ports of call at Nassau on New 
Providence Island and at Salt Cay, one of 700 small "Out Islands" that comprise the 
Commonwealth of the Bahamas where we'll have a private beach party. 
There is no doubt about it. This program is a marvelous 
three fantasies dream vacation come true. Come on along. You'll love it. 
Prices Begin at A Low, Low 89700 
PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
For Stateroom Category 12-A 
Includes Air from New York City 
LOW ADD-ON AIR FARES AVAILABLE 
FROM MOST MAJOR U.S. AIRPORTS 
HOST CALLER 
JIM BLACKWOOD, QUINCY, ILLINOIS 
WRITE FOR BROCHURE AND MORE INFORMATION 
OR SEND FOR RESERVATIONS NOW (WITH A DEPOSIT OF $200.00 PER PERSON) 
HAWAIIAN (0 5- ISLAND SPECTACULAR 
A Super 15-Day SQUARE DANCE TRAVEL PROGRAM To 
HNNAll — MAUI — MOLOKAI — KAUAI — OAHU 




THIS IS IT! This is one of the most extensive, activity 
filled Square Dance Tours to the Hawaiian Islands ever 
We'll spend FIFTEEN days in this Pacific Island Paradise 
and visit FIVE islands, spending at least two days on each. Why be satisfied 
with a shorter 6, 10, or 13-day tour that visits only 2, 3 or 4 islands when 
for just a few dollars more you can spend 15 days visiting 5 islands? 
This program is loaded with Extras. We've included NINE of 
the most popular tours and TWO special events. Purchased separately they 
would cost over $200.00. These are offerings the lower priced programs 
don't offer but which most people purchase after arriving in Hawaii thus 
making the "bargain" priced program much much less than a real bargain. 
They're part of our program. They're not an unexpected added cost. 
In addition, we've scheduled a full day of leisure on four of 
the five islands. The evenings have been left unscheduled so you may pick your 
choice of nightlife to enjoy—romantic dinner cruises, relaxing beach parties, nightclubing, a midnight 
swim, square dancing, etc. 
So leave the cold behind and join us for 15 exciting days as 
we visit 5 of the beautiful Hawaiian Islands. If you live in the sunbelt, take a break 
from your everyday winter activities and come to Hawaii with us. 
'Ibur Inclusions 
• Full time escort 
• Western Airlines round trip flight 
• Aloha Airlines Inter-island Flights 
• Flower lei greeting 
• Free get-acquainted Mai-tai party 
• All porterage in Hawaii 
• First Class Hotels 
Hilo—Hilo Hawaiian. Ocean front 
Kona—Kona Lagoon. Ocean front 
Maui—Islander-Maui. in the heart of Lahama % 
Molokai—Sheraton Molokai. Beach front 
Kauai—Islander on the Beach. Beach front 
Honolulu—Coral Reef, at the International 
Market Place in Waikiki 
• All transfers between the airports & hotels in Hawaii 
• Tour of Hilo including Orchid Gardens. Queen 
Liliukalani Park and Rainbow Falls 
• Tour of Volcano National Park and Kalapana 
Black Sand Beach 
• Tour of Hamakua Coast on Hawaii 
• Tour on Maui to lao Valley. Lahaina and Kaanapali 
• Captain Cook's Glassbottom Boat Cruise. Kona 
• Wailua River Cruise to Fern Grotto on Kauai 
• Waimea Canyon/Kalalau tour. Kaua.i 
• Navy Tour of Pearl Harbor 
• 110 Mile Circle Island Tour. Oahu 
• Deluxe travel bag 
• Private square dance parties 
WRITE FOR BROCHURE AND MORE INFORMATION 
OR SEND FOR RESERVATIONS NOW (WITH A DEPOSIT OF $200.00 PER PERSON) 
COME ON AND GO NAWAIIAN 
HOST CALLER 
JIM BLACKWOOD, QUINCY, ILLINOIS 
1395" 
PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
(From Los Angeles) 
LOW ADD-ON AIR FARES AVAILABLE 
FROM MOST MAJOR U.S. AIRPORTS 
LOW COST TOUR EXTENSIONS 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 









2217 HAMPSHIRE STREET, SUITE 200, QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301 
PHONE: 217.222-8011 
53 
